
TRUTH WEARS NO AASK.BOWSAT NO HUMAN SHRINE, SEEKS NEITHER PLACE NOR APPLAUSE: SHE ONLY ASKS A HEARING.
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*. ’poorest person accused can obtain redress.

CHICAGO, NOV. 14,1891.ESTABLISHED 1865.

TOPICS OF THE TIMES.
The Ecumenical Methodist conference unanimously 

adopted a petition to the United States Commission
ers of the World’s Fair, in which occur these words: 
“The spirit of the movement to open the exposition 
on Sunday is not philanthropic, but mercenary.” This 
is just what many say of the spirit of the opposition 
to Sunday opening, initiated and urged by the clergy. 
It will not help matters for either side to impeach 
the motives of the other.

The dismissal by the New York Presbytery of the 
heresy charges against Rev. Dr. Briggs does not im
ply that the heresy was disproved by the accused or 
condoned by the Presbytery, but the readiness with 

. which the Presbytery seized the first opportunity to 
take advantage of technical flaws in the indictment 
is proof that it was not very anxious to try the case. 
A bitter theological controversy, culminating perhaps 
in the disruption of a powerful religious organization 
has been arrested. But the case may yet come up 
before the higher courts of the church, or it may 
smolder as cause of discord between liberals and con
servatives for years. In one sense the failure of the 
New York Presbytery to probe the charges against 
Dr. Briggs is disappointing, since such a conflict of 
gladiatorial scholarship coaid hardly do more than 
scatter the chaff and leave the kernal of truth un
touched.

A woman became so enraged in a justice court in 
Chicago at a charge made against her by her land
lord that she shouted, “If you say that again I will 
kill you,” and then, as though maddened by rage, she 
seized her baby by the heels and whirling it above 
her head made a wild rush for the witness. For an 
instant every one in the court-room remained motion
less in horror, expecting to see the child’s brains 
dashed out in the attempt of the frenzied mother to 
strike the witness, An old Irish woman was the first 
to recover her presence of mind, and with a cry of 
“your child” she jumped forward and wrested the in
fant from its mother’s hands. Recalled to her senses 
by the exclamation, the woman realized what she had 
been about to do, and with a piercing scream she fell 
to the floor senseless, She soon recovered her con- 
sciousness and the charge againet her was dismissed. 
When false and defamatory charges are made against 
a woman and she is dragged into court to meet them, 
there ought to be some means provided by which the

Recently Major McClaughry, chief of police of 
Chicago, gave an address, in this city, on • ‘Crime 
and Its Relation to the Working Classes,” in which 
he Said that there is an appalling increase in this 
country of the criminal class, whjch proportionately 
far outruns, the growth of population. The chief 
causes of this increase he holds to be criminal parent
age and association, neglect of children by their 
parents, idleness, intemperance and gambling. The 
chief source of crime, he says, is that last mentioned. 
In the gambler’s school people are taught to take the 
property of others without returning its equivalent; 
Thus dishonesty is bred, which leads to confirmed 

criminality. Of all sons of gambling, he declares, 
“that which is conducted at homes and clubs is the 
worst,” for there respectability indorses the passion 
of getting something for nothing. Major McClaughry, 
in record with the most enlightened spirit of the age 
as to dealing with criminals, said: “All punishment 
must be dealt out in the spirit of kindness and not re
venge, and with punishment must also follow instruc
tion and education. Crime should be prevented rather 
than punished, and it lies within the reach of all to 
aid in this work. Labor must be dignified and made 
honorable. The spirit of true Americanism must be 
inspired in men.” Evidently this is the true policy of 
reformation.

At a meeting of the Woman’s Alliance, held at the 
Sherman House last Saturday, was read the report of 
the committee which had been appointed to investi
gate statements made in regard to immoral literature 
in the hands of school children. It was found that 
the vilest books, pamphlets and papers were sold to 
the children in the little stores near many of the 
schools. The worst was a pamphlet called 1 ‘Stolen 
Sweets,” the sales of which to children had been 
enormous. It was stated that a Dr. Lucas had placed 
great bundles of this literature under the sidewalks 
of the Woodlawn Park school in a position where 
they could be picked up by the children. The teach
ers said that the effect had been a horrible demoraliza
tion in the schools where the pupils were now ad
dicted to writing all sorts of obscene things to one 
another. Is it possible that such literature can be in 
circulation among school children and the fact re
main unknown to teachers and parents? If our pub
lic schools bannot be saved from such evil influence, 
the purpose for which they exist will be defeated. 
But there is no reason to believe that the evil prevails 
generally in the public schools, and while it should 
be promptly overcome, it should not be exaggerated 
and made a weapon for attacks upon the public 
school system. ‘ ‘A Dr. Lucas, ” or any other scamp 
who supplies children with moral filth should not be 
allowed at large in any community. A man who cor
rupts youth is a moral murderer and he should be 
treated accordingly.

It was the purpose of Samuel J. Tilden to endow a 
magnificent free library for the city of New York. 
That purpose has been defeated by a fatal defect in 
one section of the will, on account of which the New 
York Court of Appeals has decided that the will is 
void. Judge Brown, author of the majority report of 
the Court, holds regarding this section that: “In sub
stance Mr. 'J ilden said to his executors: ‘I have de
termined to devote my estate to charitable, educa
tional and scientific purposes. I have formed no de
tailed plan how that purpose can be executed, but 
under the law of New York it must be done through 
and by means of corporation. I request you to 
cause to be incorporated the Tilden Trust, and if you 
deem it expedient, that is if you think it advisable, 
and fit and propter thing to do, convey to that insti
tution or all of such part of my residuary estate as 
you choose, arid if you do not think thaticourse ad
visable, then apply it to such charitable, educational 
and scientific purpose as in your judgment will most 

\

¿substantially benefit mankind.’ ” The faulty wording 
of the instrument would in effect make it the will of 
the trustees instead of the will of the testator, con
trary to the statute on wills. Mr. Tilden was a very 
able lawyer who had large experience in all kinds of 
legal papers. When a will written by such a man 
is pronounced null and void on account of the phrase
ology, men of wealth who have money to leave for 
any purpose would act sensibly by disposing of it in 
the manner desired during their own lifetime.

Walter Besantin his“Voice of the Flying Day”writes 
thus of a haunted house: It has been standing vacant 
for some time, but was recently taken by a family. 
They began by complaining that they could not sleep 
at night. Noises were heard; they seemed like foot
steps; a cold breath in their faces startled them into 
wakefulness. The father of the family said it was all 
nonsense; he would not hear of such rubbish; the 
family should put such things out of their minds. 
They prepared therefore to bear their sufferings and 
their terrors with a Spartan fortitude. Meantime 
the nervous condition of the girls became almost in- 
teferable, and I know not what would have happened 
had not the father himself one morning, on coming 
down to breakfast, made an announcement. “We 
are going to leave this house to-day,” he said, bang
ing the table with his fist, “this very day.” In an 
hour or two the vans came round, and the furniture 
went into safe keeping while the family removed to. 
temporary lodgings. The house is now empty, and 
the board is up. I am curious to learn what will 
happen when1 the next family moves in. And .1 am 
most anxious to find out what the old man saw.

The decree of the board of visitors has been set 
aside in the famous Andover case. The decision of 
the Supreme court is on the ground that the trustees 
are not made parties to the original proceedings. The 
merits of the case are not passed upon. The decision 
means a victory for Prof. Egbert E. Smythe and 
doubtless ends a struggle that has been before the 
public for over five years. The decision of the board 
of visitors now set aside was rendered in June, 1887, 
and was to the effect that, “the Rev. Egbert E. 
Smythe, D. D., Brown professor of ecclesiastical his
tory in the theological institution in Phillips Academy 
in Andover, be expelled from his chair on account of- 
heterodoxy in teaching as such professor, doctrines 
contrary to the creed of the institution, especially 
respecting the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures and 
a probation after death for some souls that have not 
had the gospel in this life.” An appeal was taken 
to the Supreme court of the state and a world-famous 
series of legal battles went on, culminating in the 
final hearing before the full bench last November. 
The decision covers only one of the many grounds of 
appeal set out by Prof. Smythe’s lawyers—namely, 
that the board of visitors acted unjustly and illegally 
in refusing to allow the board of trustees to have a. 
share in the trial. Technically the effect of the de
cision is to send the case back to the board of visitors 
for a new trial. The trustees as a body are support
ers of Prof. Smythe and will hot become parties to 
proceedings for his removal, and the decision thus 
becomes a virtual victory for the “new departure” 
liberals.
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ESTABLISHED 1865.

TRUTH WEARS NO MASK, BOWS AT NO HUMAN SHRINE, SEEKS NEITHER PLACE NOR APPLAUSE: SHE ONLY ASKS A HEARING.

TOPICS OF THE TIMES. .
The Ecumenical Methodist conference unanimously 

adopted a petition to the United States Commission
ers Of the World’s Fair, in which occur these words: 
“The spirit of the movement to open the exposition 
on Sunday is not philanthropic, but mercenary.” This 
is just what many say of the spirit of the opposition 
to Sunday opening, initiated and urged by the clergy. 
It will not help matters for either side to impeach 
the motives of the other.

The dismissal by the New York Presbytery of the 
heresy charges against Rev. Dr. Briggs does not im
ply that the heresy was disproved by the accused or 
condoned by the Presbytery, but the readiness with 
which the Presbytery seized the first opportunity to 
take advantage of technical flaws in the indictment 
is proof that it was not very anxious to try the case. 
A bitter theological controversy, culminating perhaps 
in thè disruption of a powerful religious organization 
has been arrested. But the case may yet come up 
before the higher courts of the church, or it may 
smolder as cause of discord between liberals and con
servatives for years. In one sense the failure of the 
New York Presbytery to probe the charges against 
Dr. Briggs is disappointing, since such a conflict of 
gladiatorial scholarship coaid hardly do. more than 
scatter the chaff and leave the kernal of truth un
touched.
- A woman became so enraged in a justice court in 
Chicago at a charge made against her by her land
lord that she shouted, ‘ Tf you say that again « I will 
kill you, ” and then, as though maddened by rage, she 
seized her baby by the heels and whirling it above 
her head made a wild rush for the witness. For an 
instant every one in the court-room remained motion
less in horror, expecting to see the child’s brains 
dashed out in the attempt Of the frenzied mother to 
strike the witness, An old Irish woman was the first 
to recover her presence of mind, and with a ery of 
/‘your child” she jumped forward and wrested the in
fant from its mother’s hands. Recalled to her senses 
by the exclamation, the woman realized what she had 
been about to do, and with a piercing scream she fell 
to the floor senseless, She soon recovered her con
sciousness and the charge againet her was dismissed. 
When false and defamatory charges are made against 
a woman and she is dragged into court to meet them, 
there ought to be some means provided by which the 

'/poorest person accused can obtain redress.

Recently Major McClaughry, chief of police of 
Chicago, gave an address, in this city, on “Crime 
and Its Relation to the Working Classes,” in which 
Re said that there is an appalling increase in this 
country of the criminal class, which proportionately 
fair outruns the growth of population. The chief 
causes of this increase he holds to be criminal parent
age and association, neglect of children by their 
parents, idleness, intemperance and gambling. The 
chief source of crime, he says, is that last mentioned. 
Tn the gambler’s school people are taught to take the 
property of others without returning its equivalent? 
Thus dishonesty is bred, which leads to confirmed 

criminality. Of all sorts of gambling, he declares, 
“that which is conducted at homes and clubs is the 
worst,” for there respectability indorses the passion 
of getting something for nothing. Major McClaughry, 
in record with the most enlightened spirit of the age 
as to dealing with criminals, said: “All 'punishment 
must be dealt out in the spirit of kindness and not re
venge, and with punishment must also follow instruc
tion and education. Crime should be prevented rather 
than punished, and it lies within the reach of all to 
aid in this work. Labor must be dignified and made 
honorable. The spirit of true Americanism must be 
inspired in men.” Evidently this is the true policy of 
reformation.

At a meeting of the Woman’s Alliance, held at the 
Sherman House last Saturday, was read the report of 
the committee which had been appointed to investi
gate statements made in regard to immoral literature 
in the hands of school children. It was found that 
the vilest books, pamphlets and papers were sold to 
the children in the little stores near many of the 
schools. The worst was a pamphlet called “Stolen 
Sweets,” the sales of which to children had been 
enormous. It was stated that a Dr. Lucas had placed 
great bundles of this literature under the sidewalks 
of the Woodlawn Park school in a position where 
they could be picked up by the children. The teach
ers said that the effect had been a horrible demoraliza
tion in the schools where the pupils were now ad
dicted to writing all sorts of obscene things to one 
another. Is it possible that such literature can be in 
circulation among school children and the fact re
main unknown to teachers and parents? If our pub
lic schools bannot be saved from such evil influence, 
the purpose for which they exist will be defeated. 
But there is no reason to believe that the evil prevails 
generally in the public schools, and while it should 
be promptly overcome, it should not be exaggerated 
and made a weapon for attacks upon the public 
school system. ‘ ‘A Dr. Lucas, ” or any other scamp 
who supplies children with moral filth should not be 
allowed at large in any community. A man who cor
rupts youth is a moral murderer and he should be 
treated accordingly.

It was the purpose of Samuel J. Tilden to endow a 
magnificent free library for the city of New York. 
That purpose has been defeated by a fatal defect in 
one section of the will, on account of which the New 
York Court of. Appeals has decided that the will is 
void. Judge Brown, author of the majority report of 
the Court, holds regarding this section that: “In sub
stance Mr. 'J ilden said to his executors: ‘I have de
termined to devote my estate to charitable, educa
tional and scientific purposes. I have formed no de
tailed plan how that purpose can be executed, but 
under the law of New York it must be done through 
and by means of corporation. I request you to 
cause to be incorporated the Tilden Trust, and if you 
deem it expedient, that is if you think it advisable, 
and fit and proper thing to do, convey to that insti
tution or all of such part of my residuary estate as 
you choose, and if you do not think that course ad
visable, then apply it to such charitable, educational 
and scientific purpose as in your judgment will most 

substantially benefit mankind.’ ” The faulty wording 
of the instrument would in effect make it the will of 
the trustees instead of the will of the testator, con
trary to the statute on wills. Mr. Tilden was a very 
able lawyer who had large experience in all kinds of 
legal papers. When a will written by such a man 
is pronounced null and void on account of the phrase
ology, men of wealth who have money to leave for 
any purpose would act sensibly by disposing of it in 
the manner desired during their own lifetime.

Walter Besant in his ‘ ‘Voice of the Flying Day’’writes 
thus of a haunted house: It has been standing vacant 
for some time, but was recently taken by a family. 
They began by complaining that they could not sleep 
at night. Noises were heard; they seemed like foot
steps; a cold breath in their faces startled them into 
wakefulness. The father of the family said it was all 
nonsense; he would not hear of such rubbish; the 
family should put such things out of their minds. 
They prepared therefore to bear their sufferings and 
their terrors with a Spartan fortitude. Meantime 
the nervous condition of the girls became almost in
tolerable, and I know not what would have happened 
had not the father himself one morning, on coming 
down to breakfast, made an announcement. “We. 
are going to leave this house to-day,” , he said, bang
ing the table with his fist, “this very day.” In an 
hour or two the vans came roun£, and the furniture 
went into safe keeping while the family removed to 
temporary lodgings. The house is now ejjnpty, and 
the board is up. I am curious to learn what will 
happen when the next family moves in. And T nm 
most anxious to find out what the old man saw.
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The decree of the board of visitors has been set 

aside in the famous Andover case. The decision of 
the Supreme court is on the ground that the trustees 
are not made parties to the original proceedings. The 
merits of the case are not passed upon. The decision 
means a victory for Prof. Egbert E. Smythe and 
doubtless ends a struggle that has been before the 
public for over five years. The decision of the board - , 
of visitors now set aside was rendered in June, 1887, 
and was to the effect that, “the Rev. Egbert Ei 
Smythe, D. D., Brown professor of ecclesiastical his
tory in the theological institution in Phillips Academy 
in Andover, be expelled from his chair on account of- 
heterodoxy in teaching as such professor, doctrines 
contrary to the creed of the institution, especially 
respecting the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures and 
a probation after death for some souls that have not 
had the gospel in this life.” An appeal was taken 
to the Supreme court of the state and a world-famous 
series of legal battles wentj on, culminating in the / 
final hearing before the full bench last November. 
The decision covers only one of the many grounds of' 
appeal set out by Prof. Smythe’s lawyers—namely, 
that the board of visitors acted unjustly and illegally 
in refusing to allow the board of trustees to have a, 
share in the trial. Technically the effect of. the de
cision is to send the case back to the board of visitors 
for a new trial. The trustees as a body are support^ 
ers of Prof. Smy the and will not become parties tb 
proceedings for his removal, and the decision thus 
becomes a virtual 
liberals.

victory for the ‘ ‘new departure”
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comprehended very little
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until that portion was reached that related to the 
forthcoming Emancipation Proclamation. He. was 
charged with the utmost solemnity and force of man
ner not to abate the terms of its issue, and not to de
lay its enforcement as a law beyond the opening of 
the year; and he was assured that it was to be the 
crowning event of his administration and his life; and 
that while he was being counseled by strong parties 
to defer the enforcement of it, hoping to supplant it 
by other measures and to delay action, he must in no 
wise heed such counsel, but stand firm to his convic
tions and fearlessly perform the work and fulfil the 
mission for which he had been raised üp by an over
ruling Providence. Those present declared that they 
lost sight of the timid girl in the majesty of the utter
ance, the strength and force of the language, and the 
importance of that which was conveyed, and seemed 
to realize that some strong masculine spirit force was 
giving speech to almost divine commands.” Mrs. 
Maynard says: “I shall never forget the scene around 
me when I regained consciousness.” Mr. Lincoln ad
mitted the pressure brought to bear upon him to 
postpone the Proclamation. ‘ ‘At last he turned to 
me,” writes our author, “and laying his hand upon 
my head, uttered these words in a manner I shall 
never forget: ‘My child, you possess a very singular 
gift; but that it is of God I have no doubt. I thank 
you for coming here to-night. It is more important 
than perhaps anyone present can understand. I must 
leave you all now; but I hope I shall see you again.’ 
He shook me kindly by the hand, bowed to the rest 
of the company, and was gone. We remained an 
hour longer, talking with Mrs. Lincoln and her 
friends, and then returned to Georgetown. Such was 
my first interview with Abraham Lincoln, and the 
memory of it is as clear and vivid as the evening on 
which it occurred.” Shortly afterwards the famous 
Emancipation Proclamation was issued.

In the February following, President Lincoln was 
present at another seance and Miss Colburn, entranced, 
described the condition of the army at the front as 
precarious. The President said: “You seem to un
derstand the situation. Can you point out a remedy.” 
The controlling intelligence advised him to go to the 
front with his family, to appear before the soldiers in 
person, to make inquiries of them as to their condi
tion and grievances, and to show that he was the 
father of his people. Lincoln declared then and there 
that he would follow the advice, and soon did so with 
good results.

Itnwas at this séance, Mrs. Belle Miller being the 
“moving medium,” that a piano rose and fell a num
ber of times at her bidding. Mr. Lincoln expressed 
himself satisfied that the motion was caused by some 
“invisible power.” Mr. Somes remarked: “When I 
have related to my acquaintances, Mr. President, that 
which I have experienced to-night, they will say, 
with a knowing look and wise demeanor, ‘You were 
psychologized, and as a matter of fact (versus fancy) 
you did not see what you in reality did see.”’ Mr. 
Lincoln’s quiet reply was: “You should bring such 
person here, and when the piano seems to rise, have 
him slip his foot under the leg and be convinced 
(doubtless) by the weight of-evidence resting upon 
his understanding.”

In regard to Miss Colburn, the President said: “I 
am not prepared to describe the intelligence that con
trols this young girl’s organism. She certainly could 
have no knowledge of the facts communicated to me, 
nor of what was transpiring in my Cabinet meeting 
prior to my joining this circle, nor of affairs at the 
front [the army], nor regarding transpiring events 
which are known to me only, and which I have not 
imparted to any one, and which have not been made 
public.”

In ’64 and ’65, the mediums Charles Colchester and 
Charles Foster had several seances at the White 
] louse. ‘ ‘Through them and through myself, ” says 
Mrs. Maynard, “he received warnings of his ap
proaching fate; but his fearless, confident nature dis
regarded the warnings he received.” A detailed 
statement is given by Mrs. Maynard. “It has fre

ualist, ” writes Mrs. Maynard. ’ ‘ ‘That question is left 
open Tor general judgment. I do know that he held 
communication with numerous mediums, both at the 
White House and at other places, and among bis me- 
diumistic friends were Charles Foster, Charles Col
chester, Mrs. Lucy A. Hamilton, and Charles Red
mond, who warned Mr. Lincoln of the danger that 
faced him before he made that famous trip between 
Philadelphia and Washington, on which occasion he 
donned the Scotch cap and cape; and which warn
ing saved him from assassination.”

The medium met the President on the day of the 
battle of Chancellorsville. There was terrible fight
ing at the front and the latest news was that the Union 
army had been defeated and was in full retreat. For 
twenty minutes Miss Colburn’s control talked to Mr. 
Lincoln, stating that the battle had not been disas
trous, but really a gain to the Union, and what was 
said changed his anxious and careworn look to one of 
hope and confidence. The words through the medium 
were verified by the special dispatches received the 
next day.

Space will not permit further reference here to 
Mrs. Maynard’s interesting narrative. Of its substan
tial correctness there is no reason to doubt. There 
are many who, from personal acquaintance withthe 
author, can say with Frank B. Carpenter, the dis
tinguished artist—painter of the picture, “Emancipa
tion Proclamation” in the Capitol at Washington: “I 
have known Mrs. Maynard for some years. She is a 
talented woman. I do not believe she would tell an 
untruth. She is a medium of remarkable ability.” 
That Mrs. Lincoln was a Spiritualist, and that Mr. 
Lincoln was deeply interested in Spiritualism, is 
known beyond doubt; that he was strongly inclined 
to belief in its philosophy as well as to belief in 
the genuineness of its phenomena is, from all the 
evideiice accessible, very probable; but Mr. Lincoln’s 
religious convictions and hopes were, during the 
dark days of the war, of varying degrees of strength, 
and moreover he was a very politic and cautious 
man who did not carry his heart on his sleeve and 
did not make Known his persona! views and feelings 
on some subjects even to those with whom he was 
in intimate official relations. That Mr. Lincoln de
rived consolation from Spiritualism, and that he be
lieved he was helped and guided by invisible intel
ligences higher than his own may be reasonably af
firmed. To what extent the words uttered by Mrs. 
Maynard in the presence of the President were a 
reflection of his thoughts .and purposes it may not 
be possible to determine; but that the intelligence 
and prescience shown far exceeded, that of our “Little 
Nettie” is certain, and that the wise advice came from 
the Spirit-world Spiritualists can readily believe.

PSYCHICAL PROBLEMS

On another page is published, from the Christian 
Register, an interesting paper covering some of Mrs. 
Underwood’s experience in automatic writing. In • 
its comments under the above heading The Register 
says:

“Her experiments in automatic writing have there-. 
fore unusual interest, and we cannot doubt the facts 
she reports. The only question is, What is their in
terpretation? This is the question which confronts 
psychical students. A large body of facts has already 
been gathered on these questions, but their adequate - 
interpretation is what the world waits for. Our Spir
itualist friends are ready with an explanation. Is 
their explanation the true one? The scientific world 
has not yet accepted it; nor has it, on the other, 
hand, either disproved the spiritualistic interpretatidn, 
dr offered any other more conclusive in its stead..... 
To determine the real significance of such facts, 
whether in relation to the life that now is or the life 
that is to come, is a problem which confronts modern 
science.”

Yes, this problem does confront modern science 
and modern preachers. It will not down. The peo
ple both in the church and outdare determined thatquently been stated that Mr. Lincoln was à Spirit-
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this problem shall not be tabooed or" laughed out of 
court, church, laboratory or lecture room. Hence, the 
sooner the intelligent and very conservative body of 
Unitarians for which The Register stands recognizes 
its duty and earnestly sets nbout cooperating in this 
work, the better for Unitarianism and the world.

ALLEGED LIBEL AND APPEAL FOR REDRESS.*

In the Intemaitonal Journal of Ethics for October, 
1890, appeared an article from the pen of Professor 
Royce, of Harvard University, vigorously criticizing 
Dr. F. E. Abbot’s little work, “The Way Out of Ag
nosticism.” The article was extremely offensive 
to Dr. Abbot. Professor Royce claimed that the 
thought of the work was essentially idealistic, that it 

'■ was largely appropriated or “borrowed” from Hegel, 
that the author of the book made extravagant pre- 

\ tensions to • ‘novelty,” ‘ ‘orginality” and ‘ ‘profundity” 
'• which he did not possess, and that he was “hope- 
. lessly unhistorical in his consciousness.” Dr. Abbot 

declares that the article as a whole is a libellous mis- 
< representation of the truth. It seems that Dr. Abbot 

wrote a reply to the article, sent it to Professor Felix 
Adler, who is at the head of the editorial committee 

, conducting the Internaiional Journal of 'Ethics, and he 
turned it over to Professor Royce, also one of the edi
torial committee, who treating it as an ordinary re- 
ply to a book criticism, attached to it a rejoinder, re- 

•' peating and defending his statements. Dr. Abbot 
desired his defence against what he regarded as a 
libel printed alone by itself. This was refused, but 
Dr. Abbot was assured that he might follow Prof. 
Royce’s rejoinder with a second reply in the same 
number. Proof of Professor Royce’s rejoinder was 
sent to Dr. Abbot with a note that the replyHnust be 
mailed “within ten hours after receiving Boyce’s 
proof,” but he could not get his reply ready in so 
short a time, and consequently nothing in regard to 
the subject appeared in the next issue of the Journal 
of Ethics. Dr. Abbot now appeals to the corporation 
and overseers of Harvard University for redress.

He wrote a card of retraction for Professor Royce 
to sign, but Professor Royce, while disclaiming any 
malice or personal hostility and regretting any sever
ity of expression not needed to give form to his 
opinion, reaffirmed in substance all that he had writ
ten in criticism , of Dr. Abbot’s book. Dr. Abbot 
strongly intimates that if Harvard University does 
not discipline Professor Royce, he will have recourse 
to the courts for redress.

There are three questions involved: 1. Are Dr. 
Abbot’s metaphysical speculations in “The Way Out

.’ of Agnosticism” essentially idealistic? 2. Did Dr. 
' Abbot obtain his thought, especially his “theory of 

- universals,” from Hegel? 3. Did hemake pretensions 
to “novelty,” “originality” and “profundity” not war
ranted by any knowledge actually possessed?

Without entering into the merits of the dispute, 
may be remarked that there are so many kinds 
both idealism and realism that it is not possible
understand where an adherent of either system be
longs until he has defined his position, and often it is 
not possible then. In fact what some good thinkers 
call a system of realism other thinkers of equal ability 
call idealism. And there may be difference of opinion 
as to the actual implications of a theory, by whatever 
name it is called. There may be an entirely honest 
difference of opinion between Dr. Abbot and Professor 
Royce as to whether the philosophy of the former is 
essentially idealistic or realistic; and upon the in
terpretation of Dr. Abbot’s thought' may depend 
largely the difference of opinion as to how far the 
thought in “The Way Out of Agnosticism” is, as re- 

; spects universals essentially like Hegel’s; the differ
ence may be regarded by one as essential and by the 
other as logically unessential in 'the philosophical 
scheme. Both thinkers may be entirely honest in 
their interpretation. And then whether a reviewer 
will deem an author open to the charge of making 
pretensions to “novelty,” “originality” and “profun-
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dity,” which he does not possess, depends considerably 
upon his estimation of the author’s work. Here the 
author and-the critic may differ widely and be equally 
sincere. It would be difficult to use more belittling 
and contemptible language in reference to any theory 
than Dr. Abbot has frequently applied to the thought 
of some of the thinkers of to-day;’but they have not 
called in question his honesty, have not demanded that 
he retract his words, have not threatened him with 
a libel suit.

There does not, therefore, seem to be any just rea
son for the appeal to the corporation and overseers 
of Harvard University, who are not likely to take any 
steps to discipline a professor for giving his opinion 
in a book review of a philosophical work and his es
timates of its author as a thinker. And certainly it 
were folly to think seriously of taking such a case into 
the courts. Professor Royce’s criticism was doubtless 
severe, but since he has expressed regret that he used 
or may have used language stronger than was neces
sary to make clear his opinion of the thought criticized, 
since it gave pain to his friend. Dr. Abbot should 
be content to defend his position against Dr. Royce 
in the same journal in which they were criticized.

With all respect for Dr. Abbot and with full appre
ciation of the good work he has done, yet the con
viction is irresistible that the publication of such a 
protest as he has issued is unfortunate for him, and 
that from every point of view it is regrettable that 
some friend did not have sufficient influence with the 
gentleman to dissuade him from an act so unwise.

MAZZINI ON DEATH.
In some letters written by Mazzini, the Italian pat

riot. to members of an English family with whom he 
was very intimate—letters which were published in 
The Century magazine for November—occur these 
expressions of his thought in regard to death and a 
future life, the death of a member of the family being 
the occasion; “Remember, for God’s sake, that there 
is no such thing as death for all that is best in us; 
that what people call death is only a transformation 
and step onward in life. Love is a vouchsafer for 
immortality. We would not scatter a single flower 
on a tomb if there was not an instinct in the soul 
teaching us that our love pleases the cherished one 
who is buried beneath, and depend upon me there is 
more truth discovered by these flashes of the virgin 
soul than by all the dim, painfully elaborated lanterns 
of analysis and reasoning knowledge.”

And again: “Let you all feel, as I shall, her pres
ence more than ever. Let you all believe—as you 
believe in my undying affection—that death is the 
cradle of a new, purer and happier life. It is so. 
God knows I would not give at such a moment a mere 
poetical instinct as a consolation. I know it is so. 
Every departure of loved beings has made me feel so 
more and more. Your mother is living, loving, want
ing love; longing for your rising (sometime) calmly 
and trustfully to her, and rewarded for the love she 
had, for the truth she did and wished to do, with some 
more power to help you on, to influence you with 
holy, virtuous thoughts.”

Writes Mr. Stead in his Review of Reviews: “Of 
course, at ibis time of the day it is supremely unsci
entific not to believe in ghosts. Such incredulity is 
practically impossible to any one who admits that the 
unbroken testimony of mankind in all lands and at 
all times can possess any weight. There is more evi
dence to establish the reality of ghostly apparitions 
than there is to convict most of the murderers who 
are ever hanged; and while it is right and proper to 
regard every fresh tale of spectral wonder with a 
wholesome skepticism, the more skeptically you weigh 
the evidence, and the more rigorously you reject nine- 
tenths of the tales of the country side, the more irresist
ibly you will be driven to the conclusion that the 
truth of what are Galled supernatural visions is as well 
established as-any fact whose occurrence is occasional 
and intermittent. To reject all the mass of testimony 
upon which this assertion rests, out of deference to a 
preconceived theory, is absolutely opposed to the sci-
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entific spirit, and is on all fours with the superstition 
which scouted the true theory of astronomy because 
it seems at ' variance with the popular theory of the 
universe.” The question wiih Mr. Stead is what is à 
ghost? and he thinks the true principle of investiga
tion is that adopted by the Psychical Research Society 
and he promises cooperation in the Collection and 
verification of evidence.

A story of Theodore Parker’s early life, which is 
said to be authentic, and was related, indeed, by Mr. 
Parker himself, writes Lilian Whiting, was that when 
a boy about twelve years of age he was at work one 
day on his father’s farm near Lexington, and suddenly 
a venerable man stood by him. His silvery hair a.nd 
flowing beard impressed the lad as somewhat unusual, 
and for some time the aged man walked along by 
him, talking to him earnestly of all that it was 
possible for a boy to become and to do in the world. 
It made upon the boy a lasting impression, and he 
repeatedly affirmed that the hour became to him; a 
conscious date in life, one that stimulated all his 
latent force and aspiration. On inquiring as to 
whence the stranger came, no one could tell. It 
was a country neighborhood, where any visitor at
tracted attention, and as no one but the lad had 
seen him, he came in after years to believe that 
his visitor was of supernatural origin.

Miss Kate Washburn a beautiful young woman is 
serving a sentence of three months in a county chain 
gang in Georgia for intimacy with Rev. Z. T. Bell, 
who led her astray and introduced her as his wife 
while he was preaching revival sermons. He was • 
arrested on a telegram from his North Carolina wife. 
Both were tried and convicted. The preacher, says 
the dispatch, was sentenced to pay a fine of $200, and 
the woman to $50 with chain gang terms, as the al
ternative. Bell’s friends made up the money for him, 
and he accepted his freedom, leaving the woman in 
jail to serve out her sentence. She had no friends, 
and wept bitterly as she saw the man who led her 
astray released. Bell’s wife has written to him to 
come home and all will be forgiven. With less the
ology and a higher standard of justice the people 
would not permit such unjust discrimination as this in 
favor of an immoral, hypocritical preacher and 
against the young woman he wronged.

I

Mrs. Hardinge says: I was staying at the house of a 
lady friend whose last hour was approaching. She 
grieved at the absence of all her children, especially 
of one, a cripple. I left her at four o’clock, and called 
again late at night, when she. was better and said: 
“I have seen my children, and Jessie sitting on the 
grass in the midst of her sisters playing with roses.” 
She passed away. Some days afterwards we learned 
by letter that at the time when she saw her children 
Jessie, the cripple, who had been put out of doors, 
was heard to scream, her sisters ran out and found 
her covered with roses. She said she had seen her 
mother, and although there were rose bushes not far 
off, they were much too far away for Jessie to reach 
them.—Spiritualist, 1870.

1

Alas for him who never sees
The stars shine through his cypress trees;’ 
Who, hopeless, lays his dead away, 
Nor looks to see the breaking day 
Across the mournful marbles play;
Who hath not learned, in hours of faith, ’ 
The truth to flesh and sense unknown,
That Life is ever lord of Death, 
And Love can never lose its own.

. —Snowbound, Whittie?.

The world embraces not only a Newton, but a. 
Shakespeare^ not only a Boyle, but a Raphael; not 
only a Kant, but a Beethoven; not only a Darwin, butt, 
a Carlyle. Not in each’ of these, but in all, is human 
natiire whole. They are not opposed, but supple
mentary; not mutually exclusive, 
Professor Tyndall.. 1. ■
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gage the attention of the psychometer and connect to 
it the.reader.

A curious incident of this character happened in 
my experience, and may be worth relating, as illus
trative of the truth of this statement. In some of my 
earlier experiments I was handed a letter to psy
chometrize by a member of the family. Upon taking 
the letter such a picture of vindictive spite, treachery 
and uncontrolled anger came before my eyes that I 

‘dropped the letter and refused to read farther. At 
the same time I had a consciousness that it in some 
way was connected to some one present. Nothing 
was said in explanation for several days, and I hac 
an uncomfortable feeling that unwittingly I hac 
thrown a bomb. A few days later my father confessed 
himself the writer of the letter, at the same time of
fering this very reasonable explanation of what I had 
seen. The letter had been written several months 
before his return home. On examining it to find a 
reason for my'singular impression, he found he had 
written in a casual way the name of a certain person 
and recalled to mind something which had happened 
on that day, although the letter made no mention of 
the incident. The gentleman whose name the letter 
mentioned had, in a fit of drunken anger, made an at
tack upon and barely missed shooting another mem
ber of the family. These facts had been suppressed 
in the letter lest it cause alarm, but, being of a nature 
so exciting, it took precedence of the writer of the 
letter. In this instance had the experimenter been 
less careful, and the results less intelligently consid
ered, it would have passed into history in the minds 
of those present as a mistake, while in reality it was 
a fine demonstration showing how psychometry will 
reveal what memory failed to record.

There seems actually no limit to the impressions 
which may be stamped upon a piece ef paper by the 
writer. Many curious incidents might be mentioned, 
but one more must suffice. At one time a gentleman 
sent me something from his wife, asking a reading. 
It was a slip of paper and a lock of hair. As is my 
custom, I bunched the two together without examina
tion and proceeded with the reading,but it failed to fit 
the case, as there were a number of statements not at 
all apropos. More than a year later I met the gen
tleman, when the mystery was explained. On the 
slip, of paper had been written a quotation from 
Bryant. I had read Bryant rather than the lady. 
The real soul record on the paper was Bryant’s. It 
was an excellent reading of him, but a very poor de
lineation of the lady’s character.

As there seems to be no limit to the number of 
things which may be recorded on any article, so there 
seems to be absolutely no limit to the time in which 
a record may be made. A record of a million years 
ago is as fresh as that of to-day, and as easily read, 
provided anything in his own experience enables the 
psychometer to judge correctly about the pictures 
presented.

I will recite one instance only in proof of this state
ment. At one time a piece of ore was handed me to 
psychometrize. My first sensation was of falling— 
not falling in space, but falling in time; backward I 
whirled with a rapidity which made me dizzy, until I 
struck something; and was then sensible of being sud 
denly thrown up some distance. As soon as I could 
collect my scattered wits, I looked over what seemed 
like a liquid mass of iron running at my feet. I ap
peared to stand on something more solid, and it had 
been heaved up from below. Through the open fis
sures here and there flames darted upward. Such 
strange, new sensations. I tried to look up, but the 
sky was down upon me, and I exclaimed, “There is 
no air to breathe,” and a dense vapor encompassed 
me. While I looked the scene changed and the dif
ferent geological periods passed in review up the rep
tilian age. It was like a panorama moving very rap
idly. All at once I was encompassed about with 
tails, appearing and disappearing in the dense, damp 
foliage, not here and there one. The earth was lit
erally alive with snakes. At this point I again fell, 
but this time through space, and landed in the mine 
from which the ore was taken. The reading of the: 
ore was correct, so far as verified, and the question;

e ■

RECORDS: HOW A PSYCHOMETER READS THEM.

By Mrs. Adaline Eldred.

J Passing over the various branches of psychometry, 
suÇh as mind reading or thought transf errence, medium
ship, the effect of drugs and other substances, the at
tention of the reader is especially directed tu the re
cords which the psychometer reads.

Nature is a most careful recorder, and nothing in 
the history of the universe is lost through her fail
ure to make the record th^rjyigh and complete. 
This is done not once only, but over and over in many 
ways. The history of our planet is written on rock 
and ore, on-mountain peak and rivei’ bed, on all plant 
life, on every living thing. The geological history 
of the earth is ascertained by the study of successive 
beds of rock, from masses forced up in liquid state 
from within its crust, from the fossil remains of ani
mals and plants which certain beds contain. With 
infinite patience men have studied these records and 
as a result of their labor we have the science of geol-

■ - ogy. The biologist studies all life and reads from 
fossil animals and plants their derivation and life 
history. He follows the history from earliest animal 
life to man himself, and here we find the record 
plainly written on face and form. So plainly marked 
are the characteristics that it is easy to classify and 

’ assign each individual to the race to which he belongs.
A man’s character and training are recorded in the 
shape of the head, the lines of the face, the formation 
of the hands and feet, the movements of the body in 
action, the positions in repose.

A phrenologist reads from the size and shape of the 
head the mental and moral attributes of the man, his 
physical condition, his adaptability to certain busi
ness or profession and can in some measure predict 
his course in life. A palmist studies the shape, size, 
texture and lines of the hand and reads from it 
not only the character of the man, but follows his 
course through life, past, present and future. Read
ing from the head and hands is done by an expert, as 
also from the handwriting. But the face! Who does 
not read the face? Recording as it does every vary
ing emotion, every habit of thought, intellectuality, 
sensuality, spirituality; all are written on the face 
in lines ineffaceable.

But your attention, deal- reader, is called to another 
record, differing essentially from all of these, or from 
any with which you are familiar. A record even 
more accurate and made with most careful attention 
to detail, a record from which nothing can be lost or 
destroyed, a record which nothing will ever efface, a 

_record of the soùl’s history for all time, a- record all 
/ cannot read, because it is not perceived by the.physi
cal senses, but must be cognized by the psychic fac
ulties wholly. Only a comparatively few people are 
able to read this record, and those very imperfectly, 
because the psychic powers of man are imperfectly 
educated or developed. On every bit of ore or rock, 
on every-plant or flower there is written its entire 
history. This is true of every atom and every organi
zation. In every temple and in every room there- is 
..recorded all that has taken place in them. On every 
.piece of furniture and adornment is written the his- 

. tory bf every event in which it has played a part. 
We cannot sit for a photograph, wear a ring or sign 
our names without stamping ourselves upon itiD such 

. a way that the history of our lives and personal char- 
. acteristics may be read more or less accurately by a 
psychometer, according to the degree of development 

, . which has been attained. In writing a letter, not 
f 'only the personal characteristics of the writer maybe 
ïÿ Stamped upon it, but, under some conditions, events 

in other people’s lives may also be impressed. If 
:8'uch. an'event is in the mind of the writer at the time, 
either consciously or unconsciously, any mental state 

/- may not only impress itself on the letter, but the 
cause of that condition'may be so impressed as to en- 

is, if a part of the reading was correct, why not all?
A psychometric reading is usually made by holding ! 

the object to oe read in the hand or against the fore
head, but often without physical contact with anything 
belonging to the persoij or thing to be read.

There are what we may, for want of*a more accu
rate name, call magnetic currents or vibrations eman
ating from all objects, animate or inanimate, and 
some people are peculiarly sensitive to such currents, 
feeling them like little electric shocks, ryet few know 
that in the sensations produced by these currents a 
psychometer may find the key to every character, the 
nature and history of every object, and through the 
clairvoyant sight produced in some way by them see 
the person, place or thing. The nature of the person 
corresponds to the nature of the currents, and the 
character may be read from them with even greater 
precision than from the head, the face or the hands.

Every thought or emotion modifies these currents, 
as much as it does the heart-beats. Not one thought, 
not one feeling, not one aspiration is left unrecorded. 
For good or evil the record stands. Sometime the 
powers of the human soul will be so developed that 
this ♦ ‘book of life” will be opened to us, the mysteries 
of nature will be revealed in its pages and everyone 
may read therefrom.

Room 33, Central Music Hall, Chicago.

SUB-CONSCIOUSNESS, OR WHAT?
By Sara A. Underwood.

Prof. J. H. Hyslop of Columbia College recently 
in an article in the Independent, called attention to 
psychological experiences by Prof. William James 
jf Harvard University, Prof. Henry Sidgwick of Cam
bridge, Eng., and others, and said, “Psychology is on 
the threshold of the profoundest mysteries it has dis
covered or dreamed of,” This remark expresses the 
□pinion of a number of careful thinkers and investi
gators whose attention has been given to the study of 
psychical phenomena, --a subject of increasing interest, 
especially in this country and in England and France. 
The hypnotic condition in its different stages, clair
voyance, and telepathy, or mind-reading, have been 
made the subject of systematic investigation, and the 
rigid scrutiny to which the phenomena have been 
subjected has done much to sift the wheat from the 
chaff, and to establish beyond doubt that there is a 
residuum of truth in claims which until recently could 
scarcely gain the attention of minds of recognized 
ability and reputation.

Among the phenomena which puzzle the doctors 
and philosophers is automatic writing,— writing with
out the conscious effort of the person whose hand forms 
the letters, and to a large.extent independent of the 
person’s own thought. To this phenomenon my at
tention was drawn nearly two years ago by my own 
personal experience, and from that time until the 
present it has been to me a subject of curiosity and 
wonder and of a careful study and experiment. I 
have never been a believer in modern Spiritualism, 
nor had more than the; ordinary interest in its alleged 
phenomena or in its literature, have never consulted 
a medium, attended a “seance” or “circle, ” heard a 
“rap” or witnessed any of the so-called “manifesta - 
tions.” In my case, therefore, automatic writing has 
not had for its conditions any preconceptions or sur
roundings such as are popularly supposed to be nec
essary to the phenomenon. I have never been in a ■ 
trance or hypnotic condition, nor ever witnessed any
thing in the way of mesmerism. Some years ago,: 
however, I did experiment, in company with some 
non-Spiritualists (several of whom were members .of 
orthodox churches), with.planchette, when Iobtained, 
to my surprise, writing of a somewhat remarkable 
character, _but, on the whole, so unsatisfactory that 
in a few months I dropped the experiments.

This automatic writing occurs when lam as normal 
and in as full possession of my mental powers as I am 
while writing this article. My hand holding a pen or 
pencil is moved without the least effort on my part; the 
handwriting differs from my own, and the writing is 
done with a rapidity which I never could command. 
The thoughts expressed are not mine; they are 
frequently at variance with opinions I have long 
held, and I do not know what a sentence or a word 
will be until it is completed. In some cases, a series 
of statements of a personal character has been written 
which I disbelieved at the time, and of the truth of 
which-1 was convinced only weeks afterward on hear-
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ing the facts from persons who knew nothing of my 
experiences. In some instances, the autographs 

' signed to communications have corresponded so close- 
ly with the real autograph of the person purporting 
to write that the friends of the person deceased, on 
comparing the writing and knowing I had never seen 
the handwriting of the person when alive, have been 
surprised and confounded.

I cannot command the writing. Frequently, when 
I ask for it, I either get nothing in reply or a short 
sentence, such as “Want power,” “Conditionsare un

favorable,” “Gone,” and, when I do get communi
cations, I cannot get them from those I desire to hear 
from. The presence of my husband, who has no 
power of automatic writing or other “mediumistic 
gifts,” is necessary to connected writing. Over and 
over again, when alone, I have tried to get writing, 
but have never been able to get more than two or 
three words, disconnected and incoherent. Once or 
twice a name has been written in such fashion that I 
could read it only by holding it before a mirror: to 
write one word in that way is utterly beyond my own 
power. Again, with the pen in my left hand, occa
sional sentences have been written upside down. My 
own penmanship is most commonplace, and I am 
not able to vary it; yet often the writing is far supe
rior to my own. We have not from the first invited 
more than a half-dozen of our personal friends, none 
of them Spiritualists, to witness this writing, and 

. never more than two at one time. On such occasions 
the writing was labored, fragmentary, and unsatis
factory.

The communicating intelligences insist that they 
are “spirits.” Neither my own opinions nor those of 
my husband seem to have any influence in determin- 

; ing what is written, and our most cherished theories 
are frequently criticized in strong but courteous lan
guage. Sometimes statements have been written 
which were found afterward to be incorrect or part
ially so. Rhymes are frequently dashed off rapidly in 
reply to our questions or suggestions.

From a large mass of manuscripts containing, our 
questions and the answers given through automatic
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writing, I wish here to give some samples charact
eristic of the sort of communications received, yet 
hardly know how to select from such abundant ma
terial, and choose somewhat at random. I begin 
with a short sitting:

- Question.—“Will our invisible friends write for us 
to-night?”

Answer.— “We are ready to answer such inquiries 
as your common sense suggests should be asked, 
when you remember the limitations of our different 
conditions.”

Q.—“Will you give your name?”
A.—“It cannot be reasonably argued that a name 

emphasizes ideas. The one object of importance in 
. our plane is the supremacy of ideas to mere superfi

cial appearances.”
Q. ‘--‘Will you give from us your standpoint of knowl

edge a defination of three words,-—‘body, ‘soul,’ and 
‘spirit’? First, ‘body.”’

A--—Body,’ as we understand the word, means a 
temporary condition of what you name, ‘matter.’ 
necessary to development of soul.”

Q.—‘.‘What, then, is ‘soul’?”
A-—“‘Soul’ is the ego,— the individualization of 

an atom of the great Unity, spirit.”
Q.—“And how do you define ‘spirit’?” -
A.—“‘Spirit’is the all of being,—inexplicable to 

those in the body: you must come up higher to under
stand.”

Q.—“What do you mean by the ‘atoms of unity’? 
How can there be such, when each atom is in itself a 
whole,-—a unity?”

A.—-“E Pluribus Unum.”
An extremely appropriate answer,—“One formed 

of many.”
Q.—“When one enters into your sphere,—-when we 

are called dead,—is there at first a period of uncon
sciousness, or is there an unbroken consciousness, a 
remembrance of what has transpired?”

A.—“When what you call death occurs,*—which is 
really a new birth,—unconsciousness is the stage of 
transition; but, as soon as the new-born spirit is 
found strong enough to understand the very natural 
change which has taken place,--a change which, if he 
or she has been an observer of the thousands of 
metamorphoses occurring in earth life with lower 
forms, will seem the most natural possible in evolu
tion,—then the knowledge of such change dawns upon 
the sense-perceptions, and all becomes clear.”

Without giving them in the order in which they 
were written, I will transcribe some of the answers to 
questions which naturally suggest themselves when 
answers are claimed to be given from the Spirit
world:

Q.—“On your plane do you arrive at certainty in 
- regard to immortality?”.

A.—“We here are as ignorant as you are as to the 
ultimate of existence. Immortality is still an unde
termined issue. One life at a time seems as pertinent 
with us as with you.”

Q.—“Is not every spirit on your plane assured of 
continued existence?” - ■ *

A.—“Continued existence does not necessarily 
mean immortality to all mankind. When the change 
yon call death occurs, there is but a step taken toward 
the change which annihilates as well as strengthens.”

Q.—“Does the form of man change with change of 
planes?”

A.—“Cannot you understand that your ideas of 
form are limited by your sense perceptions, and you 
could not understand the correct answer to your ques
tion !”

Q.—“Do you on your plane have immunity from 
the griefs and ills which we here are obliged to en
dure?”

A.—“Life here,- while akin to and an evolutionary 
outcome of the life which you are now passing 
through, is on a wholly different subjectivity. There 
are evils and what may be termed troubles with us; 
but they are far from the unbearableness of the sor
rows earth-souls are necessarily called upon to endure. 
Our deepest griefs come from our sympathy.with 
youi- evanescent troubles.”

Q.—“Are we to understand that you who now ad
dress us have reached the highest sphere attainable?”

A.—“Ah, no! Nor do we care to until we have 
trod the lower rounds of the ladder of being.”

Q.—“Why are incorrect, false, or no answers at all 
given to some of our questions?”

A.—“Brother, wisdom is not unmixed with us any 
more than with you. Undeveloped souls will continue 
here to exhibit their shortcomings as they do when 
with you; nor are such anarchistic spirits to be re
pressed at once here any more easily than when in 
the flesh. We can only pity and teach.”

Q.—“Who is ft gives so good an answer?”
A.—“One whose life was devoted to teaching,— 

one who sympathizes, but whose name does not 
matter.”

Q.—“Do class» distinctions exist on your plane?”
A.—“Classes here are high or low according to the 

strength of moral worth, and also superioi- lovingness 
of all. Your companionship with mortals is based on 
their congeniality some way with your moral and in
tellectual nature. So also with your companionship 
with souls on our plane. ”

Q.—“What names known to us, of those who in 
the past were on earth, are accounted among your 
greatest thinkers?”

A.—‘ ‘Individualities are here overwhelmed in the 
All of Good. We don’t care to give names to bolster 
up universal thinkers’ quotients.”

Q.—“Are the standards of merit on your plane 
identical with or-similar to ours here?”

A.—“Souls are classed here according to their 
withstanding of the strongest temptations to which 
they were subjected on your plane. There are those 
here guilty of great crimes according to earthly codes 
who yet take precedence of some who had no tempta
tion to sin.”

The rhymes we obtained were nearly all in the 
same metre, generally given unexpectedly in reply to 
some question asked by us, but sometimes given at 
my request as a good night word at the close >f a sit
ting. They were always written rapidly, and but 
rarely was any word erased or hesitation over choos
ing a word shown. Once, when I had rather insisted 
upon getting a rhymed thought from this source, the 
following was written without pause:

‘ ‘Poets are not forced to sing •
Charming-songs to please:

Still to you we choose to bring 
Rhymes like summer breeze.

Shall not we, who poets are, 
Answer you, who fain would be 

Counted midst our skies a star,
That stars spin in their courses free?”

At another time, when, after some serious writing 
had been given, I pleaded for a verse of some kind, 
some little hesitation was shown: then one was be
gun a little impatiently, shown by jerky, rapid writ
ing,

* ‘Should we whose thought is mortal’s aid 
Submit to rythmic furors played 
By”—

then stopped aud wrote “Good-night.” Whereupon 
i ’ asked to be forgiven for my importunity. Immedi
ately, without division into lines, this was written:

“We are not in rhyming mood: 
Please let that be understood. 
Rhymes are babe’s diversions you 
Should never ask us to pursue.”

Once, when I deplored the physical pangs consequent 
upon the separation of the spirit from the body, came 
the answer,

‘ ‘Strange may seem soul-life to all 
Whose knowledge-bounds within the wall 
Of sense are held by laws, which pain, 
Born of love, shall burst again:”

The good-night verses were often too full of kindly 
personal allusions to be here given; but I will gi p 
wo specimens out of many-..

u
“Restful shall your slumbers be: 
Dreams nor cares shall torture thee. 
Life’s hard tasks stand still a while, 
And spirits sweet all care beguile.”

There was always in these a deeper meaning than 
will appear to the reader,

• ‘Shall not we, whose aim is one, 
Gladly meet when sorrow’s done, 
Grasp with warmth of spirit-love 
Hands and hearts which now we move?”

Once, when the name “W. C. Bryant” was written. I 
doubtfully asked for some evidence that this was the 
poet. The following was quickly written:

“Woods and mountains, fields and pale morn, 
Witnesses were of beauteous wonders, borne 
Into my questing soul when still enthralled 
Within the prisoned sphere which matter 

walled.” .
Very many unique and unexpected communications 

have been received of which I can here give but one 
or two short samples. Once, after several incoherent 
words had been essayed, “Woman wants to say a 
word” was written in a clear, bold hand. “I am 
always glad to hear from any woman,” I answered. 
“Who is it will now write?”

A.—“Catherine.” I named all the Catherines 
which occurred to my mind, but no. response was 
made. Finally, “Saint” was written.

Q.—“Is it Saint Catherine? If so. will you not 
give some expression of your ideas in regard to our 
sex?”

A.—“Woman’s highest work means self-abnega
tion.”

I protested against this as savoring too much of 
former masculine ideas, and asked, “Why should 
women more than men be self-sacrificing?”

A.—“Please remember that I, as a virgin worker, 
did not study man’s requirements.”

Q.—“But what. do you consider the very highest 
thing for all humanity?”

A.—-“Love.” This written in large letters.
Q:—“What is your definition of love?”
A,—“Love is joy in universal uplifting and soul

progress.”
At another time, following a communication of a 

wholly different tenor, came this:
>'rQ.—“Who will how communicate with us?”

‘ A.—“Southern woman,—Sally.”
Q.—“Sally what?”
A.—“Sally—bondwoman and slave—wants to say 

that all are equal here.”
Nothing previously said, read, or thought by us 

could have suggested this. ■ -
Q.—“In what Southern State did you live, when in 

our form?”
A.—“Louisiana.”
,Q.—“What draws you here now?”
A.—“Your love for the down-trodden.”
Q.—“Have you any special message to give?”
A.—“Yes: women of our color are to be brought 

up to the natural level of all women. Those are 
born who will see this possible.” , -

Q.—“If you were a slave, how comes it that you- 
were interested’in the woman question, as that is 
an advanced idea?” •

A.—“Was allowed special privileges, as all pleas
ing girls were, when sensual men were masters.”

Q.—“When did you die?” i ■ / .

A.—“Torn to pieces by bloodhounds seven years 
before Louisiana seceded.”

The words “Torn to pieces” were written as if 
representative of the act, in large, ragged-looking 
etters. I shuddered as I read what was written, 

and expressed my horror, as well as my doubt, of 
the truthfulness of the story. Immediately came 
this,

A.—“Southerners would not allow that such hor
rors were; but slavery knew bloody stories.”

Q.—“What is your reason for coming now to me 
with this dreadful-relation?”

A.—“Ghosts are spiritual. You should know all 
sides of spirit life.”

Very frequent have been the hints given as to 
the varying conditions necessary to get en rapport _ 
with the communicating intelligence; and from many, 
pages of such hints I select a few as specimens of 
the reasonableness of the whole.

Q.—“Are you always in such direct communica- ' 
tion with our plane that you are aware of all that 
occurs among us?”

A.—‘ ‘All our knowledge of mortal doings is given 
us from communion with the minds of the mortal 
individuals with whom we can get into rapport.'*

Q.—“How do you know when to come to us?”
A.-—“Placed as we 'are, we wait with spiritual 

vision your hours of leisure when we can come 
into rapport with you.
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' Q.—“What are the essential qualities necessary in 
those in our sphere to bring us into rapport with those 
on your plane, so that communication can be held be. 
tween the two?” ■ • ,
' A.—“That depends on, first, what moral, intellect

ual, or aspirational spiritual plane you are banded 
with.”
' Q.—“Well,—you who are now answering us,— 
what is necessary in us to make such communication 
possible?”

A.—-“Philosophical inquiry, research, and investi- 
gation.”

■ Q.—“Do you among yourselves pursue the philo
sophical study of such questions as awakened your 
Interest while in our state*, or have you no further 
need of such studies?”

A.—-“Sympathetic longings draw toward each 
other such spirits as have common wish to know the- 
reasons for much that seems mysterious to us,—-both 
from your point of view and ours, more advanced. So 
we meet together and formulate methods to bring us 
as near as possible with the thinkers on your side, 
and also to stimulate the scientific study of being 
among ourselves. ”

Q.—“What is your chief desire in regard to us and 
your communications?”

A.—“Show you that your ephemeral state of ex
istence, with all the little troubles which seem so 
terrible to you, are but transitory and yet necessary 
to spiritual development. Every hour of sorrow 
wilLin some future stage of being blossom into flow
ers of many happy experiences.”

Q.—“Would it be helpful to ask —; who is said to 
be an honest medium, to be present at one of these 
sittings with us?”

A.—“Wait. It is always best to test even medium- 
istic persons, since their control and yours may be on 
very different planes and belong to altogether differ
ent spheres. You don’t, on your plane, wish to take 
into your confidence every one who professes to think 
and believe as they think you do.” 

, When we asked the names of those writing certain 
messages, we were informed over and over again 
'that names were of little account with them. Once 
we asked one to identify himself by writing the date 

-of his birth and death, when this was written:
• A.—“Could with some search recall; but, my 
friend, on our side of static being, we are not accus
tomed-to the names and dates. We are bounded by 
motives and desires, so we are constantly misunder
stood.’-’

Yet, in spite of these frequent protests agair^t 
individual names, many of the communications pur-' 
port to come from departed thinkers whose names 
are widely known,—such as Wordsworth, Emerson, 
the Brownings, etc. When taken to task for such 
assumptions, we were informed that many spirits who 
“embodied cleverness in creations of their fancy 
adopt names suited to their ideas, ” and that kindred 
souls took the name of some representative thinker 
known to us to convey to us some idea of the spirit
ual > plane on which they moved. One signing the 
name “Thomas Aquinas,” when asked what charact
eristic thought could be written, gave this:

-A.—“Bourgeoned with happy thoughts, we have 
not words wherewith to utter them in your bounded 
language.”

* When we expressed doubt as to the individuality of 
the writer, this was added: “Saintly souls are ever at 
one« with the pure aspirations of the most modest 
spiritual thinker. Kindred souls shall ever be in 
true sympathy; and on your plane—oh, so limited! 
—much has to be taken on trust, for, with all your 
earthly wisdom, you are forced to concede that faith 
is. an absolute necessity. By and by you will under
stand why.”

The singular thing in this communication is the 
use of the word “bourgeoned,”—a word which to my 
conscious knowledge I had never seen before, and

- which, when written, I doubted there being such a 
word.-However, on consulting the dictionary, I

- found that “bourgeon” meant to “shoot into branch
es,” to blossom. I could then see the appropriate
ness of its use.

What is the source of these communications which 
T-have reason to believe are being received by hun
dreds of persons in both this country and Europe who 
until lately disbelieved in the possibility of such oc- 

.currences? We naturally look for the cause in 
ourselves before going out of ourselves to ex
plain any phenomena in which the activity 

: of any part of the body is in a concomit
tant condition. Is there a sub-conscious or subliminal 
self that supplies the thought expressed in these mes
sages and directs the hand to write them? Does this

■ sub-conscious self have methods of . acquiring knowl- 
: edge unknown to the superficial consciousness? Is 
' telepathy one of these? Are the phenomena of what
are' called multiple personality—phenomena which 
are real beyond any doubt—but so many different 
-personal manifestations-of the deeper self? Until 
'these and other cognate questions are answered, large 
numbers of men and women will continue to see in 
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such phenomena the agency of invisible beings. I 
believe with Prof. Hyslop that ‘ ‘psychology is on the 
threshold of the profoundest mysteries it has ever dis
covered or ever dreamed of.” And in this connec
tion automatic writing is, as Alfred Binet says, “a 
most important phenomenon, and is worth the trouble 
of being carefully studied.”—The Christian Register.

THE OLD BRICK HEARTH.
By Emma Mines.

It was a very old hearth. Innumerable footsteps 
and scrubbings had worn it, and finally loosened one 
of the bricks, and a new one had been placed there 
that day.

Old Grandsire Latham sat near it, watching it. He 
had manifested unusual nervousness while the work 
was being done, and once when Priscilla entered sud
denly, she saw him stooping by the aperture and re
garding it with an anxiety which she could not under
stand.

Priscilla was Abel Hatton’s wife. The farm was 
owned by Mr. Latham, who was too old for active farm 
work, so Abel Hatton “run” the farm, and Mr. 
Latham lived with them. He had no family, his only 
relative being a brother whom he had not seen for 
years, and with whom he had quarreled. It was 
suspected by some of Grandsire Latham’s watchful 
neighbors that he was sometimes “out of his head.”

Polly Hatton was the only child of the family She 
was a dear little girl, six years old. How Grandsire. 
Latham loved that child! And he “sot great store by 
Priscilla, too,” he said.

‘ ‘If my own Niece Cerintha had lived and stayed by 
me here, she couldn’t have done more forme, or been 
any kinder, ” he would often Say.

And after a little pause he would add:
“Well, you jest go on, Abel, an’ keep the old place 

fixed up. You won’t lose nothin’ by it, I guess. I cal
culate to do well by ye at the last. Niece Cerintha 
is gone, an’ I’ve nobody to call my own ’cept my 
Brother John; but he aint of much ’count now. I guess 
I shall call you and Priscilla my niece. ”

And so the seedtimes and harvests passed. Abel 
Hatton planted and reaped, and looked forward in a 
quiet way to the time when the acres would be his 
own, not for a moment wishing the old man would 
hurry and die. No—Abel was in “no hurry for a 
dead man’s shoes,” he said.

But there came a time when Grandsire Latham was 
lying white and still on his pillow. He never noticed 
the bunch of daisies little Polly brought and placed 
there. The old farm house echoed no more to his 
footsteps. Death had claimed him. Then there was 
a search for a will. Not for a moment did Abel 
doubt that it was in the old, brass trimmed desk which 
Priscilla’s busy hands kept polished so brightly. But 
there was no will there, “nor anywhere,” said Abel, 
sitting disconsolately down after a long and fruitless 
search.

“Then of course we cannot claim anything,” said 
PrisciHa, looking down at her husband with a face as 
pale as his own.

“No, that brother of his will get it if he is alive. 
Of course he will turn up now. Folks always do where 
there is property concerned. Shouldn’t wonder if 
there proved to be a regular nest of uncles and aunts 
and cousins.

"There was a little pause. “And only to think of 
what he allowed us to think right along!”

“Yes, Abel,” she answered, “and I feel in my bones 
that he did make a will in our favor, and it is in this 
house somewhere;” and she folded her hard worked 
hands together in a very decided manner.

“We can’t give up the search just yet.” But the 
time came when they had to give it up. The Brother 
John appeared suddenly from somewhere, and Abel 
abdicated in his favor.

John did not want to live there. He had no family, 
and no use for a farm, but he wanted to place an old 
friend there. So one sorrowful day Abel Hatton saw 
the last loads of goods driven from the door, ten miles 
away to quite a busy settlement where he hoped to 
get work. But the change was great for him, and m 
a few months Abel heard the call to * ‘come up higher, ’ 
and his mortal remains were carried to the old grave
yard. In the midst of the struggles with poverty 
which followed, Polly grew tall and strong, while her 
mother grew bent and feeble.

“Cheer up, mother dear,” she exclaimed one day. 
“I am sure something good will come to us by and by. 
Perhaps we shall have the dear old farm yet!”

“Why, Polly! we might as well expect to get the 
moon! Still I can’t help feeling we ought to have 
it.”

And then Polly’s thoughts flew away over to the 
farm, where Mr. and Mrs. Jessop were living with a 
nephew who had recently come from a neighboring 
city. If Polly could have gone there bodily, she would 
have heard them talking in this way, at that very 
moment.

. “Yes, wife, it’s a fact, old Bruno is dead, poor old
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critter! But he has served us well in hi« time. I 
really feel to grieve for him!”

“You’ll have to get another dog, won’t you? ’Pears 
like it wont be safe to be without one,”eaid Mrs. Jes
sop, as she bustled about between the pantry and sup
per table.

“Yes, I guess I can look one up next time I go over 
to the village.”

Going over to the village the next day, he was re
minded of the canine vacancy by Harry, who accom
panied him.

‘ ‘I reckon I can ’light on one easy enough. Shouldn’t 
wonder if Squire Beck had one he could spare. Gen
erally does. Guess I’ll go and see.”

Squire Beck had a dog to spare. ■ i •
“Can you recommend him, Squire?” asked Farmer 

Jessop. -i
“Well, yes; he’s a good watch dog, but I’ll admit 

he is sort of queer in streaks. Don’t hurt anything, 
though.

So Prince was tied into the old farm wagon «.nd 
driven to his new home. Sure enough he did appear 
to have queer streaks. He had a habit of barking at 
apparently nothing in a surprisingly earnest manner. 
He could hardly approach the hearth without strange 
demonstrations. One day Harry sat watching the dog 
and thinking, “I wonder what ails that dog? If he 
saw ghosts he couldn’t act any worse.”

Prince was quietly sleeping on the hearth at the 
time. Suddenly he sprang to his feet and began to 
bark ominously, looking first up, as if towards a 
presence invisible to Harry, and then down at the 
hearth. He began to paw at one of the bricks. This 
act was repeated several times in the course of the 
week, and always in that particular spot.

“See here now, Uncle Jessop,” said Harry one 
evening as they were sitting near the hearth, “I be
lieve that dog sees something that we can’t, and that 
is what makes him act so.”

“'Sees something?” echoed Mr. Jessop, “what do 
you mean?”

“Why, sees a spirit, or something!”
‘ ‘Nonsense, Harry ! I gave you credit for more sense 

than that! Spirits! Ha! Ha!” and the old kitchen rang 
with his laughter. t

“Well, you can laugh, but there’s something \the 
matter,” persisted Harry. “I have watched the dog 
closely, and I have noticed it is something about that 
particular spot on the hearth, as if he were guarding 
it.”

Together they stooped down to examine it.
‘ ‘I don’t see anything, ’cept there’s one new brick 

there in place of one that got broken most likely. It’s 
been there ever since we came here.”

“But see! I can touch any other brick and the dog 
does not offer to molest me; but if I place a hand on 
this new brick I may look out for it!” Suiting the 
action to the word, he was glad to take his hand 
quickly away, while the dog gave evidence of fear as 
well as uneasiness. Mr. Jessop sat looking at them 
in perplexity.

“What do you mean by the dog seeing spirits? I 
don’t believe there is any such thing!”

“Some people claim to see them,” answered Harry.
“People! well that is different, though I don’t be

lieve people can see ’em either!”
‘ ‘I suppose you remember what happened to Balaam, 

don’t you?” asked Harry.
Mr. Jessop looked astonished for a moment.
“Well—yes,” he admitted; but that was in Bible 

times, you know.”
“What is to hinder such a thing happening now?” 

asked Harry.
If one animal can see clairvoyantly, I don’t know 

why some other can’t. Now as I said before, I be
lieve that dog sees something, and there is a manning- 
and a purpose in his acting so queer around that 
brick. I wish you would give me leave to take it up 
sometime when the dog is safe in the barn. I’d like 
to satisfy myself about it.” _

“Think you could get it back in good shape?” ques
tioned Mrs. Jessop with housewifely anxiety.

“If I can’t, a mason shall, I promise you,” replied 
Harry.

‘ ‘Now you’ve got me kinder curious myself, ” said 
Mr. Jessop. ‘ ‘Tell ye what, I want the dog in here 
while you do it. I want to see how he will act. Til 
chain him fast some way.”

‘.Tve no objection, providing he can’t reach me.”
A few days after a mason came over from the vil

lage. Prince was brought in, and tied away from the 
hearth. The new brick was removed, and under it 
was disclosed a little package of something wrapped, 
in brown paper. Harry opened it. It was the will 
of Grandsire Latham. Harry read it to the astonished 
family, hardly being able to make himself heard on 
account of Prince’s growlings. The will bequeathed 
the farm and all his money to Abel Hatton and his heirs, 
naming a sum to be given his Brother John, should 
he ever appear to claim it.. The mason replaced the 
brick, and after listening to. an account of the dog’s
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strange actions, hastened back to the village to tell 
the wonderful story. ’ '

“There, Uncle!” exclaimed Harry, “now you see 
that something or somebody made that dog uneasy 
about that brick. You can laugh at me all you like, 
but I believe the spirit of old Grandsire Latham was 
frequently coming, about the place. He knew the will 
was hidden under that brick. Probably he put it there 
during one of his crazy spells, just at the time they 
were setting it. He was anxious it should be found, 
so the Hattons could get their rights. The dog is 
clairvoyant, and Grandsire Latham made him act in 
that strange manner to attract our attention. His 
clairvoyance is what causes him to appear to have 
such ‘ ‘fuuny streaks” as you call them. He saw the 
spirit and we couldn’t. We are the Balaams.”

“It does beat all!” exclaimed Mr. and Mrs. Jessop 
in one breath.

“Well—the Hattons will get the farm now, and I’m 
sure I’m glad for ’em. I rather guess Friend John 
will put me in the way of something equally as good.” 

What a scene when Mrs. Hatton and Polly were 
brought over to the old home to hear the wonderful 
story! How Polly patted and caressed that wonderful 
dog! And how Harry was thanked again and again, 
and commended for his course, and his courage in ex
pressing his convictions, even if he did expect his 
uncle would laugh at him! And what a lovely collar 
Polly bought for Prince with the very first pin money 
she had from Grandsire Latham’s estate! Years after
ward, when the pretty Polly had become Harry’s wife, 
how they delighted to leave their city home for a few 
weeks, and visit the old farm house! And as long as 
Farmer Jessop lived, he was heard to tell the story 
frequently, and say:

“Tell ye what, dogs know more than we think they 
do, and see curious things sometimes! It’s safe to 
trust ’em!”

slower , than that near the equator. The coronal pole 
being found to be about 4J degrees away from the 
poles of rotation it has been found that the former 
rotates once in 27 days, ' 9 hours, 52 minutes, and 52 
seconds.

The results of this study are accepted as valuable 
by several leading astronomers in this country, and 
are announced for presentation at the meeting of the 
International Polar Conference at Munich this month. 
An effort will be made to extend the observations, and 
in particular to examine the relations between mag
netism and the weather, for which purpose improved 
magnetic charts will be supplied to navigators and 
arrangements made for systematic observations at 
land observatories. If the theory be substantiated it 
may result in a wide extention of human knowledge 
of the relations of worlds to each other and in a bet
ter understanding of ‘ ‘the Newtonian Potential Func
tion in the case of repulsion.”
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IS THE SUN A MAGNET?

About seventy years ago Oersted of Copenhagen 
found that When a Galvanic current was passed along 
a wire parallel to a magnetic needle the latter tended 
to deflect so as to form right angles with the direction 

. of the wire. This discovery formed the foundation of 
the art of electric telegraphy and also the ground for 
a tenable theory in regard to the earth’s magnetism. 
It was argued that the solar rays falling upon the 
earth carry with them electric force which passes 
around the earth’s surface in a direction parallel with 
the equator, as our planet turns on its axis daily, 
that this is the force which causes the magnetic needle 
to point;approximately north and south. This idea 
has not been materially improved upon in the last 
half century, though in the course of that time several 
persons have laid claim to the discovery that the sun 
is a huge magnet and found fault with the world for 
not hailing them as benefactors of the race. Scien
tific observations of the sun have, however, furnished 
a great deal of material for sustaining the theory and 
explaining some of the phenomena of changes other
wise inexplicable. It has been found that unusual 
disturbances on the solar surface, whether in the 
shape of big black spots which are depressions, or 
eruptive prominences, are followed by deflections of 
the needle, making what are known as magnetic 
storms, and that there is at least some connection be
tween them and displays of the aurora borealis.

About two years ago Prof. Bigelow of Washington 
undertook a series of investigations into the direction 
of the lines of force in the solar corona, that brilliant 
entourage of the sun which is witnessed only during 
a total solar eclipse. The results of his measurements 
and mathematical analysis tend to prove that the lines 
referred to are identical in direction with those in the 
field of a terrestrial magnet, the rotation of the earth 
corresponding to the movement in the electricity-in
ducing dynamo. The parallel is also found to account 
closely for the well-known daily oscillation of the 
needle in the absence of magnetic storms, the effect 
varying at any particular spot on the surface as it ap
proaches the sun during the morning hours and then 
recedes from him in the afternoon. If the earth were 
stationary the radiant force would be felt immediately, 
but owing to its rotation there is a lag of about 23 de
grees of arc ort an hour and a half of time. On this 
point observation and the mathematics agree, and it 
is found that along the resulting curve in the lines of 
solar force the light and heat pass outward from the 
sun while the magnetic force is directed inward.

• An important theoretical deduction from these com
parisons is that if the sun acts magnetically upon the 
earth through the medium of interstellar ether the 
earth reacts upon the moon in a similar manner, and 
by this will possibly be explained certain movements 
of the lunar nodes which are not satisfactorily ac
counted for by the theory of gravitation, as well as 
part of the perihelion motion in the orbit of the planet 
Mercury . Still another curious point has been brought 
out, and this settled instead of being simply raised for 
future, solution.’ It is the rate of rotation of the sun 
near his poles, which, has long been known to be

EXERCISE FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE.
While the elderly man has less capacity for some 

forms of exercise than the younger adult, he has no 
less need than the other of the general and local ef
fects of exercise. It is in the earliest period of mature 
age that the most characteristic manifestations of de
fects of nutrition—obesity, gout and diabetes, in 
which lack of exercise plays an important part—are 
produced; and the treatment of them demands im
periously a stirring up of the vital combustion. 
Placed between a conviction that exercise is neces
sary, and a fear of the dangers of exercise, the mature 
man ought, therefore, to proceed with the strictest 
method in the application of this powerful modifier of 
nutrition. It is impossible, however, to trace meth
odically a single rule for all men of the same age, for 

| all do not offer the same degree of preservation. We 
might, perhaps, find a general formula for the age _at 
which the muscles and bones have retained all their 
power of resistence, and at which the heart and ves
sels begin to lose some of their capacity to perform 
their functions. The mature man can safely brave 
’all exercises that bring on muscular fatigue, but he 
must approach with great care those which provoke 
shortness of breath.—Fernand Lagrange, M. D., in 
The Popular Science Monthly for October.

A STRANGE VISION.
The vision of Charles XI. of Sweden, was one of the 

most remarkable in history. The following singular 
narration occurs in the Rev. J. T. James’s ‘ ‘Travels 
in Sweden, Prussia and Poland.” The most marvel
ous part of the whole affair is that, as the reader will 
see, no less than six persons, the monarch included, 
concur in attesting to the reality of this wonderful 
vision. Charles XI. was sitting in his chamber, be
tween the hours of 11 and 12 at night, when he was 
surprised at the appearance of a light in the window 
of the Diet hall. He asked Bjelke, the grand chan
cellor, who happened to be present, what it was he 
saw, and was answered that it was only the reflection 
of the moon. With this answer, however, he was 
dissatisfied, and the senator Bjelke, brother of the 
grand chancellor, soon entered the room, whereupon 
he addressed the same question to him, receiving the 
same answer. Soon afterward 'the king looked 
through the window and now declared that he saw 
persons in the Diet chamber, which was just across 
the street from the regal mansion. The king now 
rose and said: “Sirs, all is not as it should be. In 
the confidence that he who fears God need dread 
nothing, I will go and see what this may be.” Order
ing the two noblemen before mentioned, as also Oxen- 
stiern and Brahe, he sent for Grunsten, the door
keeper, and descended the staircase, making straight 
across the street for the Senate hall. Here the party 
seem to have been sensible of a certain degree of 
trepidition, and, no one else daring to open the door, 
the king took the key, unlocked it, and entered first 
into the ante-chamber. To their infinite surprise, it 
was fitted up with black cloth. Alarmed by this a 
second pause took place; at length the king set his 
foot within the hall, but fell back in astonishment at 
what he saw. The hall was lighted up and arrayed 
with the same mournful hangings as the ante-cham
ber; in the centre was a round table, where sat six- 
.teen venerable men, each with large books lying open 
before them. Above was a king, a young man, with 
a crown on his head and a sceptre in his hand. At 
his right sat a person about forty years of age, whose 
face bore the strongest marks of integrity; on his left, 
an old man of some seventy or eighty years, who 
seemed very urgent .with the young king that he would 
make a certain sign with his head, which, as often as 
he did, the venerable men struck their hands on their 
books with much violence. ‘ ‘Turning my eyes, ” says 
the king, “I beheld a scaffold and executioners, and 
men with their clothes tucked -up cutting off heads so 
fast that the blood formed a deluge on the floor, those 
who suffered all seeming to be young men. Again I 
looked up and saw that the throne was almost over-

turned; near to it stood a man who seemed to be a 1 
protector of the kingdom. I trembled at these things 
and cried aloud: ‘It is the voice of God! What ought . ’ 
I to understand? When shall all this come to passP’ 3 
A dead silence prevailed, but on my crying out a sec- - 
ond time, the young king answered me, saying: ‘This i 
shall not happen in your time, but in the days of the ' 
sixth sovereign after you. He shall be of the same - 
age which I appear now to be, and this personage J 
sitting by me gives you the air of him who shall be -/I 
protector of the realm. During the last years of the ' ■ 
regency the country shall be sold by certain young < * 
men; and, acting in conjunction with the young king, 
shall establish the throne upon a sure footing, and this - M 
in such a way that never before was such a great king s
in ever known Sweden. All the Swedes shall be happy j
under him; yet before he is firmly seated on his throne p |
an effusion of blood unparalleled in history shall take 13 
place. You have seen all; act accordingly.’” This 
remarkable document, the above being a literal copy, 
is in the Imperial Museum at Stockholm. It is signed •' 
by Charles XI., King of Sweden; H. L. Bjelke, the 
grand chancellor; R. Bjelke, senator; A. Oxenstiem, 
senator; Brahe, senator, and Petre Grunsten, Huisier, 
referred to in the body of the document as the door
keeper of the Diet hall. Takenail in all, it is the 
most wonderful vision on record, being the only one 
that is attested to by six persons so prominent in the 
world’s history.—American Notes and Queries.
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WHEN WILL EARTH BE OVERPEOPLED?
At a recent meeting of the British Association there 

was a joint assembly of the geographical and eco
nomic sections, to consider the subject of the lands of 
the globe still available for European settlement. 
The audience consisted of a proportion of quite seven
eighths of ladies. Sir Lambert Playfair dwelt upon _ 
the importance of the subject, especially after the 
official inquiry recently held in London upon the 
question of colonization, which showed that ‘ many 
old fields of emigration were being closed to European 
emigrants. Mr. E. G. Ravenstein produced an 'elab
orate set of statistics to show that the world will, in - 
the ordinary course of things, be fully inhabited in 
about 182 years, which estimate considerably extends r 
the period at which some learned men believe hu
manity will be crowded out. Having previously 
swept away the arctic and antarctic regions as not be
ing essential to his argument, he parceled the re
mainder out of the earth into: cultivable land, 28,- -x 
469,000 square miles; steppe, scrub, poor grass, etc., 
13,901,000 square miles; barren deserts, 3,180,000 
square miles; a total of 46,350,000 square miles. The 
population living upon this he reckons at a little over 
1,467,000,000, divided thus: Europe, 360,200,000; 
Asia, 850,000,000; Africa, 127,000,000 (a much lower ; 
estimate than most people compute); Australia, 4,730- 
000; North America, 89,250,000; South America, 36,- 
500,000.

Mr. Ravenstein showed how, supposing the stand- 
ard of life among the various peoples to remain the 
same, supposing the population increases at the rate ~ - 
of 8 per cent, in every decade, and supposing there 
are no extraordinary improvements in agriculture, 
the population of the world in the year 2072 will be 
5,994 millions. In speaking of the populations that 
these areas would bear (mentioning 207 individuals ' 
to the square mile as a fair average) he suggested 
that the productiveness of the earth might be better f 
utilized when people understood economy./ In ex- 
pressing a general opinion that tropical countries are ' >;■ 
not fit for Europeans he granted exceptions to the 
rule, as, for example, in certain well-known high
lands of Africa^ One of the theories propounded is' , / 
that there is a gradual migration of people southwards, -t
so that in time a race of European origin may arise 
who will be acclimatized in the tropics. On the . . 
whole Mr. Ravenstein does not despair that the world .
will be overpopulated, because as new developments / i 
occur new adaptations will be found to meet them. < 
The Rev. John Mackenzie expressed the opinion that ¿ 5 
the Zambesi will all in course of time be suitable for . , ? 
European residents, Mr. J. W. Wells, whohastrav- . - 
eled 3,000 miles in Argentine and Brazil, thought' 
that there is every prospect of a speedy construction - 3- 
of a vast system of rail and fluvial communication all . 
over the country. The sum total of the discussion' So . 
far was an assurance that there are plenty, of places • 
in the world fit for population, that there is a demand- / ; 
for population all over the world, and that we need 
not particularly worry ourselves as to whether the-. - 
globe will be overpopulated in generations .to come. 
Mr. John Coles, of the Geographical Society,-and’ 
travel editor of the Field, later added that he had had 
yellow fever in Brazil and seen a fever in the high
plateaux of British Columbia that was very much-;; 
like it; he had known malarial fever pr6duced hy- ; 
irrigation in new countries; and he warned his hearers 
that many of the lands in the Far West, of North" 
America which were - represented ais> available / for ' 
■emigrant« were made hopelessly unavailable by ,4he?J 
extortionate demands of speculative land sharks. —
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funeral last Wednesday B.F. Underwood 
gave an address, paying a just tribute to 
his character

<

Says Rev. J. W. Chadwick; There is 
of real worship in the hushed and reverent 
step with "•hich we follow a Darwin or a 
Spencer on his majestic course than in all 
the formal liturgies and prayers.
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LIVING AND LOVING. 
It isn’t life’s purple and gold, dear, 

That makes it best worth living, 
Mot always the very costliest gifts 

Are dearest and best worth giving. 
The heart that beats in truest time 

With the music of creation,
- Is happier far than his whose will 

Can make or mar a nation.

The little sunny gleams that prove 
Our dark cloud's hopeful lining,' 

Are brighter, dear, than if we had 
Walked always in the shining.

I do not think God loves us less, 
Or frowns on us hereafter, 

Because we cover up a sigh 
With single-hearted laughter.

There is no heart so poor but gives, 
If it but will, a treasure

Richer than any kings may own, 
Greater than, time can measure.

. No life can e’er be poor and cold, 
Or craving some new blessing, 

. That hath and holdeth fairy gold, 
Love’s gracious self possessing.

Love soundeth depths that none can reach 
With any common plummet, * 

It leadeth up to heights beyond
This work-a-day life’s summit. 

A little tender, human love,
Just at the right time given, 

Goes far to make this sad old earth 
■ Seem like a piece of heaven.

- , —Detroit Free Press.

Mrs, Fawcett, wife and co-worker of 
England’s greatest Postmaster-General, 
has replied to Frederic Harrison’s essay.on 
“Woman’s True Function” in a right wo
manly way, She says: Any’ attempt to 
answer the question, “What is woman’s 
True Function’’’appears to me to savor of 
the social quack; even to ask it betrays the 
same.thing. The infinite diversity and 
complexity of nature makes any answer 
impossible. We know that no leaf is ex
actly like any other leaf, and still less is 
any human being exactly like another 
human being. There is an endless divers
ity of powers, both in kind and degree, 
and an endless diversity’ again in the 
combination of these powers. The aim of 
society or the states should be to secure an 
environment as far as possible favorable 
(or, at any rate, not antagonistic; to the 
development of the best gifts of each indi
vidual. The parable of the talents helps 
us to see the practical bearing of the facts 
of the case more than any amount of max
ims on “Woman’s True Function.” For 
the really desirable object, both from the 
individual and the national point of view, 
is that men and women alike should en
deavor to find out the best kind of work 
they are capable of doing, and then todoit.” 
She trained her daughter Phillippa accord- 

•. ing tojhese principles and the results are 
most delightful

None of Dickens’ children came so close 
to the father, or entered so much into his 
life, as did Mamie, and as I talked with 
her a few weeks ago, writes a London cor- 

- respondent, I realized how thoroughly she 
• had possessed the confidences of her father. 
Often, when all the rest cf the family were 
barred out of the study, Mamie was al- 
lowed to come in and sit reading or work
ing while her father wrote. Fortunately’ 
for those who ~wilI read her forthcoming 
sferics of recollections, she was an observ
ing girl with a retentive memory. She, 

■ always made copious notes. The daugh
ter is now a woman just past middle life, 
but her vivacity of manner makes her look 

¿much younger. She lives in a pleasant 
place About twenty miles out of London, 
■preferring a suburban residence to living 
in the town, where so many things recall 
other days to her. .She has the Dickens 
eye; soft, yet penetrating, while her con- 

"versation bristles with anecdote and rem-
. ihiscence which delight the heirt of an 
-admirer of Dickens. She is devoted to the 
.memory of her father, and a misty eye 
’ accompanies every reference to him.

“The Working women’s Society of New 
' York; representing the great majority of 
self-supporting women in the city, have 
/declared themselves unanimously in favor 
of Hamilton Willcox’s bill enabling all such 
women to vote, which will be introduced 
in - the Legislature*, the coming winter.; 

This bill has also been endorsed by labor 
organizations in the city and state’ repre
senting mure than 100,000 men. The 
Workingwomen’s Society at their last
meeting adopted a set of resolutions con
cerning the condition of the poor workers 
of their sex, in which they assert disfran
chisement to be one of the greatest of op
pressions, and call upon the Legislature to 
relieve them from “the burden and 
wrong.” and upon every senator and as
semblyman from the city to use his influ
ence to that end. This attitude of organ
ised labor is very significant, and will have 
weight before marp’ years.

An eminent statistician of Germany’ has 
recently’ given out the following as general 
facts, proved b.y vital statistics: The aver
age length of life is 37 years; 25 per centof 
mankind dies before attaining the age of 
17. Of 1,000 persons only one reaches the 
age of 100 years and six that of G5 years; 
35,214,OOOdie every’ year, 9(5,480 everyday. 
4,020 every’ hour, 67 every minute; the 
births amount to 36,792,000 every year, 
108,800 every’ day, 4,200 every hour, 70 
every’ minute. Married people live longer 
than the unmarried and civilized nations 
longer than the uncivilized. Tall persons 
enjoy a greater longevity than small ones. 
Women have a more favorable chance of 
life before reaching their 50th year than 
men. but a less favorable one after that 
period. The proportion of married persons 
to single ones is as 75 to 1,000. Persons 
born in spring have a more robust consti
tution than those born at any’ other seasons. 
Births and deaths occur more frequently’ at 
night than in the daytime.

It is said that a brighter day is dawning 
for women in Germany. The belief so long 
held by the Germans, that members of the 
weaker sex were not capable of great intel
lectual development, is gradually giving 
way to confidence in their powers. The 
trustees of the Museum of National Anti
quities in Kiel have just elected Fraulein 
Johanna Mestorf director of that famous 
institution, to succeed Professor Handel- 
mann. Fraulein Mestorf had been a cus
todian of the museum since 1873. She is 
well known as an archaeologist in Germany, 
and ranks Professor Rudolph Virchow 
among her intimate friends and admirers. 
Friends of the woman’s movement in the 
Fatherland hail Fraulein Mestorf’s election 
with joy. They believe that thé time is 
fast coming when women will be admitted 
to the great German universities on a level 
with the men. In several institutions they 
are already allowed to attend the lectures.

The following from the Chicago Herald, 
a Democrat paper, is encouraging for the 
women suffragists. The women of the 
Suffrage Association and the members of 
various otherorganizations for the advance
ment of women say that the newspapers 
were altogether too hasty and short-sighted 
when they preceded the announcement of 
the birth of ex-President Cleveland’s 
daughter by the headline, “Gan Never Be 
President.” They’ say that if matters 
progress as rapidly’ during the next forty 
years as they’ have for the last forty not 
only will women vote at national elections, 
but will themselves be candidates for the 
highest offices. In that case Miss Cleveland, 
inheriting, as she undoubtedly will, the 
sound, practical, good sense of her father 
and the sweet graciousness of her mother, 
stands a much surer chance of becoming 
the choice of the nation than a son and 
heir would do.

The “best people” are those who in the 
face of poverty and sore distress keep their 
beings unsullied from all that is- impure. 
Poor girls, working sixteen hours a day at 
starvation prices, insulted and abused al
most beyond endurance, who maintain 
their integrity and faith in humanity, 
rank with the “best people.” There are 
but few, if any.of those who arrogate to 
themselves the title of the “best people” 
that would pass through the fiery’ furnace 
unscathed if brought to want and all the 
horrorsthat extreme poverty’ inflicts. The 
“best people” are they who walk through 
the flames of earthly’ woes and come out 
pure and undefiled.— World's' Advance Thought.

M. Jules Simon, in a speech recently 
delivered in Paris favoring the reduction 
of working hours for women, states that 
humanity at large requires the wife’s pres
ence at home at least an hour before her 
husband’s return. He says: There are 
good reasons for us to seek to diminish the 
hours of women’s labor. It is almost im
possible for a man whose heart is in the

right place to think that* these dear crea
tures should be subjected to the same 
amount of suffering as ourselves, who are 
much better able to bear it.’ But do we ask 
a diminution of women’s labor in order to 
render their condition a little more fortu
nate? I am impelled by quite different 
motives. When we ask for a diminution 
of the day’s work for women we are not 
thinking of women alone, but rather of 
humanity at large; of the father, of the 
child, of society, which we want to replace 
on its basis. *

Mrs. Hall T. Dillon, M. D., (colored) 
daughter of Bishop B. T Tanner, says 
the Independent, is notonly the first colored 
woman physician, but the first woman 
of any race to pass the Alabama State 
Medical examination. It was a written 
examination, and while it was an unus
ually severe one, occupying ten days, the 
examiners treated her with marked kind
ness. Dr. Dillon, after passing with a 
high average, now occupies the position, of 
resident physician at the Tuskegee (Ala
bama) Institute.

A New York girl has set a worthy ex
ample to all women. She was to be mar
ried and was ready to go to the altar when 
her intended husband came to her intoxi
cated. She loved the man but refused to 
risk her happiness with one who would go 
to his wedding in such a condition. She 
pointed to the door and commanded him 
never to again enter her home. It not only 
required courage but a great deal of com
mon sense to do that, but it was the proper 
thing for the occasion.

Mrs. Mary Bryan, editor of the Munro Library, owns a small plantation down in 
Georgia, and baled the first cotton this year 
in her state. Mrs. Bryan, who is also 
known as the “automatic novel writer,” 
gets out a fresh romance in serial form 
every six weeks.

Judge John W. Tindall, in a lecture in 
this city last Sunday on “Manual Train
ing,” said: Only by means of the manual 
training schools cai^we restore the ancient 
pride of the workman in his work. It will 
make the artisan a master and not a mere 
operative of machinery. It will develop 
that individuality of taste and touch which 
the modern method tends to check. It will 
work toward the brotherhood of man by 
bringing the rich and the poor boy’ into 
generous rivalry, and as a result foremen 
and superintendents of great corporations 
can be drawn from the ranks of working
men. It will beget honesty in work, 
beauty in design, patience in execution, 
reverence for the craftsman, and a just ap
preciation of the relation of labor to cap
ital. . __________ __

Dr. J. R. Monroe, of Iiidianapolis, editor 
of the Iron Glad Age, who passed to the 
higher life from his home on the 9th inst., 
was in some respects a remarkable man. 
He -was a skillful physician, and served as 
an army surgeon during the war, yet he 
preferred literary and editorial work to 
the practice of medicine. Some of his 
poems possess considerable merit. He was 
a humorous prose writer, warm hearted, 
generous, independent and outspoken; he 
was esteemed by those personally ac
quainted with him, even when they had 
no sympathy with his anti-christian phil
osophy. Although born in Kentucky, he 
was a hater of slavery from his youth. 
The victims of misfortune ever found in 
him a friend and helper. He was always 
on the sideof temperance and the elevation 
of woman. During the craze in regard to 
the repeal of postal laws against indecent 
literature his paper supported the Journal 
and the Index in the position they main
tained. He was a true American, and he 
wrote many patriotic words in poetry and 
prose. During the last years of his life 
he experienced much. physical suffering 
and death came to him as a relief. At his

GHOSTS.
Says Dr. Elliott Coues; Aside from any’ 

question of mere subjective hallucina
tions, which constitute the vast majority-’ 
of popular ghosts. I understand the gen
uine post-mortem apparition to be the 
spiritual body of a deceased person, sus
taining and conveying his consciousness 
in the same manner that the physical 
body’ sustains and exhibits our mental 
qualities. For, just as with the physical 
eye we can only see one another’s physical 
bodies, so is the spirit.

“A premonition of an apparition which 
is presently to be perceived is usually’ 
given by a sensation technically called 
the ‘ghost chill.’ This is a symptom of a 
change in the magnetic state of the body, 
during which change the threshold of 
consciousness is shifted to the extent 
of rendering possible a conscious pei- 
ception of something ordinarily in
visible. The change is almost al
ways very brief, usually lasting st 
few seconds, during which the manifes
tation occurs. With the return of the 
individual to .ordinary consciousness the 
apparition necessarily’ disappears; usually’ 
leaving the percipient in grave doubt as to 
-whether or not he has been the subject 
of an hallucination. This doubt, how
ever, may be done away with by sub
sequently ascertaining through ordinary’ 
channels of information that an occur
rence—say, the death of the person whose 
spiritual body has thus appearedr—took 
place at a corresponding time, and 
under circumstances of which the per
cipient was made aware during the tran
sitory apparition, No other explanation 
of such an occurrence appears to me to be 
equally simple and reasonable, and I am 
therefore bound to accept it until a better 
one can be devised.

Siuce childhood I have found my’self 
possessed of an organism in which the 
threshold of consbiousness is capable of 
that shifting which I have described. On 
several occasions when the occurrence 
has taken place, I have been aware of the 
presence of the spiritual bodies of deceased 
persons, which gave to me information 

obtainable, and conveyed 
conviction of their identity, 
indulge the hope of being 
any’one else into my con- 
such a. degree that the
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not otherwise 
to my mind a 
But I do not 
able to admit 
sciousness to 
evidence mentioned would satisfy their 
own minds. The evidential value of these 
experiences is wholly’ personal, and 
seldom if ever transferable, because, un
like experiments in physical science, 
psychical occurrences cannot be repro
duced at will, and are therefore not sub
ject to the ordinary processes of verifica
tion.

THE DOG SAVED FIVE LIVES.
Covington, Ky., had a Sensational fire ' 

the other morning of which the hero was 
a small shepherd dog. The fire broke out 
soon after 5 o’clock in a one-story’ house 
occupied by’ Mrs. William Smith. The 
mother and her four children were still 
asleep while the house was a mass of 
flames. The animal was permitted to 
sleep in the kitchen, and sometime after 
the fire had broken out he managed to 
reach the bedroom adjoining and jumping 
on the bed barked and scratched at the 
face of Mrs. Smith until he aroused her. 
Both the rooms were now in flames, and 
another moment’s delay’ would have been 
fatal to the entire family. The mother 
managed to reach the frent door, and her 
screams aroused the neighbors and then 
she fell to the floor, overcome by’ the dense 
smoke.

In the mean time the faithful dog had 
dragged the two young children from the 
bed in which they were lying half dead 
from the smoke and had pulled them to 
the door, where they lay when the neigh
bors arrived and found the dog, half
smothered with smoke, • barking at the 
other two children. The dog was badly 
scorched, but would not leave the house 
until the family were all safely outside. 
The. house and two others adjoining were 
destroyed. The alarm box directly in 
front of the burned building could not be 
opened and the next box visited refused to 
work, and not until the door of the first 
box was broken open with an ax could an 
alarm be sent in.

The thousands attracted to the scene 
appeared more anxious to see the dog than 
to view the ruins. The . dog is a medium
sized black and. white shepherd. Five 
lives, and probably 20 were saved by, his . 
intelligence.
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Why should anybody put the., initials 
“J. P.” to an extract from a contributor 
which was originally printed with the 
author’s own name attached.:—Ep.

tion afid elucidation of revealed truth and 
the harmony of true religion and true 
science, and by enabling him to practically 
apply such knowledge in the conduct of 
this life.

Edward Randall Knowles.
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KNOWLEDGE BASED ON FACTS.
To the Editor:

Since love is all the joy of life, 
In earth below or heaven above, 

Somewhere, we cannot help but trust, 
God keep# for us the ones we love.

I know there are voices I do not hear, 
And colors I do not see,

I know the world has numberless doors, 
Oi which I have not the key.

TheRt. Rev. Dr. Reginald Courtenay, 
writes in the issue of Blackwood’s for last 
July: •

“In a f uture state, and in a higher world 
than this, one may well believe that there 
will be an inter-communion of spirits, to 
which the telepathic influences at work 
in this world bear a faint analogy. For 
Christians it is a matter of faith that the 
Father of spirits acts directly upon the 
minds of men, and of an innumerable 
multitude of other intelligent creatures. 
And they hold, further, that in a glorified 
state they will ‘know even as they are 
known’—and this surely not through the 
medium of elaborate signs or words, as of 
the languages of earth. They may even 
not unreasonably hope to enter into close 
sympathetic union with many souls at 
once, such as with our present narrow 
capacities of thought and feeling, is impos
sible, Hardly can one perfectly sympa
thize with one, constituted as we now are. 
But hereafter it may be with souls as with 
musical tones, of which many sounding 

- together can produce a harmonious effect 
far more expressive and beautiful than 
that of any simpler concord, each tone en
riching all the rest. So may each soul, 
vibrating in loving and intimate yet diverse 
sympathies with many others, receive 

.ever fresh delight from their rich harmony. 
There may be an exquisite spiritual tele
pathy, in circles ever widening, embrac
ing other orders of being, touching even 
the Highest.”

Thus gracefully writes the late Bishop 
of Jamaica to express, as a mere hope or 
conjecture, what has, for at least hundreds 
of years, been an absolute certainty to 
many persons in this transitory state of 
existence. My own knowledge of the 
continuity of life “beyond the grave” and 
of the intercommunion between this our 
state of life and the equally present and 

•? real world of spirits, is based on facts as 
our present life is certain; the reality of 
the actual existence and appearance to me 
of certain friends in the spiritual world 
having been as clear, evident and certain 
to me as the reality of the existence of any 
whom I know daily see and converse with 
in this natural world.

The most remarkable of the various 
phenomena that have occurred to me, being 
of the kind above alluded to cannot be 
fully authenticated, as such experiences 
occurred to me alone; but I may noteas 
remarkable the statement make to me, by 
a noted medium, of the death of one of my 
children at the exact .time of its occurrence 
,and two weeks before I received any posi
tive ahd confirming intelligenceof the fact. 
I have also had a long and interesting 
experience with psychometry and telepathy; 
and once wrote, from Boston, a letter to 
some persons in Chicago, stating a busi
nessproject of theirs in the fullest detail 
and advising them thereon, at the very 
time of its inception and before they could 
advise me of it. This occurred, too, with
out there being any reason why I should 
think of their plan, or why, thinking of 

fit, I should associate it with them.
It has been of the most convincing 

importance to me that many phenomena 
that have occurred in my experience have 
been assurdely independent of any princi
ple of association of ideas and not attrib- 

‘ utable to imagination, hallucination or 
the influence of any incarnate spirit.
• I cannot regard Spiritualism, in the true 
and Christian sense of that word, as in any 
way a religion. Spiritualism, as a belief 
in the life of the spiritual and celestial 
worlds, deals with positive facts and scien- 

, tifle knowledge, and does not necessarily 
; relate to our relations to God or to religion.

>■ The so-called modern Spiritualism or 
spiritist movement of to-day greatly needs 

-Christianizing, refining and purifying, but 
an investigation of spiritual phenomena 
and a knowledge of psychic laws tend to 
help their student both by their confirma- , »
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FORECAST FOR THE PSYCHIC.
To the Editor: Occult phenomena 

have not dawned upon the world in the 
evolution of natural law without a wise 
beneficent and imperatively needed pur
pose. In the near future its functional 
powers will be invoked under rigid dis
cipline to ferret out the rascalities of man 
that now like a deluge threaten to engulph 
the human family. This God-like power 
that is not a divine gift but an inheritance 
resultant from dissimilar or congruous pa
rental predilections has been recognized, 
fostered and is claimed as the legitimate 
outgrowth of Spiritualism. From these 
premise^ we’ll imagine every psychic soci
ety will select its mediums, and arrange a 
cipher code with the tried and trusted 
spirit; then ;the machinery working 
smoothly in all its parts, said spirit as 
directed will look into the profoundly 
secret manipulations of the highly honored 
piously inclined bank president ahd report 
—and for such heavenly sought knowl
edge that may save a bank collapse and an 
honored man’s character let the—solicitor 
pay a stipend,

Briefly outlined for The Journal this 
is submitted hoping abler pens will 
largely amplify it.

Helena, Ark. W. R. Righton.

“ J , -I

limits their conception of God. In their 
anxiety to do their duty to .their Master 
they are prone to misconceive their duty 
to man; in protecting what they believe to 
be the interests of the Lord they sometimes 
seek to infringe upon the rights of the 
people. But after all tht ir shortcomings 
and weaknesses areexhibited it must injus
tice be said they are a valuable element in 
the world. It was only that class of pul
piteers who are ‘fin it” for place, power 
and pelf that we desired to score in the 
article criticized.

THE SPIRIT’S DEPARTURE AT 
DEATH.

DEFENDS THE MINISTERS.
A warm friend of The Journal living 

in a thriving city of Indiana in renewing 
her subscription writes:

Amidst so much that is good in your 
, paper, I suppose we must expect some 

things that are bad, by way of contract 
I have heard it said, and have had some 
occasion to know that there is no one more 
illiberal than a liberal and your fling at 
all orthodox clergyman, “who would not 
so belittle the ambassador of the Lord, as 
to voluntarily accept a small salary, when 
a larger was offered—only proves the 
adage. I have personally known more 
than one orthodox minister do just that 
thing, and without holding a consultation 
with “the brethren,” or publishing his 
self-denial in the papers—not for a mp- 

■ ment that I think Dr. Hereford acted from 
a desire to either publish or gain notoriety 
by his action.

But looking at the matter from a purely 
material standpoint, why should not a 
clergyman seek to provide for old age, or 
for the comfort of his family should he be 
called away. I assure you that not one 
minister in one thousand does so leave his 
family provided for out of his salary. I 
have been brought in close personal rela
tions with a number of ministers, and 
know somewhat of the large and constant 
drain upon their purses, as well as time 
and sympathy in their intercourse with the 
poor, the sick and the suffering. How
ever much one may differ from them in 
belief.it cannot be denied that as a body 
they are noble self-sacrificing men trying 
to live up to the standard of “doing as 
they would be done by.” The avidity 
with which the exceptions are pointed ont, 
but proves the rule. That all. fail of reach
ing your or my ideal standard, is to say, 
they are human, with the limitations and 
misunderstandings of imperfect humanity. 
Be patient and generous, Brother Bundy, 
or you will stand beside the reverend gen
iemen to whom I desire your paper sent. 
“All Spiritualists,” and “all orthodox; 
clergymen” have a good deal of good in 
them, though they may make faces at 
each other. A better mutual understand
ing would make them better friends.

We agree entirely with our dear sister 
both in the spirit of her strictures, and 
in her good words for the ministers; and 
there is nothing inconsistent between such 
agreement and the good humored bit of sar
casm leveled at preachers in the little skit 
of some weeks ago referring to the fact 
that Brooke Hereford was to give up a fine 
church and large salary in Boston and go 
to London to do harder work for less pay. 
We know of no more earnest and self
sacrificing body in the world than the 
rank and file of the great army of preach
ers. We admire their devotion and untir
ing energy; and only regret that their the
ology is so defective and that their p.-ofession. 
narrows their knowledge of the wor’d and

In a recent number we spoke of the 
growing interest in all psychical facts, so 
that the wideawake newspaper feels com
pelled to frequently publish original 
items and clippings relating to such facts. 
The secular papers have given wide cir
culation to the following which first ap
peared in The Arena:

“A Case For Psychical Research.— 
I stood alone looking at the unconscious 
face before me, which was distinctly vis
ible, though the light was heavily shaded 
to keep the glare from the dying eyes. 

/<A11 her life my friend had been a Chris
tian believer, with an unwavering faith 
in a life beyond this, and for her sake 
a bitter grief came upon me, because, so 
far as I could see, there were no grounds 
for that belief. I thought I could more 
easily let her go out into the unknown 
if I could but feel that her hope would 
be realized, and I put into words this 
feeling; I pleaded that if there were any 
of her own departed ones present at this 
supreme moment could they not, and 
would they not, give me some least sign 
that such was the fact, and I would be 
content. Slowly over the dying one’s face 
spread a mellow, radiant mist—I know 
of no other way to describe it. In a few 
moments it covered the dying face as with 
a veil, and spread in a circle of about 
a foot beyond, over the pillow, the strange 
yellowish-white light all the more dis
tinct from the partial darkness of the 
room. Then from the centre of this, 
immediately over the hidden face, ap
peared an apparently living face, with 
smiling eyes, which looked directly into 
mine, gazing at me with a look so full 
of comforting assurance that I could 
scarcely feel frightened. But it was so 
real and so strange that I wondered if I 
were temporarily crazed, aud as it dis
appeared I called a watcher from anjther 
room, and went out into the open air 
for a few moments to recover myself 
under the midnight stars. When I was 
sure of myself I returned, and took my 
place again alone. Then I asked that, if 
that appearance were real and not an 
hallucination, would it be made once 
more manifest to me; and again the phe
nomenon was repeated, and the kind, 
smiling face looked up at me—a face new 
to me yet wondrously familiar. After
wards 1 recalled my friend’s frequent 
description of her dead father, whom she 
dearly loved, but whom I had never seen, 
and I could not help the impression that 
it was his face I saw the hour that his 
daughter died.” .(signed) “J. P.” .

In the biography of Louisa Alcott we 
have a similar account. Above the dead 
body of “Beth” both Mrs. Alcott and 
Louisa beheld the mist-like appearance, 
assuming shape, which seemed to rise and 
float as a form. It was no doubt the 
glorified body forming about the interior 
or soul life. Such appearances are not as 
uncommon as people generally may sup
pose, but it is not often that a clear 
account of them is given. The, old super
stitions in regard to death have such a 
strong hold on the human mind that a 
feeling of awe and dread absorbs other 
feelings and disturbs the spiritual atmos
phere about the dying, and prevents the 
clear vision which might often be had of 
the departing spirit. The agony of sep
aration, the dread of the unknown, have 
made death simply terrible to a sensitive 
nature, so that “King of Terrors” has 
been no false appellation. As intelligence 
increases, and spiritual facts become 
recognized, a deathbed will be as an open 
gate to the celestial world, and the waiters 
at the gate on either side will behold the 
beautiful- transformation, and rejoice at 
the liberation of another soul, and wel
comes will blend with farewells.—The Two 'Worlds. j

The description given above is a passage 
taken from an article .Contributed to.the

Ï . . I

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A 

SPIRITUALIST?

The publisher of the work by Mrs. 
Maynard, “Was Abraham Lincoln a 
Spiritualist?” in his preface says:

Mrs. E. D. E. N. Southworth, a well- 
known authoress, who now resides at 
Prospect Cottage, Georgetown, freely and 
cheerfully corroborates the account herein - 
mentioned in this book of à circle held at 
her house, and, in a letter to the publisher, - 
states: “I am glad that in the inextricable 
mazes of this world’s wilderness, I have,- 
through you, found a trace of Nettie 
Colburn (Maynard). . -. . Please give
my love to Mrs. Maynard, and tell her 
I have a perfect memory of that evening 
of which she gives so warm a picture.”

Col. Simon P. Kase, of Philadelphia, 
states that he wa« present at a séànce with 
Mr. Lincoln, and! that he, '"with several 1 
other gentlemen, Ahe President included, 
sat upon the piano, while it was lifted 
bodily from the floor by spirit power, and 
that Mr. Lincoln was not only interested 
in this physical phenomenon, bui was also 
intensely interested in the statements 
which the medium made to President 
Lincoln while in a trance condition.”

Mrs. Elvira M. Depuy, of Washington, 
stated to the writer: “My husband was a 
visitor to seances where Mr. Lincoln was 
present, and he has told me ot many inter
esting occurrences which happened there
at. . . . In the winter of 1862-3 I 
attended a séance at Mrs. Laurie’s, at 
Georgetown, where Mrs. Lincoln was pres
ent. She was accompanied by Mr. New
ton, Commissioner of Agriculture. At 
this seance remarkable statements were 
made by Miss Colburn (Maynard) which 
surprised Mrs. Lincoln to such a degree 
that she asked that a séance migltt be 
givjn to Mr. Lincoln. . . . I have
always known from my husband and 
others that Mr. Lincoln attended circles 
and séances, and was greatly interested in 
Spiritualism.”

Mrs. Parthenia Colburn, whose name 
finds place in this volume, now resides at - 
White Plains; she was with Mrs. Maynard 
(Miss Colburn) during 1862-3-4-5, and 
frequently visited the White House with 
Miss Colburn (Maynard) when Hon. Daniel 
E. Somes and others*were present, and 
she has filed with the publisher an 
affidavit made before the county clerk of 
the county of West Chester, N. Y., where
in she solemnly avers that the statements 
regarding her, found in this book, are 
true and fact in each and every particular. 
A similar affidavit is on file with the pub-' 
lisher made by Mrs. Nettie Colburn May
nard, the writer of this book, taken by the 
county clerk of the county of- West 
Chester, at her bedside, aud attested by . 
him in regular legal form. , .

In addition to the persons above named, 
the publisher wishes to tender thanks for 
courtesies and aid extended him, while 
seeking information regarding this "sub
ject, to F. C. Somes, Esq., George A. 
Bacon, Esq., Alfred Horton, Esq., all of 
Washington, D. C. ; Gen’l Daniel E. 
Sickles, Henry J. Newton, Esq,, rand 

dCharles J. Quinby, Esq., of New York; 
Frank L. Burr, Esq., of the ‘Hartford Times,” and B. B. Hill, Esq., of Phila
delphia; eaçh of whom has rendered him 
service ànd information regarding .this 
volume of reminiscences. The publisher 
wishes it distinctly understood that the 
statements contained in this book are free 
from all bias or interest from any cause 
or purpose other than as an historical 
picture of the conditions and influences 
which were connected with, and had bear
ing upon, those turbulent times, which ' 
are known as “the War Years of the Re
bellion.” He trusts that nothing in these 
prefatory remarks will be construed in 
any way to indicate an opinion, either, for - 
or against Spiritualism, and a decision 
whether Abraham Lincoln was, or was 
not a Spiritualist, must be reached as a - 
conclusion, through and by the judgment 
of the individual reader, who will find 
this work of special and continuous inter
est, and, therefore, as the title is sug- • 
gestive, ahd the information which the . 
book conveys is extraordinary,-it is per- .
haps pertinent to' ask the question, as -
given in the title.
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BOOK REVIEWS.
. .[All books noticed under this head are for sale

- at, or can be ordered through the office of The Re- 
lxgio-Philosophical Journal.1

_“*■ - Thoughts on Religion and Morality, by 
- James Eddy, Providence, R. I.

This volume is made up of selections 
from a-large mass of manuscript writings, 

•. . _ left by Mr. Eddy, on religious and philo- 
Jsophical subjects. The author was an in- 

J . dependent liberal thinker of positive con- 
fictions. In his later years especially, he 
devoted a good deal of time to thinking

- and writing on moral and religious sub
jects. He had accumulated a large for
tune and in his desire to advance what he 
regarded as true religion, built years ago a

. commodious chapel near his residence in 
Bell street, Providence, which before bis 
death.he endowed with a large fund for 

¿ the support of religious service. Without 
. sectarian or religious narrowness he re

quired only that the society using the 
riP- • ’ building should be “guided by the high-

est principles of truth and right which the 
~ J mind of our day can conceive.” The ser- 

i ■ vices have been and are conducted by Mrs.
; Anna Garlin,Spencer. Mr. Eddy was a 

■ ' devout believer in God and in all the essen- 
' ticls of religion, with no admiration of ec- 

clesiasticism and no faith in special divine 
revelations. He emphasized the para- 
mount importance of morality, and with 

.¿ him the essential thing m religion was 
, gratitude to God for the blessings of life. 

His writings show marked individuality, 
a reverent spirit, a generous nature and an 
optimistic disposition.

£-’• ' The Woman's Manual of Parliamentary
* ■ Law. By Hamette R. Shattuck. Bos- 
ÿ. ton: Lee & Shepherd. 1891. pp. 248.

” Cloth, price 75 cents.
To the thousands of women who are 

organizing clubs, conducting Unions, Re- 
/ lief Corps, etc., this little work will be 

e . found invaluable for the clearness with 
_ - which usually confusing parliamentary

7 rules are explained and illustrated by spe- 
- - cimen motions and debates. Mrs. Shat-

■ , tuck is especially well fitted to give prac-
’ - -tical information ôn thèse subjects, since

she was for some time the assistant
■ - clerk of her father, Wm. S. Robinson,

' (“Warrington”) when he was clerk of the 
Massachusetts House of Representatives, 

j- , Mr. Robinson was in his lifetime himself 
/ ■ ' -'an authority in parliamentary law, and 
ri-, published a work thereon entitled “War- 
- rington’s Manual.” Mrs. Shattuck has 

also had experience as president of the 
Boston Political Class.and other organiza
tions, and so understands the points which 
are most apt to be misunderstood by begin
ners in parliamentary practice.
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Snow-Bound. A Winter Idyl. By John 
G. Whittier, with designs by E. H. Gar- 

■ ritt. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
pp. 43. Cloth, price $1.50.

This exquisite, rhymed picture of the 
ideal aspects of New England winter farm 
life, by the loved New England poet has 
been sent out by his publishers in a beau
tiful and appropriate setting. Ten full 
page engravings illustrate the poem, each 

•• one almost a poem by itself. Only one side 
..of the leavesis printed, the other side being 
left.blank/ Nothing could make a more 

■- appropriate holiday gift than this volume.

a
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: Grandfather Grey. (A companion to 
v “Grandmother Grey.”) By Kate Tannatt 

Woods. Illustrated. Boston: Lee & Shep
hard. New York: Charles T. Dillingham. 

S' Price, $2.50. From (A. C. McClurg & Co., 
117-121 Wabash ave., Chicago.)

A beautiful book for children, full of 
> _ charming verses and pictures that are 

: delight to the eye. It opens thus:
5 Grandfather dwelt in his son’s grand 

home,
With servants in livery fine;

. And Grandfather sat at his son’s 
grand board 

' - And tasted his rare old wine.
The last vérse relates to what follows 

'the death of the Grandfather:
- Still fair little children come and go 

/ * And maidens, and lovers tall;
‘For the world moves on as it ever

- moved,
v ’' And the dear God ioveth all.

- Perfect Calendar for Every Year of 
The Christian Era; Designed for Practical
E.veryrDay  Use. By Henry Fitch. Quarto. 
'New Ydrk and London: Funk & Wagnals. 
Pp. 27/ Price, 50 cents.
= Many attempts have been made to furn- 
ish a perpetual calendar, but one adapted 

-to all ages is not an easy task. In the 
..— - . . present calendar the difficulties have been 

? / , - -7 .

surmounted, so that the calendar, besides 
providing tables of reference for the his
torian and scholar, suits itself tó the pur
poses of the ordinary commercial calendar. 
It contains the usual list of important 
events in their -chronological order, with 
separate tables of inaugural ceremonies, 
coronations, etc. This calendar commends 
itself to the commercial world because of 
its accuracy, and it will be of special value 
to students, of history for ascertaining past 
and future dates.

MAGAZINES.
“The Physical Development of the 

Chest,” by Godfrey W. Hambleton, Presi
dent of the Polytechnic Physical Develop
ment Society is the opening paper in the 
November number of the Herald of Health. 
Dr. M. L. Holbrook, 45 E. 21st street, 
New York.—The November Arena opens 
with a paper by Edgar Fawcett entitled, 
“A Paradise of Gamblers,” in which he 
shows very clearly that those who con
demn the Louisiana Lottery which it is 
the fashion to revile and remain silent 
about Wall street gambling strain at gnats 
and swallow camels. The article is whole
some reading—a moral tonic. Hon. Henry 
Cabot Lodge defends the protective policy. 
Emilo Castelar1 has a brilliant article on 
* Bismarck in the German Parliament.” 
taking the ground that the ex-chancellor 
belongs to a species that is fading out and 
becoming extinct, and that extinct species 
do not reappear. Lucinda B. Chandler 
writes on “The Woman Movement.” The 
editorials on “Hotbeds of Social Pollu
tion,” “The Power and Responsibility of 
the Christian Ministry,” and “What the 
Clergy Might Accomplish” are timely and 
suggestive,—The Century promises to out
do its own unrivaled record in its pro
gramme for 1892, and many of its new 
features begin with the November number, 
in which is commenced “The Naulahka,” 
a novel by Rudyard Kipling, written in 
collaboration with an American author, 
Wolcott Balestier. It is the story of a 
young man and a young woman from a 
“booming” Coloradatown who go to India, 
he in search of a wonderful jeweled neck
lace called “The Naulahka” (from which 
tho story takes its name), and she as a 
physician to women. The novel describes 
their remarkable adventures at the court 
of an Indian maharajah. This number 
also contains a valuable and suggestive 
article on “The Food Supply of the Fut
ure.— Current Literature for November 
has, as usual, excellent sketches from 
American and English papers, giving a 
record and review of current affairs, New 
York, 30 West 23rd st.—“How Can Econ
omic Questions help the Ministry,” by Dr,
E. Benjamin Andrews, “Spiritual Insight 
Impossible to Unspiritual Men,” by Dr. 
Edmund B. Fairfield, and “Realistic Re
ligion,” by Dr. James McCosh, are among 
thoughtful and able articles which appear 
in this month’s Homilitic Review.—"Our 
Little Ones” for November contains “Paul
ine and the Toad,” by Laura Lee, “A Let
ter From Baby Bill,” by Kerry Barr, “How 
Did Tom Know,” by Fannie H. Gal
lagher, all illustrated, and several other 
charming stories for children. Russell Pub
lishing Company, Boston.—The November 
"Wide Awake” has three notable features, 
“The Boyhood of Hawthorne,” by his rel
ative, Mrs. Richard Manning, of Salem, 
Mass., which is full of family anecdote 
and gives a photograph of the first por
trait painted of Hawthorne; the closing 
chapters of Margaret Sydney’s famous 
Peppers serial; and “Nolan,” a ballad by 
Mrs. Laura E. Richards, giving the tragic 
story of the bearer of Raglan’s dispatch to 
Lucan’s “Light Brigade,” when they made 
the famous ‘ 'charge” at Balaklava. D. 
Lothrop Company, Boston.—The Eclectic 
for November opens with “The New Em
peror and his New Chancellor,” a very 
able paper by Charles Lowe. “The Span
ish Story of the Armada, ” by J. A. Froude, 
“Science and Societies in the Fifties,” by 
Mrs. Andrew Crosse, “Ernest Renan,” by 
W. H. Gleadell, and ‘ ‘On the Ancient Be
liefs in a Future State,” by W. E. Glad
stone, are among the notable articles re
produced in the November number of this 
admirable magazine. New York, E. R. 
Pelton, publisher.

Just published, 12 Articles on Prnxr 
ticol Poultry. Raising, dv FANNY 
FIELD, the greatest of all American 
wriiera on Poultry for Market ant1 
POULTRY fdr PROFIT, 

ells how1 she. cleared $<49 on 10. Light Baahmas in one year; about a 
mechanic’s wife who clears $300 an 

’ Dually on a village lot; refers to hex 
BOO acre poultry farm on which she 

CLEARS SI5OOANNUALLV. 
Tells about incubators, «brooders, 
springchickens, capons, and how to 

cis. Stamps taken. Ad Irens DANIEL a m <5 Randolph St,, Chicago.

Aerated Oxygen 
ha^ashed into public favor because it 
is the oo/y positive and permanent cure 
for CONSUMPTION, CATARRH, ASTHMA 
and BRONCHITIS. Each succeeding year 
some new discovery in the medical pro
fession is recorded, but greatest of all is 
the one tending to the prolongation of 

c by thwarting the ravages of
that dread disease, CONSUPTION. 

rATMSH AERATED OXYGEN is in- 
— haled and is the greatest discovery 

of the age. Victims of Catarrh, Bron- 
chitis, Asthma, Consumption and wast
ing diseases find in AERATED 

^OXYGEN a wonderful relief. The 
harassing cough is quieted by toning up 
nutritive functions; healthy nervous 
force is restored; new, rich blood is 
sent coursing through the system and all 

the effete matter retained for lack of Oxygen to bum it up, is carried from 
the system. By its local action the mucous surface of the nose, throat and 
lungs is cleansed and the germs of disease are killed. Unlike medicines 
administered through the stomach, it comes in direct contact with the 
blood in the air cells composing the lungs.

We have at our Chicago Office the most eminent medical practitioners, who may be 
consulted free, either by conrespondence or personally. AERATED OXYGEN is only 
one-third the price of other Oxygens, and is not for sale by Druggists but only at the 
AREATED OXYGEN Compound Company’s Offices
3 and 4 Central Music Hall Building. (Cor. State and Randolph Sts. ) Chicago,111.

THE BIOGEN SERIES
Consists of concise Essays on Living Questions of 
the day or of historical research in Religion, Science, 
and Philosophy, prepared by writersof the most em
inent ability. Ender the editorial direction of Dr. 
Elliott Coues.

NO. 1. “BIOGEN:” A Speculation on the 
Origin and Nature of Life. By Dr. Coues. Now in 
its Sixth Edition. ____

NO. 2. “THE DAEMON OF DARWIN.” By 
the author Of •‘Biogen.” Now in its Third Edition.

NO. 3. “A BUDDHIST CATECHISM.” By 
H. S. Olcott. With Notes by Elliott Coues. Third 
American Edition.

NO. 4. “CAN MATTER THINK?” By an 
Occultist. With Introduction and Appendlxby Elliott 
Coues. A New Edition.

NO. 5. “KUTHUMI;” The True and Complete 
(Economy of Human Life. A new Edition. Re
written and Prefaced by Elliott Coues.

NO. 6. “A WOMAN IN THE CASE.” By 
Professor Coues. Washington, 1887. Second Edi
tion. Now first added to the Biogen Series, with a 
new Introduction by Elisabeth Cavazza.

Price, 50 cents each.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

Heaven Revised.
A Narrative of Personal Experiences After 

the Change Called Death.

By Mbs. E. B. Duffey.

An exchange in reviewing this work truly says: 
“This is a narrative of personal experiences after 
death, of a spirit that returns and gives it graphic
ally, through the medium. It is just the thing for a 
neophyte to read, who desires to know something of 
the beyond, being one of the most common sense 
productions we have Been in Spiritual literature for 
many a day.”

Another says:'“This is an exposition of Spiritual 
philosophy, from the pen of one who is thoroughly 
imbued with the new light of Spiritual science, and 
there is nothing in the work that can offend the most 
fastidious critic of the orthodox school..............Alto
gether it is well worth careful reading by all candid 
minds.

Pamphlet, 101 pp. Price 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

THE VOICES.
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW. -

The Voice OF Nature represents God in the light 
of Reason and Philosophy—In His nnchangs» hie and 
glorlouB attributes.The Voice of a Pebble delineates the Individu
ality of Matte.- and Mind, fraternal Charity and 
Love.The Voice of Superstition takes the creeds at 
their word, and proves by numerous passages from 
the Bible that the God of-Moses has been defeated 
by Satan, from the Garden of Eden to Mount Cal
vary 1The Voice OF Prayer enforces the idea that onr 
prayers must accord with immutable laws, else we 
pray for effects, Independent of cause.

Twelfth edition, with a new stippled steel-plate 
sngraving of the author from a recent photograph. 
Printed in large, clear type, on beautiful tinted 
paper, bound in beveled boards.

Price, $1.00, postage 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy 

Chicago.
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1fiRFfinNMIT LAUDS of the famous ; II 11 r Illi I ■ Willamette Valley. Best all- < 
round fruit country in America. No J 

irrigation. Very healthy. Send 10 cts. in stamps to '
full particulars to Geo. M. Miller, Eugene, Ore

THE WIZARD BUBBLE
i
1

BLOWER,
■' i

T

1 
■<

. «
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The new Scientific Toy, which lscreating bo much^j 
Interest among men of science as well as the « 
children. It surprises and delights every one that j 
sees It. It produces a bubble within a bubble, the | 
outside one of immense size. The inner one floats 
and flashes with the most brilliant rainbow colors. 
Produces a “balloon” bubble, with car attached, 
which will float for hundreds of feet in the open 
air. “Twin bubbles,” chains of bubbles a yard in 
length, and many other forms of bubbles hitherto 
unknown.

Just the thing to entertain and Instruct Kinder
garten pupils or children in the home. Although 
only; introduced a few weeks, over 40,000 sold, and 
“Wizard Bubble Parties” are becoming the latest- 
fad.of New Nork’s 400. /

I ______ _

The following are a few of the testimonials we' 
have received from persons who have had «. » wisswra • 
Bubble Blower”; 1

Prairie City Novelty Co.: i
I received the “Wizzard Bubble Blower, ’ and 

found it so satisfactory that I this day enclose you I 
$2.00 for a dozen more. MRS. W. W. JOHNSTON,

Eureka Springs,Carroll county, Ark. l,
_ ’ „ Ottawa, Kan., Dec. 18,1890.Dear Sihs : We are well pleased with the blower.

I am trying to get a large order for them. 
Respectfully, MBS. GEO. O. HOWE.

Mercer, Pa., Dec. 25,1890.
Prairie City Novelty Co., Chicago, Hl.:Dear Sirs: The “Wizard” came all right, and is 
adding its share to the enjoyments of Christmas.

Yours, etc., J. V. STOCKTON. .
Rockville, Conn., Dec. 15,1890r

The Prairie City Novelty Co., No. 45 Randolph street, 
Chicago. Hl.:Dear SIRS: Yours of the 10th received' the 18th. 

In reply this morning I have to express my satisfac
tion with the Bubble Blower. I shall make an ef
fort to get orders for the Bubble Blower, and 
when I get a sufficient number, Ishall send an order 
direct to you. Yours as ever. EDDIE S. JONES.

Lock Box 63, Rockville, Ct. -
. This wonderful toy is sent to any address on re
ceipt of 25 cents. $2.00 per dozen to Agents and 
Dealers by express, charges prepaid. All orders 
shipped on day received. Address

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO., .
« 45 Randolph St., Chicago.y^l.

„.I
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Signs of the TimesAYER’S
From the Standpoint of a Scientist.

CURING HABIT.

will cure you •X
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After Dogmatic Theology, What ?

BY GILES B. STEBBINS.

f
Van Houten’s Cocoa—Pure, Soluble, Economical.

♦

THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS
OF

/

Ì
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' To restore, thicken, and give you a luxuriant' 
growth ot hair,.to keep its color natural as in youth, 
and to remove dandruff, use only Hall’s Hair Re- 
newer.

Convict (reading a work on Physiology)—“Man 
starts from a cell.” That’s a fraud. It should be, 
man gets into a cell.

The BRADBURY PIANO WAREROOMS, 
237 Slate and 55 Jackson Sts., Chicago.

J. M. HAWXHURST, Western Manager.

I.

I

,7

Both air and water abound in microbes, or germs 
of disease, ready to Infect the debilitated system. 
To Impart that strength and vigor necessary to resist 
the effect of these pernicious atoms, no tonic blood
purifier equals .gyer’s Sarsaparilla.

Progress From Poverty.

A pretty cloth-bound book of 114 pages, 
^that tells home nurses _

to seen re gootf TentMaUon,*”* ***° —# 
to arrange the room*
to prepare and serve deUdons food, 
to amuse the invalid, : •
visitors should be taught to behave.

NOV. 14,1891.

BY EPES SARGENT.
Author of " Planchette, or the Despair of Science,” 

“The Proof Palpable of Immortality,” Etc.

“Mrs. ‘Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething,” softens the gums, educes inflam 
mation, allays pain, cures wind colic. 35 cents a 
bottle

SEND —1 
DRAWING 
IR-PHOTO 

FOR . t 
ESTIMATE'

Mrs. IB. SCH5VARZ, 
Ladies Physician.

Takes patients in her own house. Best medical 
treatment and obstetrical surgery guaranteed.

279 W. Adam's St., Chicago.

When Adam first saw Eve and she 
Threw round him love’s bewitching spell.

I’ve lost more than a rib, said he;
I find I lost njiy heart as well.

/

J k

IHav’eyou written to u*yet? Ifyoa 
haven't, you better at once, .roa - 
I lon’t want to miss YOVK oppor
tunity. Bead our illustrated adver
tisement in the first issue this 

________ ______ Jinouth, of this paper. KONKYtobe 
made rapidly, by any industrious person of either sex. Even be
ginners are easily earning from S3 to $10 per day. All ages. You 
can do the work and live at home, wherever you are. Can de
vote all vour time or spare time only to it. We instruct and 
show yon bow______________Easy to learn. We start you. Write
and learn all FREE by return malL Address at once« - 
H. Hallett <fcCo., Box 1750, Portland,Maine

- - • I -

OVil^TV Pianos, Organs, Bargains. Catsl'g 
Dull 1JLI. free. Daniel F. Beatty, Washington, N. J.

and jewelry we willsend the ring 
to any address, together with our wholesale Catalogue on _ 
roneintofPSafH. Rend n slip oT naper the size of your finger 
GEM JEWELRY CO., 45 Randolph SL, Ohlcago, HI- .

GOOD We W1U Kivefree to every boy or girl in the 
United States who will do ns a slight favor, 4J<

CAMO I Pounds of Candy, French Mixed, Broken and - 
^Chocolate Creams. It will not cost you a single 

p.. fafB Ve. cent; we just give it to you for advertising pur- 
LULL poses, and we send it prepaid anywhere 11} the
| ilir ss-wto U.S. If vou never had as ranch candy as you, 

— wanted all atone time this fa your greathig 
sure chance to get it free. It will be great for 

TH nnV^GOOD Christmas, if you don't eat it before. If you 
I UK" I V--w- want it send us your name and address at once I — U— BGYSvtESTEHS PEARL CO., Chicago, 111. .

How to Improvise conveniences for the side-room.
How to secure good ventilation.
How
How
How
How -------------------- ----------- -

with many other helpful suggestions? 
uaMiki’ Vwnuoav »stage, fifty cents. Agents wanted. 
DANIEL AMBROSE, Publisher, 45 Randolph Street,OMeago,

SPIRITUALISM.

r t
,

SHADOWS ON THE WALL. 
(Improvisation.) 

By Emma Miner.
I sit at night in dim firelight, 

When all around is -still:
I watch the glow as flames burn low, 

And fancy roams at will;
Close by my side the angels glide, 

They come at memory’s call, 
With tender grace on each dear face, 

’Mid shadows on the wall.

/
/

And as I gaze, the happy days 
Come back to me once more;

The friends so dear who once dwelt here 
Return from heavenly shore:

They cheer and bless my loneliness, 
They guard me lest I fall;

I love the sight in dim twilight
. Of shadows on the wall.

And when this life of toil and strife 
Draws hear its twilightdose,

And happy hours, like fragrant flowers, 
Fade like the summer’s rose,

We’ll greet once more the friends of yore, 
We’ll hear their voices call,

In twilight gray we’ll pass away 
Like shadows on the wall.

“How shall I a habit break?” 
As you did that habit make. 
As you gathered, you must lose; 
As you yielded, now refuse. 
Thread by thread the strands we twist 
Till they bind us neck and wrist;. 
Thread by thread the patient hand 
Must untwine ere free we stand. 
As we builded, stone by stone, 
We must toil unhelped, alone, 
Til he wall is overthrown.

But remember, as we try, 
Lighter every test goes by:. 
Wading in, the stream grows deep 
Toward the centre’s downward sweep. 
Backward turn, each step ashore 
Shallower is than that before.
Ah, the precious years we waste 
Leveling what we raised in haste; 
Doing what must be undone 
Ere content or love be won! 
First across the gulf we cast 
Kite-borne threads till lines are passed, 
And habit builds the bridge at last.

—John Boyle O’Reilly.

Coughs and Colds. Those who are suffer
ing from Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throat, 
etc., should try Brown's Bronchial troches, a 
simple and effective remedy. They contain nothing 
injurious, and may be used at all times with perfect 
s- ^ty.

The Faraday Pamphlets: The Relation of the 
Spiritual to the Material Universe; The Law of Con
trol, price 15 cents; The Origin of Life, or Where Man 
Comes, from, price 10 cents* The Development of 
the Spirit after Transition, price 10 cents, and The 
Process of Mental Action, price 15 cents. All for 
Bale at this office.

5£ND

protection 
against sudden 
changes in the weather 
is to purify 
the blood 
with

Sarsaparilla
It vitalizes 
and enriches 
the life-current, and 
makes the weak 
strong.

Has Cured Others

•••••••••••

• GOOD NEWS • 
^FORTHEMILLIONSOFCONSUMERSOF^

• Tutt’s Pills. •
• It gives Dr. Tutt pleasure to an-

nounce that he is now putting up a 

•TINY LIVER PUL» 
which is of exceedingly small size, yet 
retaining all the virtues Of the larger 
ones. They are guaranteed purely

• vegetable. Both sizes of these pills 
áre still issued. The exact size of

• TUTT’S TINY LIVER PILLS A 
is shown in the border of this “ad.”

•••••••••••

The Salem Seer
Reminiscences of 

Charles H. Foster, 
THE FAMOUS MEDIUM.

BY
GEORGE C. BARTLETT.

The writer of this book was associated with Mr. 
Foster for some years and took every advantage of 
testing his peculiar gifts. Urged by many who were ’ 
knowing to this Mr. Bartlett finally consented, and 
the result is a plain statement of facts and descrip
tions of many seances held in all parts of the world, 
which he hopes may be of service to investigators 
and a stimulus to practical and scientific researchers.

Rev. S'. C. Beane (Unitarian), in a letter written at 
the time of Mr. Foster’s obsequies and read by Rev. 
George 8. Hosmer, who conducted the services, has 
this passage: “Whatever one’s theory might be. in 
his presence the reality of a future life seemed to 
possess and command even the habitually Indifferent. 
To thousands of thoughtful men and women on both 
sides of the Atlantic, he has been a voice from the 
eternal world.”

Bound in cloth, and illustrated with a picture of 
Mr. Foster. Price, $1. Address

Jno. C. Bundy, Drawer 134, Chicago, Hl.

LIGHT ON THE PATH.
With Notes and Comments.

A treatise for the personal use of those who are 
ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom, and who desire to 
enter within its Influence.

' Written down by M. C.

Price, cloth bound, 40 cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
For Bale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy. 

Chicago. - ’

An Admirable Story.
BARS AND THRESHOLDS.

By MRS. EMMA MINER.
This story is full of Interest and spiritual philoso

phy. Its author is a fine inspirational writer and 
medium. When published as a newspaper serial it 
created much Infere,, ¿and the demand has been such 
as to warrant putting it in book form. Every Spirit
ualist and every liberal thinker will enjoy the story.

Paper covers. 210 pp. Price 50 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy. 

Chicago^.

Maria M. King’s 
FAMPHLETS

Comprising: Social Evils; God the. Father, and 
Man thwTmage of God; The Brotherhood of Man 
and Wlmt—Follows from It; What is Spiritualism? 
The Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism; Medium
ship.

These pamphlets have been published and sold 
separately for several years and are now b^und to
gether in a convenient form.

Price, 31.25.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by ■ Jxo. C. Bundy 

Chicago.

an Address Delivered at the FIRST METHO
DIST CHURCH Under the auspices of the 

WESTERN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL 
RESEARCH.

—by
Prof. Elliott Coúes, M. D., 

Member of the National Academy of Sciences of 
the London Society for Psychical Research, etc., etc.

CONTENTS.
The Woman Question. The Naros, or Cycle of six 

Hundred Years. The International Congress of 
Women. The Opinions of a Scientist. “Substan
tially True as Alleged’* Phenomenal Spiritualism. 
Experiments with a Table. TeBt Conditions. The 
One thing indispensable. The Spiritualistic or the 
Theosophlc Explanation? Animal Magnetism and 
its dangers. The Great Power of the Magnetlzer. 
Magnetism the Pass Key to Psychic Science. The 
Biogen Theory. The Astral Body. The Better Way. 
Natural Magic. The Outlook. And an invaluable 
stmulant and guide to the Novice in the Study of the Occult as well as a most

EXCELLENT MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
Pamphlet. Price 15 cents. One Hundred Copies, 

810, Fifty copies, 36; Twenty-five copies 33.25. Special 
discount on orders for five Hundred Copies.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 
Chicago.

MATERIALISM, OR A SPIRITUAL PHILOSO 
PHY AND NATURAL RELIGION.

“Physiology reduces man to u jelly; Psychology 
lifts him to Immortality.” ’

This is a thoughtful, crisp, well condensed book, 
from the pen of an experienced thinker and writer, 
well-known in every field of reform, and an earnest, 
consistent Spiritualist. From out his ample store of 
experience and reading the author aptly draws Innu
merable illustrations to fortify his argument. The 
book may be unqualifiedly commended.

“It alms to state Materialism fairly, and to hold it 
as fragmentary and Inconsequent; to give a wide 
range of ancient and modern proof of the higher as
pects of the God idea in history. The closing chapter 
on Intuition, gives some remarkable facts.”—Detroif 
Post and, Tribune. -

12mo, cloth, 144 pages. Price 50 cents; postage, 
centB

A Review and Criticism of Henry George's Pro
gress and Poverty, and Protection or Free Trade.

“It would be hard to moke a more effective reply tc 
Mr. George's assertion that land and wage servitude 
is worse than chattel slavery than is done by quot
ing from slave overseer journals brought north dur
ing the war, and from old advertisements in Southern 
newspapers, showing what chattel slavery actually 
was.”—New York Tribune.

Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy 

Chicago.

This is a large 12mo. of 372 pages, in long primer 
type, with an appendix of twenty-three pages in bre
vier.

The author takes the ground that since natural 
science is concerned with a knowledge of real phe
nomena, appealing to our sense perceptions, .and 
which are not only historically imparted, but are di
rectly presented in the irreslstable form of dally 
demonstration to any faithful investigator, therefore 
Spiritnallsm is a natural science, and all opposi
tion to it, under the ignorant pretense that it is out
side of nature, is unscientific and unphllosophlcal.

Mr. Sargent remarks in his preface: “ The hour is 
coming, and now is, when the man claiming to be a 
philosopher, physical or metaphysical, who shall 
overlook the constantly recurring phenomena here 
recorded, will be set down as behind the age, or as 
evading i.ts most Important question. Spiritualism is 
not now the despair of science, as I called it on 
the title page of my first book on the subject. Among 
intelligent observers its claims to scientific recogni
tion are no longer a matter of doubt.”

Cloth. 12mo., 372 pages. Price, 31.50; postage 10 
cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by J»o. C. Bundy, 
Chicago.

OTI1TTFRIHH and all Impediments 
olUI I UilNb&ra^ ¿wzsz 
teed. Bl 85 cases successfully treated. Our meth
od is distinguished Jiaviiigmedals from Emperor > 
of Germany, Czar of Russia, King of Swed
en, and is highly recommended. Dr.O.C.ZARRA’S INSTITUTE. 123 S. Peoria St, Cor Adamiichlcagal

Solid SSL'S Ring.
l 88c. or 4 tor 81.OO.** ...

This, ring is made of Two 
Heavy Plates of Solid ltf 
KARAT GOLD, over compo
sition metal and is Warranted 
to wear and retain its color for years. To introduce our watches

UNITY»
2®reecZoin, Fellowship and 

Character in Religion. : 
Eight four-column pages,well printed. A liberal sermon , 
every week, with live articles on current topics. L 

One dollar a year.
Ten weeks on trial for ten eenta in stamps. 

CHARLES H. KERB A CO., Pubs., 175 Dearborn St..Chleace. <

Latest Novelty Out
THE NEW AND WONDERFUL

MACICAL TRICK BANK.
A handsome dove-tailed ; ■ 'r: 

box with small drawer on::-1: 
top. You pull out the draw- 
er, ask some one to put.’ --- 
penny, nickel or dime in: 
slot, push drawer 1 nand .. 
then pull it out quick,when *^ 
money, has disappeared- “ ; 
and no way of getaingIt 

out. Secret only knswn-to owner of bank.; Fun, 
pleasure and profit combined. - ■. -

Brice 15c by Mall Postpaid.
31JX) per dozen to the trade. Every dealer should « 

have them in stock. Agents can make 35 to 310 a day:.: 
Belling this bank. Address all orders to

' PRAIRIE CITY-NOVELTY CO., 
<5 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ira . -L

- - V ■ .
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SUPPOSE.
Suppose, my little lady. 

Your doll should break her head;.
Could you make it whole by crying 

Till your eyes and nose were red?
And wouldn’t it be pleasanter 

To treat it as a joke,
And say-you’re glad ’twas Dolly’s, 

And not your head that broke?

Suppose you're dressed for walking, 
And the rain conies pouring down;

Will it clear oil any sooner 
Because you scold and frown?

And wouldn’t it be nicer 
For you to smile than pout,

And so make sunshine in the house 
When there is none without?

Suppose your task, my little man. 
Is very hard to get,

■ Will it make it any easier 
For you to sit and fret?

' And wouldn't it be wiser 
Than whining like a dunce.

To go to work in earnest 
And learn the thing at once?

Suppose that some boys have a horse, 
And some a coach auJ pair,

Will it tire you less while walking 
To say, “Itjsn’t fair?”

And wouldn’t it be nobler
To keep your temper sweet, 

And in your heart be thankful
You can walk upon your feet?

■ Suppose the world doesn't please you, 
Nor the way some people do, 

Do you think the whole creatiou 
Will be altered just for you?

And isn’t it, my boy or girl, 
The wisest, bravest plan,

Whatever comes, or doesn’t come, 
To do the best you can?

THE SWEETEST LIVES.
The sweetest lives are those to duty wed,

Whose deeds, both great and small.
Are close-knit strands of an unbroken thread . 

Where love ennobles all.
The world may sound no trumpets, ring no bells, 
The Book of Life the shining record tells.

Thy love shall chant its own beatitudes . 
After its own life-working. A child’s kiss 
Set on thy sighing lips shall make thee glad;
A poor man served by thee shall make thee rich; 
ATsiCk man helped by thee shall make thee strong; 
Thou shaltIje served thysdlf by every sense 1 
Of service which thou renderest.

—Mrs. Browning.

“I congratulate you, Julia, on your approaching 
marriage,” said Mr. Hyatt, a prominent New York 
merchant, to his daughter.

“Marriage, pa? I don’t kuow anything about 
it.”

■ “I am telling you about it now,” replied Mr. 
Hyatt.

“But who is the bridegroom, pa?” asked Jliliii.
. " “That’s none of your business. You must not 
have.so much curiosity. That is a business secret 
that cannot be divulged just now. I'll let you 
know who he is after the wedding is over.”

5AT3 see cArsof sez. row
KST w»/C lou du ir the b.o\^y. 

i Q Buys a ¿65.00 Improved Oxford Suigsr
3 Machine; perfect yrorkine tell*

able, finely finished, adapted tolightandheavy 
«a work,with a complete selof thelatest improved 
attachments free. Each machine guaranteed for S 
years. Buydirectfromcnrfactory.and save dealers 
and amenta profit. Send for FREE CATALOGUE.

MFQ. COMPANY, DEP’U B 34CIHCAGO, ILL,

TO, SPIRITUALISTS.
BY JOHN HOOKER, 

Of the Connecticut Bar.

This admirable Address has permanent value, and 
Is -well worthy the attention of all sober-minded 
people, and especially of Spiritualists. Price, 10 
cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 
Chicago.

BOOKS.

SPIRITUALISM
Psychical Phenomena, 

Free Thought and Science.

: The crowded condition of the Journal's advents 
■Ing columns precludes extended advertisements of 
books, but Investigators and buyers will be supplied 
with a .

CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST 
upon application.

JNO. G. BUNDY, Chicago, EL

VAN HOUTEN'S) 
.COCOA
< “Best & Goes Farthest.’'!!
S “ Thank heaven, 7j! 

quite well. May\\
Si be permited to say.* <! 
\Thank heaven and\\ 
?Fan Houten? <> 
; “ Is it not his Cocoa < *
< That makes me feel so J!

OMR. PECKSNIFF Welti !•

:! ™PERFECTlV^URE™ f

VAN HOUTEN’S PATENT PROCESS 
increases by 60 per cent, the solubility of the 
flesh-forming elements, making of the cocoa 
bean an easily digested, delicious, nourish
ing and stimulating drink,readily assimilated, 
e ven by th e most del icate.

Sold in 1-8, 1-4, 1-3 and 1 lb. Cans, 
not obtainable, enclose 25 cts. to either Van HOUTEN & Zoon, 1C6 Reade Street, New 

York or 45 Wabash Ave., Chicago, and a can j ( 
containing enough for 35 to 40 cups, will be 
mailed. Mention this publication. Pre
pared only by the inventors Van Houten & Zoon, Weesp, Holland. aS.

}«

i If you have a :
COLD or COUGHS

5 acute or leading to £
| - CONSUMPTION,

SCOTTS 
¡EMULSION 
¡OF PURE COD LIVER Oil. ? 
' AND HYPOPHOSPHITES t 
i OF LIME AND SODA {
( is STTHE CUKE FOH. XT. t 
( This preparation contains the stlmula- ( 
I ting properties of the Hypophosphites f

. and fine Norwegian Cod. Diver Oil. Used ) 
by physicians all tlie world over. It is as J 
palatable as milk. Three times as efflea- C 
cious as plain Cod Liver OI1. A perfect ( 
Emulsion, better than all others made. For { 
all forms of Wasting Diseases, Bronchitis, 1

CONSUMPTION, 
Scrofula, and as a Flesh Producer C 
there is nothing like SCOTT’S EMULSION. }
It is sold by all Druggists. Let no one by { 
profuse explanation or impudent entreaty t 
induce you to accept a substitute. {

MIND, THOUGHT AND CEREBRATION.
BY ALEXANDER WILDER.

Pamphlet form, price 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail by Jno. C. Bundy 

Chicago

STARTLING FACTS
IN

MODERN SPIRITUALISM,
BEING A GRAPHIC ACCOUNT OF

Witches, Wizards, and Witchcraft; Table Tipping.
Spirit Rapping, Spirit Speaking, Spirit Telegraph-
* Ing; and MATERIALIZATIONS of Spirit 

Hands, Spirit Heads, Spirit Faces, Spirit 
Forms, Spirit Flowers, and every other 

Spirit Phenomenon that has Occurred in Europe and 
America since the Advent of Modern Spiritual

ism, March 31,1848, to the Present -Time.
BY

N. B. WOLFE, M. D.
The book makes a large 12 mo. of over 600 pages; 

It is printed on fine calendered paper and bound in 
6Htra heavy English cloth, with back and front beau
tifully illuminated in gold. -

Aftercomprehenslvely epitomizing the “Startling 
Facts" contained in his book, comprising original in
vestigations made under most favorable auspices. 
Dr. Wolfe says:

“With these avowals of its teachings the book 
stands before the world, asking no favor but a read
ing—no consideration but the fair judgment of en
lightened men and women. As Death Is a heritage 
common aljke to King, Pope. Priest, and People, all 
should be interested in knowing what it portends—of 
what becomes of us after we die. Those who have 
tasted death, our spirit friends, answer this great 
problem in this book of 600 pages.”

Price, $2.25.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

WRITER’S CRAMP

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO.,
45 Randolph Street, - CHICAGO.

Upward Steps
OF

Seventy Years.
AUTOBIOGRAPHIC, BIOGRAPHIC 

HISTORIC.

GROWTH OF REFORMS—ANTI-SLAVERY, ETC 
—THE WORLD'S HELPERS AND LIGHT- 

BRINGERS—SPIRITUALISM—PSY
CHIC RESEARCH—RELIG

IOUS OUTLOOK—COM
ING REFORMS.

—BY—

GILES B. STEBBINS,
Editor and Compiler of "Chapters from the Bible 

the Ages,” and "Poems of the Life Beyond"; 
Author of "After Dogmatic Theology, 

Whatl” etc., etc.

CONTENTS.
Dedicatory Introduction,

CHAPTER I.—Ancestry; Childhood; Youth; Birth 
place; Springfield, Mass.; Hatfield; Home Life

' Oliver Smith; Sophia Smith; Self-Help.
CHAPTER II.—Old Time Good and III; Religions 

Growth; Reforms; Temperance.
CHAPTER in.—Transcendentalism; Brook Farm; 

Hopedale; Northampton; Samuel L. Hill; W. E. 
Channing; Pierpont; Theodore Parker.

CHAPTER IV.—Anti-Slavery; Garrison; “The Fleas 
of Conventions;” Personal Incidents H. C. 
Wright; C. L. Remond; George Thompson; Gerritt 
Smith; Abby Kelley Foster; Abigail and Lydia 
Mott; Abigail P. Ela; Josephine L. Griffin.

CHAPTER V.—The Friends; Quakerism; Griffith 
M. Cooper; John and Hannah Cox; A Golden 
Wedding; Experiences of Priscilla Cadwallader; 
Lucretia Mott; McClintock; J. T, Hopper; Thomas 
Garrett; Richard Glazier; Progressive Friends 
Meetings.

CHAPTER VI.—The World’s Helpers and Light 
Brin gers; John D. Zimmerman; W. S. Prentiss; 
Wm. Denton; E. B. Ward; Emily Ward; Benjamin 
■F. Wade; H. C. Carey; Home Industry; Education, 
Scientific, Industrial, and Moral; “Religion of the 
Body;” Jugol Arlnorl Mori; Peary Chand Mittra; 
President Grant and Sojourner Truth; John Brown; 
Helpful Influences; Great Awakenings.

CHAPTER VII.—Spiritualism; Natural Religion; 
Experiences and Investigations; Slate Writing 
Spirits Described; Piano Music Without Hands; A 
Fact Beyond Mind Reading; Lifted in the Air; 
Spirit Portraits; A Michigan Pioneer’s Experience; 
Looking Beyond; Future Life; Natural Medium
ship; Illumination; BlindTnductive Science.

CHAPTER VIH.—PBychic Science Research; The 
Spiritual Body; Painless Surgerv; Psychometry; 
Inspired experiences; George Eliot; Helen Hunt 
Jackson; Prof. Stowe; Mrs. H. B. Stowe; Savona
rola; Rev. H. W. Bellows; Dinah Mulock Cralk; 
A Simple Michigan Maiden; Lizzie Doten; Reading 
German Philosophy; Record of an Hour's Expe
rience.

CHAPTER IX.—Religious Outlook; .Coming Re
forms; A New Protestantism; Woman in the Pul
pit; Rev. Horace Bushnell's “DeepMatters”; Rad
icalism; Ethical Culture; Liberal Christianity; A 
Needed Leaven; Two Paths; Future Religion; 
Coming Reforms; Conclusion.
Price, cloth bound, Cl .25.
For sale, wholesale and retail, b- Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

SCIENTIFIC RELIGION;
OR,

HIGHER POSSIBILITIES OF LIFE AND PRAC* 
TICE THROUGH THE OPERATION OF 

. NATURAL FORCES.

BY LAWRENCE OLIPHANT.

With an Appendix by a Clergyman of the Church o: 
England.

This celebrated work may be read with profit by 
thinkers and students.

Price, $2.50; postage, 16 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. BUNPV 

Chicago.

Herbert Spencer’s 
SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
An essay read before the Brooklyn Ethical Associ

ation, with report of a discussion of the essay. A 
pamphlet of 121 pages.

“A very able and satisfactory exposition of the 
synthetic philosophy.”—Dr. R. G. Eccles.

“One of the most candid and able expositions of 
philosophic truth to which this association -has ever 
listened.”—John A. Taylor. X

Price, 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago. • '

^PERFECT COFFEE MAKER.
A new Invention for making 

Coffee or Tea better than any 
thing now in use. Baves M of 
the Coffee. Can be used_with 
any Coffee or Tea Pot, If you 
like a fine cup of coffee this ar» 
tide is just wnat you need.

Sent by malluponreceiptof 25 cts. 
Agents wanted.

CHICAGO. - • - - ILL

GUIDE-POSTS
ON

IMMORTAL ROADS.
BY MRS. AMABALA MARTIN.

The author says “As a firefly among the stars, as 
a ripple on the ocean. I send out this small beacon 
of hope through the valley of despair."

Price 25 cents.
Fur sale, wholesale and retail, by Joon C. Bundy.

DEATH,
IN THE LIGHT OF

The Harmonial Philosophy.

BY MARY F. DAVIS.

-A Whole Volume of Philosophical Truth is 
Condensed into this Little Pamphlet.

Mrs. Davis has developed with rare faithfulness 
pathos the pure principles of true Spiritualism. The 
sorrowful may find consolation In these pages, 
and the doubtful a firm foundation and a clear sky.

Price. 15 cents. Eight copies for $1. Cloth bound 
SOcents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy. 
Chicago.

<TLIE GREAT

SPIRITUAL RMDIES.
MRS. SPENCE’S

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS.
“ Our family think there is nothing like the Posi

tive and Negative Powders "—so says J. H. Wiggins, 
of Beaver Dam, WIb.. and so says everybody.

Buy the Positives for Fevers, Coughs, Colds, 
Bronchitis, Asthma, Dyspepsia, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, 
ulver Complaint, Heart Disease, Kidney Complaints, 
Neuralgia, Headache, Female Diseases, Rbenmatism. 
Nervousness, Sleeplessness and al! active and acute 
diseases.

Buy the Negatives for Paralysis, Deafnes^ 
Amaurosis, Typhoid and Typhus Fevers. Buy a box 
of Positive and Negative (half and half) for Chills 
and Fever.

Mailed, postpaid, for $1.00 a box, or six boxes for* 
»5.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 
Chicago.

ETHICAL RELIGION.
BY WILLIAM M. SALTER,

Resident lecturer of the Chicago society fc '
ETHICAL CULTURE.

CONTENTS.
Ethical Religion; The Ideal Element In Morality; 

What Is a Moral Action? Is there a Higher Law ? Is 
there anything Absolute about .Morality? Darwin
ism in Ethics; The Social. Ideal; The Rights of 
Labor; Personal Morality; On some Features of the 
Ethics of Jesns; Does the Ethics of Jesus satisfy the 
Needs of our Time? Good Friday from a Modern 
Standpoint; The Success and Failure of Protestant
ism; Why Unitarianism Fails to Satisfy; The Basis 
of the Ethical Movement; The Snpremacy of Ethics.* 
The True Basis of Religions Union.

OPINIONS.
W. D. Howell’s, in Harper’s Monthly: “Where it 

deals with civic, social, personal duty, Mr. Salter's 
book is consoling and inspiring.”

Nation: “Mr. Salter appears as a distinctly Im
pressive and attractive personality, modest, cour
ageous, simple-minded, generous and earnest.”

Congregationalist: “Mr. Salter is so radical that 
probably only a few, even among advanced Uni
tarians, agree with him. Yet he is so plainly desirous 
of finding the truth, and so free from any intentional 
Irreverence that conservative Evangelical believers 
hardly will object to his spirit.”

The Religio-PhilosophicalJournal: “A few 
of the lectures give to the theoretical side of im
portant problems careful consideration and deep 
thought, while they all present the author's views, 
though sometimes fragmentarlly, in a scholarly and 
attractive manner. Mr. Salter's philosophic and re
ligious position is evidently agnostic, with a strong 
leaning.toward theism and immortality of the bouI; 
at least for a morally select portion in humanity. In 
his conception of Spiritualism is prominent t> ose 
aspects of it which offend his refined taste, and .t is 
not strange .refore that he falls to appreciate th’«- 
system of tU Jught as understood and expounded o_ 
Its representative thinkers. When Mr Salter comes 
to understand Spiritualism through study and in
vestigation instead of, as now, chiefly through the 
interpretation of its opposing critics, he will find to 
Ils astonishment, may be, that its ethics and his are 
nearly identical.”

Cloth, 332 pages. Price,$1.50.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy, 

Chicago. ■ ■ . ■
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Englishman—"Ow his hit you Hamericans ’ave 
such ’arsh voices?

American Girl—That’s inherited from ancestors 
who made themselves hoarse hurrahing over the 
events of a hundred odd years ago.

Gus De Smith—The young ladies of the present 
day are no good. They can’t be relied on.

Kosciusko Murphy—What makes you think so?
Gus De Smith—1 am engaged to three young 

ladies and they all flirt with other men.

“Do you know ‘The Song That Breaks 
Heart?’ ” :

“Is it‘Comrades?’.”

NOV. 14, 1891.

J
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-Customer—My watch won’t go.
Jeweler (examining it)—My! my! Have you 

been, in a railroad collision?
. Customer (surprised)—Why, no. .
Jeweler (solemnly)—When you undress you 

should never throw your vest down on the floor 
when your watch is in the pocket.

Customer (thoughtfully)—I never do. ICustomer (thoughtfully)—I never do. I have 
been exceedingly careful with that watch. Don’t 
know how it got hurt. How long will it take to 
fix it?

Jeweler (after another examination)—You’d bet
ter leave it here at least a week, but if you can get 
along without it, I would advise two weeks.

Customer—Very well. Do it up right. Good- 
day.

Jeweler (to assistant)-IHans, blow that speck 
of dust off this wheel and charge up $5 for repairs.

,-jiIrs. Hicks—What did Mr. Thirdly talk about 
this morning?

Hicks—He preached a very able sermon agains't 
the high hat at the theatre.

Mrs, Hicks—What was the text?
Hicks—“That which is high shall be brought | 

low.”

■r

/MPOBT^D EDJLTWJJi.
3 ' ■ . ■

Lights and Shadows
OF

SPIRITUALISM.
— /

The Constitution of Man considered in relation to I «
external objects, by George Combe. More than three I . .
hundred thousand copies of the Constitution of Man the wor,d 18 beg!nning to recognize that fact.”
have been sold and the demand is still increasing. I The finest and most productive Fruitlands in the 
It has been translated into many languages, and ex- CAP AY VALLEY, 90 miles from San Francisco, at 
tensively circulated. A celebrated phrenologist „said of this work: The importance and magnitude H50 to 8150 per acre on ea8y terms- 
of the principles herein contained are beyond those First-class Fruitlands in the Round Valley. Tulare 
to be found many other work. For sale at this office, Co_, south California. $40 to $75 per acre or long 
price. Bl-50 ■ ..---------- ---------— I time.

Anxious Mother My dear, I m afraid George is I Excursions every week. Free fare to purchasers 
getting into bad company. He is out very late I of 
nearly every night. I

Observing Father—Oh, he’s all right. He goes Maps> descriptive pamphlets, and full information 
to see some girl or other. Shouldn’t wonder if he’d will be forwarded free upon application, 
announce an engagement soon. CALIFORNIA LAND CO.,

He hasn't said a word about any young laqy.
No; but he’s keeping company with one all the I 389 Sibley street,

same. His right wrist is full of pin scratches. St. Paul, Minn.

John Wesley and Modern Spiritualism. An ap- ^T’TTTT A TTT?i¥R A T^TTOlVTi’ ”
peal to the Mlnls'ers and Members of the Methodist I LHL /x U JAiv/LuziL JZLv/LN Hl. 
Church based upon reason. By Daniel Lott. We A ROMANCE,
are constantly called upon for something from the I py OVTJTTQ POT TP
pen of John Wesley, and this may be of interest to I . * -DI vlriiUp UUJ iri. 
many. He was aman of superior mind, in many I Paper, 50 cents: cloth. IjJl.
respects and far in advance of his time, as will be I __ v. . .

... . ... „ . I Mtteen thousand years ahead of our dav!found by examining his sayings and ideas. Price, I ... , . ... . . y -----’ present life of the inhabitants of the planet Saturn! 25 cents. For sale at this office. I , . , _  - ,, _ ... .L I A history of all we are passing throngh, and the
—outcome! Communication at last established with

Deaf and Dumb Beggar (unexpectedly receiving tbe Planet Saturn through anroraphone messages, 
a quarter)— Oh, thankee, thankee! I, “Sprightly in style, sensible in its logic, scientific

* , ’ „ ... . in its denouements.... accessories <Jf out-of-door ad-Benevolent Passer Eh. M hat does this mean, I ventures and daring escapades, a ghost story and a 
sir? You can talk! I love story artistically blended with the auroraphone

Beggar (in confusion)-Y-c-s, sir. Ye see, sir, m®8B«et8' -^>6«>-Philosoi»hwalJodrnal.
I’m only holdin’ this corn« for th’ poor deaf and Send 8tanlp fOr Catalogue. Address
dumb man what belongs here. I DANIEL AMBROSE, Publisher,

Benevolent Passer (quickly)—Where is he? 45 Ranbolph St.,' - CHICAGO, ILL.
' Beggar (in worse confusion)—He’s—he’s gone to ’
th’ park t’ hear th’ music.

, LOGIC TAUGHT GY LOVE.
Samuel Bowles'» Pamphlets: Experiences of Sam- —by—

uel'Bowles in Spirit Life, or life as he now sees it MARY BOOLE ■
' from a Spiritual Standpoint, price 25 cents Contrast Part of the object of th,8 work fcQ attentlon 
In Spirit Life, and. recent experiences, price, 50 cents, tothe fact that our life is being disorganized by the 
and Interviews with Spirits, price 50 cents In paper monotony of our-method3 of teaching.
cover. For sale at this office I price, $1.00

I _^or sale, wholesale and retail, by ‘ Jno. C. Bundy.
Miss Wayupp—That dress Mrs. Highupp had on | Chicago 

wasn’t new. I’ll bet she’s worn it ail summer.
Mrs. Wayupp—Think so?
Miss Wayupp—Yes, indeed. Why, it positively

bags at the knees.

Heaven and Heli, as escribed by Judge Edmonds 
' in his great work on Spiritualism Ab Judge Ed
mond's writings are mostly out of print,tus pamphlet 
may be welcome to many, as it dehcnbee two scenes 
In heaven and two in hell. In his mmt graphic and 
careful style. Price, 10 cents. For sale at this 
office ________ -

« •
Great Editor—Were the nominations made 

day.
• Sub-Editor—Yes, sir. Convention - just 
journed. i

Did the other party get through, too?
No, sir. The balloting won’t begin until

. morrow.
Good ! Hurry, up and claim that our candidates 

are lovers of base-ball before the other party gets 
a chance....

«*, ur IS lull Grsicie Llctnnd 
It a. ran. In Book sent to any ad
dress on receipt of a 2-c stamp

LORD & THOMAS,
£ Newspaper Advertising

A5 RANDOLPH STREET,

CHICAGO.

IT 1/ni I WANT an Album you should send a Ik VIIII stamp to Daniel Ambrose, 45 Randolph II lUU St., Chicago, Ill., for his descriptive cat
alogue of albums, he can Bave you 

money.
to- I ------------------------------------------------------------- ---------

Auiltof 500 sq. in. 
nade with a pack 
of Of splendid Silk pcs. asstd. bright colors. 25c.; 5 pks. 

Sl^Agts. Wanted. Lemarle’s Silk Mills, Little Ferry,

The Open Door,
OR

THE SECRETOF JESUS
BY

John Hamlin Dewey, M. D.

The author dedicates this book to “Those who 
look, pray and work for the spiritual emancipation 
and transfiguration of humanlty;and he believes it 
is a key to spiritual emancipation, illustration and 
mastery.

The exposition of the divine possibilities of hu
manity given In this book is based upon the recogni
tion of a psychical and spiritual side to both nature 
and man. “In recognizing a super-sensuous and 
spiritual realm to which we are related,’* says the 
author, “we must reckon it as a portion of the uni
verse to which we belong, and our relations to it and 
its influence upon us as perfectly natural and- legit
imate under normal conditions.”

“This book is an earnest effort from the standpoint 
of a seer, to become a help notan oracle for others, 
and to so unfold the law and conditions through 
which the spiritual consciousness is attained and the 
emancipation of mind realized.... that the truth may 
be practically and readily tested by all who desire to 
know it for themselves....That the words of this 
book may lift many to the mount of vision to behold 
the nearness of the kingdom, and inspire them with 
boldness and courage to enter in and possess its 
treasuries, Is the prayer of the author.”

The work is printed from large clear- type and 
covers 156 pages.

Price, 30 cents, postage 6 cents.
For sale wholesale and retail by J no. C. Bundy, 

02 Lasalle St. P. O. Drawer 134, Chicago, Ill.

Part First.
ANCIENT SPIRITUALISM.

CHAPTER I. THE FAITHS OF ANCIENT PEOPLES; 
Spiritualism as old as our planet. Lights and shad-. . 
ows of Pagan times.

CHAPTER II. ASSYRIA, CHALDEA, EGYPT AND 
PERSIA. “Chaldea’s seers are good.” The Proph
ecy of Alexander's death. Splrltualim in the' 
shadow of the pyramids. Setho and Psammeticus. > 
Prophecies regarding Cyrus. The “Golden 8tar’ ■ 
of Persia.

CHAPTER 111. INDIA AND CHINA. Apollontusand 
the Brahmins. The creed of “ Nirvana.” Laotse 
and Confu<“ns. Present corruption of the Chinese 

CHAPTER /. Greece And Rome. The famous 
Spiritualists of Hellas. Communication between 
world and world three thousand years ago. The 
Delphian Oracle. Pausanias and the Byzantine 
Captive. “ Great Pan is dead.” Socrates and hie 
attendant spirit. Vespasian at Alexandria. A 
haunted house at Athens. Valens and the Greek

• Theurgists. The days of the Cassors.
Fart Second.

SPIRITUALISM IN THE JEWISH AND 
CHRISTIAN ERAS

CHAPTER I. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE BIBLE. 
Science versns Religion. Similarity of modern and 
ancient phenomena. The siege of Jerusalem. “The 
Eight of the World.’' Unseen armies who aided in i 
the triumph of the Cross.

CHAPTER H. THE SPIRITUAL IN THE EARLY 
CHRISTIAN CHURCH. Signs and wonders in the days 
of the Fathers. Martyrdom of Polycarp. The re 
turn of Evagrlus after death. Augustine's faith.' 
The philosophy of Alexandria.

CHAPTER III. SPIRITUALISM IN CATHOLIC AGES. : 
The counterfeiting of miracles. St. Bernard." The 
case of Mademoiselle Perrier. The tomb of the - 
Abbe Paris. “The Lives of Saints.” Levitation. 
Prophecy of the death of Ganganelli.

CHAPTER IV. THE SHADOW OF CATHOLIC 8P1B ituali8M. Crimes of the Papacy . The record of 
theDarkAges. Mission and martyrdom of Joan of 
Arc. The career of Savonarola. Death of Urban - f 
Grandler.

CHAPTER V. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE WAL - denses and camisards. The Israel of the Alps. - 
Ten centuries of Persecution. Arnaud's march. 
The deeds of Laporte and Cavalier. The ordeal of ■ 
fire. End of the Ceveonois War.

CHAPTER VI. Protestant spiritualism. Pre
cursors of the Reformation. Luther and Satan. 
Calvin. Wishart martyrdom. Witchcraft. Fa- 
mon- accounts of apparltlr s. Bunyan. Fox and

CHAPTER VII. THE SPIRITUALISM OF CERTAIN ~ great seers. “ The Reveries of Jacob Behmen.” 
Swedenborg's character and teachings. Narratives 
regarding the spiritual gifts. Jung Stilling. His 
unconquerable faith, and the providences accorded, 
him. Zschokke, Oberlin, and the Seeress of Prevost.

Improved from the Original 
Pattern of 18^0.

Many devices and instruments have been invented 
since Plnnchette first appeared but none of them 
have ever answered the purpose so well.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place Planclictte on a sheet of paper (printing or 

wrapping paper will answer), then'place the hand 
lightly on the board; in a few minutes it begins to 
move and is ready to answer mental or spoken ques
tions. It will not work for everybody; but when a 
party or tnree or four come together it is almost cer
tain that some one of the number will have the 
peculiar power necessary to enable Planchetteto 
display its mysterious workings. If one be unsuc
cessful let two try it together.

That Planchette is capable of affording constant 
entertainment is well established by thirty years' 
use, nor is it less likely to afford instruction. In
numerable cases are of record where it has been the 
means of conveying messages from spirits to mor
tals. Plancbette offers a wide and never ending 
field for speculation and experiment. \

Price, 75 cents. I 
board box free of postage.

For sale by Jno. C. Bundy. 92 and 94 Lasalle st., 
Suite 58. Chicago. III. P. O. Drawer. UM.

Part Third.
MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTORY.
CHAPRERII. delusions. American false proph

ets. Two ex-reverends claim to be witnesses fore
told by St. John. “The New Jerusalem." A 
strange episode in the history of Geneva. “The- 
New Motor Power. ’' A society formed for the at- 
tainment of earthly immortality.

CHAPTER IH. delusions (continued). The re- ’ 
vival of Pythagorean dreams. Allan Kardec's 
communication after death. Fancied evocation of 
the spirit of a sleeper. Fallacies of Kardeclsm. 
The Theosophical Society. Its vain quest for 
sylphs and gnomes. Chemical processes for the 
manufacture of spirits. A magician wanted.

CHAPTER IV. Mental diseases little understood. 
CHAPTER V. “PEOPLE FROM THE OTHER WORLD. ” 

A pseudo investigator. Gropings in the dark. The 
spirit whose name was Yusef. Strange logic and 
strange theories.

CHAPTER VI. SKEPTICS and tests. Mistaken ■ 
Spiritualists. Libels on the Spirit world. The 
whitewashing of Ethiopians.

CHAPTER VII. absurdities. “When Greek 
meets Greek.” The spirit-costume of Oliver Crom
well. Distinguished visitors to Italian seances. A 
servant and prophet of God. Convivial spirits,. A 
ghost's tea-party. A dream of Mary Stuart. The 
ideas of a homicide concerning his own execution . 
An exceedingly gifted medium. The Crystal Pal
aces of Jupiter. Re-lncarnative literature. The 
mission of John King. A penniless archangel. A 
spirit with a taste for diamonds. The most wonder
ful medium in the world.

CHAPTER VIII. TRICKERY AND ITS-fexPOSURL. 
Dark seances. A letter from Serjeant Cox. Tfr~ 
concealment of “spirit-drapery.” Rope tying and 
handcuffs. Narrative of exposed Y._
rious modes of fraud.

CHAPTER IX. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE 
(continued). The passing of matter through mat
ter. “Spirit brought flowers.” The ordinary dark 
seance. Variations of “phenomenal” trickery. 
“Spirit Photography.” Moulds of ghostly hands 
and feet. Baron Klrkup's experience. The read 
ing of sealed letters.

CHAPTER X. THE HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPIRITU
ALISM. The theological Heaven. A story regard
ing a coffin. An incident with “L. M.” A London 
drama. “Blackwood's Magazine” apd some seances 
in Geneva.

CHAPTERXI. “OUR FATHER.” 
CHAPTER XII. THE HIGHER ASPECT OF SPIRITU

ALISM (continued). “Stella.”
APPENDIX.

This covers eight pages and was not included tn 
the American edition. It is devoted to a brief ac
count of a young medium who underspirlt influence . 
wrote poetry of a high order. Extracts from these 
poetic inspirations are given The appendix is 
an interesting and most fitting conclusion ofa valu- . 
able book. - • /

This is the English edition originally published a, 
$4.00. It is a large book, equal to 600 pages of the

Sent by mail packed in straw- «''average 12mo., and much. superior in every way to'

gt75.00, worth 3750.00
bbio üRGAàis IorS48. KaMgU 
$150 ORGANS at
Other Bargains. Beanti-|Bs8ML 

—_f ul Birthday, Weadingor&nHHIi 
■tniust.rat«iCAl4,ALGGrFJ??FRBE. 
fuxlel JF. JSeatcy.Washimrton. New Jersey

the American edition published some years ago. 
Originally published in 1877, it was in advance of ik^ • 
time. Events of the past twelve years have justified 
the work and proven Mr. Home a true prophet,’> 
guide and adviser In a field to which his labor; giftr 
and noble character have given lustre. -

,. 8vo., 412 pages. Price, $2.00. '
: For sa.e, wholesale and retail, by JNO. C< Bundz* -

t
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IN TWO PARTS.

THE SOUL
<

BY ALEXANDER WILDER,

1
Ì

SPECIAL IMPORTATION.

BY J. H. DEWEY, M. D,

Í

1

BY AN INITIATE.

LIGHT OF EGYPT,

1
■ ■ 1

Finely Illustrated with Eight Full-page 
Engravings.

BASED UPON

JMieTcleal and Method of The Gb.ri.st

BY MORELL THEOBALD, F. C. A, 
Of London, England.

Punphlet form, price 15 cents.
For sale, wnolesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy 

Chicago.

By Eugene Growell, M. D.,

OB
TheolScience of The Soul ando The Stars.

Spirit Workers in the Home Circle. 
HANDSOME. DEMY 8VO.

Being an Autobiographic Narrative of Psychic Phe
nomena in the Family Circle Spread over a 

Period of Nearly Twenty Years.

BY WILLIAM DENTON, 
Author of “Our Planet,” “Soul of Things," Etc.

OUR FLAG,
OR THE EVOLUTION OF

TheJStars and Stripes;
—BY—

- ROBERT ALLEN CAMPBELL,.
Compiler of the first Atlas of Indiana, author of “The 

Rebellion Record,” etc. •
. This work as a history of the “Stars and Stripes,”

-gives the facts that are recorded In official docu
menta, the Histories of the Country and the Çyclo- 
pedlas so succinctly and interestingly arranged that 
the'whole story is told in a moderate volume.
' The symbolic meanings of the colors and the de

signs of the “Star Spang, ed Banner” are beautifully 
: brought out and embellished with 29 illustrations— 
three of them in colors showing Foreign, Colonial 

: and United States ensigns. '
Price, $1.00, postpaid.

•■For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C Bundy, 
Chicago.

IS DARWIN RIGHT ?
— OR,—

TDiie Origin of Man.

It Is claimed that this book Is not a mere compila
tion, but thoroughly original.

It is believed to contain information upon the most 
vital points of Occultism and Theosophy that cannot 
be obtained elsewhere.

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mys
teries of man upon every plane of his existence, 
both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it.

The secrets and Occult mysteries of Astrology are 
revealed and explained for the first time, it is 
affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort Is made to show that the Science of the 
Soul and the Science of the Stars are the twin mys
teries which comprise The One grand Science of 
Life.

The following are among the claims made for the 
work by its friends:

To the spiritual investigator this book Is lndls- 
pensible.

To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all 
earthly price, and will prove a real truth, “a guide 
philosopher and friend."

To the Occultist it will supply the mystic key for 
which he has been so long earnestly seeking.

To the Astrologer It will become a ‘‘divine revela 
tionof Soienie.”

This Is a cloth bound volume of two hundred pages, 
■mo., handsomely illustrated. It shows that man is 

hot-of miraculous, but of natural origin; ' yet 
that Darwin’s theory Is radically defective, because 
it leaves out the spiritual causes which have been 
the most potent concerned in his production. It is 

■^scientific, -plain, eloquent and convincing, and prob
ably sheds more light upon man's origin than all the 
.volumes the press has given to the public for years 
. Price, $1.00; postage, 5_cents.

For sale, Wholesale and retail, by Jno C. Bund y, 
Chicago. '

ILLUMINATED BUDDHISM
OR

THE TRUE NIRVANA,

.. “Thebook before us, aside from its mystic meth
ods, sakes an entirely new view of the doctrines of 
-the transmigration of souls, of re-incarnation and of 
.Nirvana;.. ....but we need not follow the details, for 
it: would give, but an Imperfect idea of one of the. 

>most readable books tn its line we have met in a 
'long time. Its literary style is unexceptionable, and 
ithe author shows in every chapter evidences cf pro
found thought and a mastery of statement teat is a 
a pleasure to follow.”—Exchange.

- Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.
a -Fcsaie, wi olesale and retail, by Jno. C. BUNLI, 

. Chicog j.

Edited by M. L. Holbrook, M. D., Editor, Author 
' and Publisher, with an Appendix on the Care 

Of Children, by Dr. C. S. Lozier, late Dean of the New 
. York Medical College, for Women, ^.-c.

The difficulty has been not to find what to say, but 
to decide what to omit. It is believed that a health 

- : ful regimen has been described; a constructive, pre 
paratory and preventive training, rather thu** 

.course of remedies, medications and drugs.
-Price, $1.00.

: For. sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy 
-' Chicago.• •.
J---------- :--------------- ------------------------ 1-------------

THE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE LIFE,
A HAND-BOOK OF 

'Christian Theosophy, Healing, 
AND PSYCHIC CULTURE,

A NEW EDUCATION,

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE.
“A noble, philosophical and instructive work.”— 

Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.
“A work of remarkable ability and interest.”—Dr 

J. R. Buchanan.
“A remarkably concise, clear and forcibly inter 

esting work......... ..It is more clear and Intelligible
than any other work on like subjects.”—Mr. J. J. 
Morse.

“A careful reading of The Light of Egypt dis
covers the beginning of a new sect in Occultism, 
which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultists 
the subtle delusive dogmas of Karma and Reincarna
tion.”—New York Times.

“It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from 
that class of scholars Interested in mystical science 
and occult forces. But it is written in such plain and 
simple style as to be within the easy comprehension 
.............of any cultivated scholarly reader.”—The Chi
cago Daily Inter Ocean.

“However recondite his book the author certainly 
presents a theory of first causes which is well fitted 
to challenge the thoughtful reader’s attention and to 
excite much reflection.”—Hartford Daily Times.

“Considered as an exposition.of Occultism, or the 
philosophy of the Orient from a Western standpoint 
this is a remarkable production............The philosophy
of the book is, perhaps, as profound as any yet at
tempted, and so far reaching in its scope as to take 
tn about all that relates to the divine ego-man in its 
manifold relations to time and eternity—the past, 
present and future.”—The Daily Tribune (Salt Lake 
Ci

NThls work, the result of years of research and 
study, will undoubtedly create a profound sensation 
throughout the philosophic world.”—The Detroit 
Commercial Advertiser.

“It is an Occult work but not a Theosophical one. 
......... It is a book entirely new in its scope, and must 
excite wide attention.”—The Kansas City Journal.

“The book is highly interesting and very ably 
written; and It comes at an opportune time to elim 
inate from the “Wisdom Religion” reincarnation 

- and other unphilosophical superstitions of the other
wise beautiful structure of Theosophy.”—Kansas 
Herald.

“What will particularly commend the book, to many 
in this country is that it is the first successful at
tempt to make the truths of Theosophy plain and 
clear to any one not a special student, and that it lays 
bare the frauds of the Blavatsky school.”—San Fran 
dsco Chronicle. ' ■

Beautifully printed and illustrated on paper manu 
factured for this special purpose, with illuminate 
and extra heavy cloth binding.g Price, $3.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail; by John C. Bundy 
'Chicago.

/./

« -The object of the book is not to teach a philosophy, 
-■" but a method; a method by which all may come to 
• ianimmediate Intuitive knowledge of the truth, each 

for. himself, by an inward illumination, which is 
^claimed to be within reach of the humblest.

; A clear exposition is given of the law and principle 
■-'^>.«Upon which all forms of Mental and Faith Healing 

-5*.- are based, with plain, practical and specific lnstruc- 
.^tlon for self-healing as well as for the healing of • 
-.^others.; ' ,'
■ " More important still is the thorough exposition' of 
3 the'higher psychic powers, viz., Psychometry, Nor- 
^mal 'Beership, Mental Telegraphy, Distant Healing, 
■vetc;,andthe new and specific processes for their lm 
¿-mediate development and exercise, which the author 
"claims are as normal, practical and legitimate as are 
Xthe development and training of muscle, the musical 

A'orAny other faculty.
^400 pp. Price. $2.00 Postage, 10 cents.
-iForrale; wholesale and retail, by Jno C. Bundy, 
Chicago. -

A limited supply of this new and Interesting booh 
is now bffef&t'lhe American public. Having lm 
ported It In sheets we are able to offer the work at a 
sharp reduction in our price at which the English- 
bound edition can be supplied in America.

The book is a large ?2mo. of 310 pages, handsomely 
printed on fine heavy paper from new type witb 
fancy Initial letters and chapter ornaments. Price 
$1.50—!a very low figure.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by JOHN C. But'-t 
Chicago
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The Spirit-World;
INHABITANTS, NATURE AND"PHILOSOPHY.

1
1
Í

Author of “The Identity of Primitive Christianity and Modern 
Spiritualism,” etc., etc.

“’Tls an authentic picture of the spheres; 
In one thou art, in one art soon to be;

Its mission Is to dry the mourner's tears,:
And ope to light serene futurity.”—Harris.

That this is a most remarkable book may be readily seen by scanning the abridged table of Contents 
given below. That the book will provoke discussion and the expression Of widely variant views Is also 
readllyseen. Dr. Crowell, however, is not a fanatic,, but an unusually cautious, clear-headed man. The 
methods by which he obtained the Information given in this work were such as to satisfy him fully of its 
trustworthy nature. In his admirable preface Dr. Crowell says: “Some of the statements contained In 
this volume are of such a novel and Incredible character that I cannot suppose my Spiritualist friends will, 
at least at first, be able to accept them; but I trust they will remember that the truth is not always prob
able, and will carefully consider and weigh before they reject, for I feel sure that such a course will result 
in their acceptance of at least some of the statements, which at first they will deem incredible if not 
impossible.”

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS. '
CHAPTER I.—THE SPIRIT AND SOllL.—Embodied man is a trinity^¿The spiritual body sub

stantial.—Exceptions to the rule that all men are immortal.—No sub-human or semi-human beings in the 
spiritual world.—Accidents to spirits. Death, the birth of the spirit.—The changes that death pro
duces.—Effects of narcotics upon the spirit.—Spirits are born naked into the next life.—Treatment of 
mortal remains. Temporary desertion of the body by the spirit.—Mr. Owen witnesses such a 
case.—His description of it.—It is attended with danger to the body.—Not a common occurrence.

CHAPTER II.—GENERAL VIEW. OF THE HEAVENS.—The Spirit-world and the spiritual 
world.—The Spirit-world substantial.—The relations that spirits sustain to their world.

CHAPTER IH.—THE LOty HEAVENS OR SPHERES.—The earth sphere.—The Spirit
world envelops us.—Arrangements of the low spheres.—Condition accurately follows character.—Some 
progress slowly having no desire for improvement—Many spirits continue to exist on the Earth for periods .
of time.—Habits of earth-bound spirits.—Their influence baneful.—Prisons and insane asylums Infested 
with them.—How low spirits aré governed.—Missionaries are sent to labor with them.—Condition of the <
drunkard.—The wicked heaven or second sphere.—Its cities.—Its inhabitants.—The “hells” of Swedenborg. * 
Condition of bigoted sectarians.—Sects are perpetuated in thé lower heavens.—Purgatcry.—Condi
tion of the degraded among Roman Catholics.—The Irish heavens.—Bigoted and intolerant Protestants.— 
They are placed under discipline.—Truth ultimately comes to all.

CHAPTER IV.—THE HIGHER HEAVENS.—The Indian heavens.—Tbe first sphere is an Indian 
heaven, “where no white man robs the Indian.”—Description and employment of the Indians.—Mr. Owen’B 
visit to the Indian heavens. Description of tbe higher heavens.—The third and fourth heavenB.— 
■nip Aunnrinan'and European heavens.—The Negro heavens.—Condition Of Negro spirits. Mr. Owen’s 
visit .to the higher heavens.—Means of communication* between the heavens.—Government in the 
heavens.—An Incredible story.—Steamboats and steamships. z •

CHAPTER V.—THE HIGHER HEAVENS (continued).—Description of them.—Gardens.—Furni
ture.—Mr. Owen's description of his own home in the fourth heaven. Employments of spirits.—Every 
desire of good spirits gratified.—The manufacturing heaven.—Temples, halls, theatres.—Hunting, fishing, 
riding.—Farms in the heavens.—Scientists in the heavens.

CHAPTER VI.—THE HIGHER HEAVENS (continued).—Sunday observance.—Titles and namn« 
in the heavens.—The record of a good life above earthly titles.—Earthly names perpetuated .—The personal 
appearance of spirits.—Ugly people become beautiful.—No spirit dwarfs or giants. The complexions of 
spirits. Language in the HSavens.—Spirits communicate with each other as we do, by speech.—Many 
languages in the heavens.—Prevision of splr'- This faculty is rare among spirits.—A seance in the ninth 
heaven.—Our capabilities are foreseen by certain spirits. The insane in spirit life.—What spirits are 
insane.—Infirmaries in the second and third heavens for the insane.—They very soon recover their reason. 
—How the Bpirlt is affected when the body is blown into fragments.

chapter VH—THE HIGHER HEAVENS (continued).—Wherein spirits differ .—No Atheists in 
the heavens above the third. Marriage in the heavens.—True marriage is there a recognized institu
tion.—Spirits as match-makers. Family relations in the heavens. Children in the heavens.— 
The conditions that surround them.—A grand nursery in the fifth heaven.—Bringing children té earth. 
Animals in the Spirit-world.—They are actual objective existences.—Their origin.—Their intelli
gence.—As to phantom animals seen by mortals.

CHAPTER VIII.—THE MOVEMENT OF SPIRITS.—Their movements controlled by volition.— 
Certain spirits can trace us.—Spirits and the remains of A. T. Stewart.—Spirits and the murder of Mrs. 
Hull—Few spirits visit the Polar Regions, The return of spirits to the earth.—The majority do 
not return.—The majority disbelieve in the fact of Intercourse with mortals.—Do ancient spirits and spirits 
from other worlds visit the eartS?—Difficult questions to solve.—Ability of spirits to visit other heavenly 
bodies.

chapter IX.—GUARDIAN SPIRITS.—Every adult mortal has a guardian spirit.—They are our 
monitors as well as guardians.—Their dutips and powers.—Spirits of different planes communicate.—Diffi
culties attendant on spirit-intercourse.—Why so few communicate.

chapter X—THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT-INTERCOURSE.—Method of controlling.— 
Trance mediums.—Speaking exhausts spirits.—Our memory a sealed vplume to spirits.—The memory and_ 
knowledge of spirits.—A spirit in three years forgetting nearly everything relating to his earth-life.—For-* 
getting proper nameB. . _ .

CHAPTER XI.—VISUAL PERCEPTION OF MATERIAL OBJECTS BY SPIRITS.—Few 
spirits distinctly perceive earthly objects.—Low spirits perceive them best.-mur spirits invisible to all dis
embodied spirits.—How spirits are affected by earthly light and darkness.—Few spirits able to read written 
or printed characters. Certain spirits able to read closed books and manuscripts. The 
ability of spirits to hear and understand our conversation.—Ordinarily few spirits excepting 
guardians ore able to hear us converse.—When mediums are present they are able to hear us. Power of 
spirits to pass through soHd matter.—Most spirits able to pass through walls of stone and wood.— 
All Ttmtoriai substances are equally substantial to spirits.—Transporting small objects through the air. 
Spirits in relation to the elements.—They are affected by cold and heat.—Sensitive to odors and 
perfumes.

charter XII.-MATERIALIZATION.—Form manifestations.—The processes are of a scien
tific nature,—All spirits when visiting the earth become more or less materialized.—The methods of 
proceedure by spirits in cabinet seances. Phantom ships and railway trains.—The legendary 
phantom ship not a myth.—Spiritual ships are constructed and sailed by the spirits of mariners.—Spectral 
men in armor. Rappings and moving of material objects.—Neither electricity nor magnetism the 
agent employed.—Spirit lights, how produced.—How levitation is effected. Trance and visions.—Trance 
induced by disembodied spirits.—Their object in Droduclng it.—All trance subjects are mediums. Spirits 
in relation to animals.—Certain domestic animals sometimes see spirits.—Spirits sometimes amuse 
themselves with domestic animals. Do spirits interest themselves in our business afibirs?— 
Some of them do.—Extreme caution necessary with such spirits.—Under what circumstances it may be Bafe ■ 
to consult spirits on business affairs. There is room in God’s universe for all. Where can .. 
departed spirits find space in which to exist?—We call figures to our assistance.—The problem 
then easily solved.—There is room for all.—The vastness of space.—Conclusion.—This Is the child-life of , 
the spirit.—Our glorious destiny.—“Hope on, O, weary heart.”

12mo, Cloth, Gilt and Embossed Back and Side, 200 Pages.
Price, Sl.OO; Postage Free.

jror gale wliolcs&lc and retail by- JNO* ©• BUNDY, OS and 04 U&S3>Ue st«,
P. O. Drawer 134.
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REUGIQ-PHILOSOPHICAL JOtiSMlíT/

A VALUABLE LIST 0E BOOKS FOR 
SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

The best works by the most popular 
, writers are embraced in this* list, 
’ and now is the time to order. Where 
5- science is sought for, what is better than 
/• the works of William Denton? The Soul 
- of Things, Our Planet, Is Darwin Right? 

.nd Radical Discourses.
The Light of Egypt, or The Science of 

- the Soul ind the Stars. This work has a 
/definite purpose, namely, to explain the ' <3—__1_________ -L-i__ __

r- • /

» I.

V*

in Nature. Angel Whisperings for the

true Spiritual connection between God and 
Man, and the Soul and the Stars.

A new edition of Psychometry by Prof. 
J. Rodefc Buchanan, and The'NewEducea- 
tiön by the same author.

In the line of poetry are Lizzie Doten’s 
Poems , of Progress and Poems Inner Life. 
Barlow’s Voices, and Immortality Inherent

Searchers after Truth, by^Hattie J. Ray.
J Consolation by A. P. Miller. Radical 

Rhymes by William Denton, and Poems 
from the Life Beyond and Within com-

7 piled by Giles Bl Stebbins.
Outside the Gates and other tales and 

sketches by a band of spirit intelligences, 
hrough the mediumship of Mary Theresa 

-Shelhamer. .
The Records of a Ministering Angel by 

Mary Clark.
Beyond the Gates by Miss Phelps is a 

combination of the literary and spirituelle. 
This popular author has for one of her 
latest works Between the Gates, a continu

ation of her delicate style.
‘ Heaven Revised, a narrative of personal 

.z experiences after the change called Death 
by Mrs. E. B. Duffey.

Mrs. M. M. King’s inspirational works, 
' Principles of Nature, and Real Life in the 
’ Spirit world.

Wolfe’s Startling Facts in Modern 
/ Spiritualism needs no commendation.

The Way, The Truth and the Life, a 
hand-book of Christian Theosophy; Heal
ing and Psychic culture, a new education, 
based upon the idea and method; of the 
ChristbyJ. H.Dewey,M.D. AlsoThePath- 
way of. the Spirit. A guide to Inspiration, 
Dlumination and Divine Realization on 
Earth. -

From over the Border, or Light on the 
Normal Life of man by Benj. G. Smith.

. Transcendental Physics, being an ac- 
■count of experimental investigations of 

/Prof. Zöllner with the medium Henry 
? Slade.

/ Scientific Religion by Laurence Oliphant. 
An exposition showing the higher possibil- 

. ities of life and practice through the 
'Operation of natural forces.
' Lights and Shadows of Spiritualism by 

> D. D. Home. This work was originally 
i published in England in 1877, and was in 
advance of its time. Events of the past 
few years have justified • the work and 
proven- Mr. Home a true prophet, guide 
and adviser in a field to which his labor, 
gifts.and noble character have given lustre. 

’ The complete works of A. J. Davis.
Dr. Babbitt The Philosophy of Cure, 

and Religion.
r Epes Sargent The Scientific Basis of 

Spiritualism, which should be in the 
library of all investigators and thinkers, 
.also Proof Palpable.

Unanswerable Logic, a series of Spiritual 
Discourse's, given through the medium
ship of Thomas Gales Forster.

The Pioneers of the Spiritual Reforma
tion, : being the life and work of Dr. 
Justinus Kerner, and William Howitt.

The Mystery of the Ages contained in 
' the Secret Doctrine of all Religions by 
Countess Caithness, also A Visit to Holy
rood, being an account of the Cojintess’ 
visit to this famous castle.

Spirit Workers in the Home Circle is an 
Autobiographic Narrative of psychic phe
nomena in family daily life, extending 
over a period of twenty years by Morell 
Theobald, F. G. A.

Rev. E. P. Powell has issued a valuable 
work entitled Our Heredity from God.

Space forbids further mention, but any 
and all books in the market can be ordered 
through this office.

Partial price list of books for sale, post
paid: Poems of Progress, plain, $1.10, 
gilt; $1.60; Poems Inner Life, plain, $1.10, 
gilt, $1.60; The Voices, $1.10; Start
ling-Facts in Modern Spiritualism, $2.25’ 
Psychometry, $2.16; The New Education 
$1.60; The Principles of Nature, 3 vols., 
$1.50 .per vol.; Real Life in the Spirit
world, 83 cents; Tha complete works of A. 

J. Davis, $30.00; Religion, Babbitt, $1.60; 
The Scientific Basis of Spiritualism, $1.60; 
Proof Palpable, cloth, $1.00; A Kiss for a 
Blow, a- book for children, 70 cents; Vital 
Magnetic Cure, $1.08';. Animal Magnetism 
Deleuze, $2.15; Diegesis, $2.16; Future 
Life, 81.60; Home, a volume of Poems,

81.60; Heroines of Free ¿Thought, 81.75; 
Pioneers of the Spiritual Reformation, 
$2.65; Nature’s Divine Revelations, $3.75; 
Transcendental Physics, 75 cents; Records 
of a Ministering Angel, $1.10; Mind Read
ing and Beyond, 81.35; Primitive Mind 
Cure, $1.60; Divine Law of Cure. $1.60; 
Immortality, Barlow, 60 cents; Stories for 
Our Children, 25 cents; Our Planet, 81.60; 
The Soul of Things, 3 vols., $1.60 each; 
Radical Discourses, $1.33; Outside the 
Gates, $1.25; The Way, the Truth and the 
Life, $2.00; The Pathway of the Spirit, 
cloth, $1.25, paper, 75 cents; D. D. Home, 
His Life and Mission, plain? $2.00, gilt, 
$2.25; Lights and Shadows of Spiritualism, 
$2.00; Unanswerable Logic, $1.60; The 
Mystery of the Ages, $2.70; A Visit to 
Holyrood, $1.60; Spirit Workers in the 
Home Circle, $1.60; Our Heredity from 
God, $1.75; Spirits Book, Kardec, $1.60; 
Beyond the Gates, $1.35; Between the 
Gates, $1.35; The Light of Egypt, $3.00; 
Angel Whisperings, plain, $1.50, gilt, $2.00; 
Heaven Revised, 25 cents; From over the 
Border, $1.00; Scientific Religion, $2.50; Is 
Darwin Right? $1,05; Radical Rhymes, 
$1.30; Consolation, and other Poems, $1.00; 
Poems from the Life Beyond and Within, 
$1.60; Logic Taught by Love, $1.00; Light 
on the Path, cloth, 40 cents, paper, 25 
cents; Book on Mediums, Kardec,. $1.60.

RULES AND ADVICE
For Those Desiring to

FORM CIRCLES.

Where through developed media, they may com
mune with spirit friends. Also a Declaration of 
Principles and Belief, and Hymns and Songs for 
Circle and Social Singing. Compiled by James H. 
YOung. Price 20 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy. 
vhicauo.

THE

A NARRATIVE OF STARTLING PHENOMENA 
OCCURRING IN THE CASE OF

MARY LURANCY VENNUM.
BY DR. R. W. STEVENS.

Thia well attested account' of spirit presence 
created a wide-spread sensation when first published 
in the Rellgio-Philosophical Journal. Over liftv 
thousand copies were circulated, including the Jour
nal's publication and the pamphlet editions, but the 
demand still continues.

To those familiar with the marvellous story, it is 

x NO WONDER 
the Interest continues, for in it on Indubitable testi
mony may be learned how a young girl was 

SAVED FROM THE MAP HOUSE, 
by the direct assistance of Spirits, through the intelli
gent interference of Spiritualists, and after months 
of almost continuous spirit control und medical 
treatment by Dr. Stevens, was restored to perfect 
health, to the profound astonishment of all. So far 
transcending in some respect, all other recorded 
caseB of a similar character, this by common acclaim 
came to he known as

THE WATSEKA WONDER.
Were it not that the history of the case is authenti

cated beyond all cavil or possibility of doubt, it would 
be considered by those unfamiliar with the facts of 
Spiritualism as a skillfully prepared work of fiction. 
As

A MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
for general distribution, it is unequalled; and for 
this purpose should be distributed industriously, 
generously, persistently far and near.

The present issue is a superior edition from new ste
reotype plates, printed on a fine quality of toned pa
per, and protected by “ laid " paper covers of the 
newest patterns.

The publisher has taken advantage of the necessity 
for new plates, and with the courteous permission of 
HarperBrothers, incorporated with the case of 
Lnrancy Vennum one from Harper's Magazine for 
May, 1860, entitled

Psychical and Physio-Psychological Studies.

MARY REYNOLDS,
A CASE OF

Double Consciousness.
i

This case is frequently referred to by medical au
thorities, and Mr. Epes Sargent makes reference to 
it in that invaluable, standard work, The Scientific 
Basis of Spiritualism. his latest and best effort. The 
case of Mary Reynolds does not equal that of Lu- 
rancy Vennum. but is nevertheless a valuable ad- 
ditlon. The two narrations make a

SIXTY-PAGE PAMPHLET.
Price, 15 cents per copy.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

Fair Towel Rack.

I

The most unique and practical article of the kind made. 
Can be fastened anywhere. Made of steel, finely plated; will 
last a life-time, can not get out of order and is both useful and 
ornamental. Aims not in use, by simply lifting up, are put 
completely out of the way. Agents sell from 1 to 5 at every 
house. Ladies buy by the dozen, artistically ornamenting 
them with ribbon, etc., and presenting them to their friends, 
making the most useful, ornamental present imaginable. The 
best selling article out this season. One little boy sold 4 
dozen in one day; The following is a clipping taken from the 
review 'column df the “Agents Review,” of Ravenswood, Hl., 
regarding this useful article: '

“Their ornamental towel rack is a little specialty which 
ought to sell well. It is a beautiful little article, finely nickle- 
plated, and as it folds up very neatly when not in use is an 
ornament to any room in the house. The low price coupled 
with the merits of this article insures for it a large sale, and it 
is an article which an agent will find to his or her advantage 
to push.”
.Sample by mail, 25c. One dozen by^Express, $1.25.

Address all orders and make all remittances payable to

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO., 45 Randolph sreet, Chicago. ILL.
THE WAR IN HEAVEN.

BY DANIEL LOTI’

This Is founded upon Revelations 12- 7-9 and wil 
oe found Interesting. Price, 10 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bcndj 
Chicago

UNANSWERABLE LOGIC.
A Series of Spiritual Discourses Given Through 

the Mediumship of Thomas Gales Burster.
A remarkably cleaT, comprehensive and complete 

presentation of the phenomena and teachings of 
Modern Spiritualism Is given in these lectures, com
paring them with those of the past in respect to life 
here and hereafter.

The many thousands who have listened to the 
eloquent discourses of Thomas Gales Forster, when 
In the prime of earth-life, will welcome this volume 
with heartfelt gratitude.

The following chapters are especially Interesting: 
What is Spiritualism? Philosophy of Deaths What 
Iles beyond the Veil? Human Destiny. Clairvoyance 
and Clalraudlence. What Spiritualists Belleve^etc.

Cloth; large 12 mo., beveled boards Price, $1.50.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy, 

Chicago- ,

MEDIUMSHIP.
— A —

GHAPTER OP RXE»E1RIRKLOE1S.

BY MRS, MARIA M. KING
-------- ' i

This Pamphlet of 50 pages is a condensed state
ment of the laws of Mediumship illustrated by the 
Author's own experiences. It explains the Religious 
experiences of the Christian in consonance with 
Spiritual laws and the Spiritual Philosophy. It is 
valuable to all, and especially to the Christian who 
would know the true philosophy of a “change of 
heart." It ought to be largely circulated as a tract 
by Spiritualists.

Price, 86 per hundred; 83.50 for 50; 81 for 13, and 10 
centB per Bingle copy.

For sale, wholesaleand retail, by 
Chicago.

JNO. C, BüNDY,

THE •

PATHWAY OF THE SPIRIT.
A guide to Inspiration, Illumination dnd Divine 

Realization on Earth.

By JOHN HAMLIN DEWEY, M. D.

This work 1b Number 2 of the Christian Theosophy 
Series and is having a large and rapid sale.

Price, cloth boimd, 81.25; paper, 75 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bondy, Chicago. . • ' v

ANGEL WHISPERINGS
IFOR _

The Searchers After Truth.
BY HATTIE J. RAY

This volume is presented to the public in hopea 
that many may draw inspiration from its pages. The 
poems are well called “Angel Whisperings

Price, ornamental cover, 81.50; gilt edges, 82.00; 
postage 17 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail ,by Jno C. Bundy, 
Chicago.

r

THE. INFLUENCE
• OF

FOOD ON CHARACTER>
OR

VEGETABLE VS. AWAL DIET.
BY

REUBEN PERRY.
The object of this essay is to point out the influx 

ence that the different kinds of food for a long time, 
exclusively eaten have had. in the formation , 
character. I '

Price, 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.'
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THÉ EDITOR TURNS INQUIRER.
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PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE

By Mks. Nettie Colburn Maynard.
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Durability. ' ;

- To any one sending me ten new three- 
. months’ trial subscribers, at 50 cents each, 
-1 will send a copy of the book, Foriwera(y 
trial subscribers and $10, I will give 
copies of the book to the sender.

PUBLISHED AT 92 LASALLE ST., CHICAGO 
BY JOHN C. BUNDY

Passed to spirit life very suddenly, from his home 
in Troy, N. Y., on Saturday, October 24th, Jesse Bat- 
tershall, aged 84 years. He had been a decided and 
consistent Spiritualist many years, was p. man of 
sterling character and left a host of friends who will 
greatly miss his pleasant face and genial ways. His 
funeral services were admirably conducted by the 
Rev. J. Haite, Unitarian of Troy. G.

Entered at the Chicago Post-office as Second-class 
Mhil Matter.

A IfUiB
And Permanent Binding for Music, 

Periodicals,Photos of Goods, Samples

PREMIUMS FOR SUBSCRIBERS.
To every new yearly subscriber to The 

Journal at the regular price, $2.50, I willi 
send free a copy of Dr. Crowell’s “Spirit- 
World.”

ASTHNIAUjHHI
By the Swedish Asthma Cure. Sample mailed■ 
fre^AddreMC0LMKSBB08¡DRVGC0¡¡8feteal*ao¡l|

Sïït*
I S5’ tos»/ nce> 

cents.

\ g “TIIKNEW AITSm°O”
Yor "'Kxl heal *h cu re* all citron le d" scares.

Rev. A. Albro, D.D., Vtlca, N. Y.. writes: “Ono 
(7 j of tile greatest boons toinankindin nvnieni days.’’ 
Ui ■ Infinitely butter than tlie Hall System. Half the 
M price. ; Send for testimonials.JI health supplies co., :io pb iadway, k. t.

Tone,
Baltimore, 22 and 24 East Baltimore Street, ’

New York,148 5th AVe. Washington, 817 Market Space.
LYON & HEALY, Sole Agents, \ 
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. The editor desires to ask his readers a 
question but is obliged to perface it with 
some remarks anti-correspondence. Among 
the multifarious and widely diversified 
functions of the editor of a paper devoted 
to the exposition qf the phenomena and 
philosophy of Spiritualism and the ad
vancement of psychical science, is that of 
complying with requests for advice and 
information. For various reasons the 
editor of The Journal has found • this 
particular function, • the one of all others 
most exacting, exhausting and persistent. 
There is never a time when there are not 
scores of letters asking advice and infor
mation lying on his desk awaiting their 
turn for attention. One half the time of 
his stenographer and type-writer is given 
to this work and yet is the pile never 
wholly cleared away. A majority of these 
seekers are not even subscribers to The 
Journal; and some of them—it is a 
pleasure to be able to say not many—do 
not succeed in concealing that they think 
they are conferring a favor by condescend
ing to impose upon the editor a task that 
will consume valuable time, as well as 
expense. He does his very best to meet 
this draft, and thereby is obliged to forego 
many of the interests and pleasures of 
life. That he cannot spend time to write 
social letters or always to go into elaborate 
details, without which it is better not to 
answer some questions, seems quite in
comprehensible now and then to a corre; 
spondent.

A rather mild cáse is here given to illus
trate one phase of this free dispensary 
work. The name of the writer is consid
erately suppressed:

Joliet, III., October 28th, 1891.
My Dear Sir: I presume you are ac

customed to have inquiries showered up
on you from all sides, so I hope you’will 
pardon my intrusion for a like purpose. 
Can you oblige me with the name and 
address of a reliable materializing medium 
in Chicago? I should also like to find 
(for a friend) a good business medium. 
I remain in or near Chicago for three 
weeks, after which 1 am going on a long 
professional tour visiting—among other 
places—St. Louis, Cincinnati, Denver, 
Salt Lake City, San Francisco and Los 
Angeles. If you can give me the names 
of any media in these places known to you 
it will be a great kindness. I also desire 
to ask if you can tell me where a book 
called “Solar Biology” is published? 1 
do not know whether it was published 
anonymously or not. In any case I do not 
know the author’s name, but I thought as 
it claims to be of the “occult” class it 
might have come under your notice. I do 
not ask for the above information in order 
to become convinced of the truth of Spirit
ualism, for that good was accomplished 
long ago, but I greatly desire to witness a 
certain class of phenomena which I have 
never seen. You do not seem altogether 
a stranger to me and I have approached 
you more boldly on that account. My 
mother-in-law, Mrs. —--------- ,is known to
you I believe by letter, if not personally, 
and I feel quite sure that Mr. and Mrs. 
-------------- , have the pleasure of your ac
quaintance and I reckon them among my 
closest friends. Trustisfe, therefore, to 

. your kindness to excuse me for troubling 
you, I remain Yours very truly,

The above came, as such letters are apt 
to, when the editor had more things on 
hand requiring his personal attention than 
three men could handle,but as it seemed to 

. need prompt reply, and, something un
usual, contained a stamped envelope, the 
editor hastily penned the following:

- Chicago, October 29th, 1891. 
Mrs.--------- ------------ .Joliet Ill.

Dear Madam: I hardly think you real
ize that it would take an hour of valuable 
time to answer your letter as it should be 
done.

There is not a materializing show in 
America that is entitled to confidence, 
enclose list of media in the city, 
recommend people to consult 
on business. Yours truly,

(Signed) Jno. C.
To have supplied information 

a stretch of territory nearly 3,000 miles in 

Bondy 
covering

length, extending from the Ohio, across 
the Missouri, on to Salt Lake and the Pa
cific coast in a way to have made himself 
understood and of real service to his cor
respondent, would have taken at least an 
hour. To have, noticed the reference to 
“Solar Biology” and all that seemed im; 
plied therein, would have demanded a 
statement of some length. Hence, these 
parts of the letter were not.taken up, and 
only such portion attended to as seemed 
of immediate need to the writer; and his 
reason for an incomplete reply was stated in 
his first sentence. In return for his trou
ble the editor received the following roast: 

Joliet, October 31st, 1891.
Dear Sir: The information contained 

in your note is quite what I desire, but I 
should feel more grateful for-it had it 
been furnished in a more civil manner.

I have lived for some years in the house
hold of a journalist, and in the course of 
that gentleman’s most useful and busy 
career he has been invariably ready to re
ply to the respectful inquiries of strangers, 
especially touching the particular subject 
treated by him in his editorial duties. I 
have done you the honor to suppose you 
a person of tpe same kindly courtesy, but 
be assured 1 shall not fall into the error 
again. I beg to remain. Yours very truly.

Now, Tiie Journal editor has been 
roasted and basted so continuously for so 
many years that he would feel unnatural 
and grow suspicious of himself if these 
operations were to cease; but in this in
stance he is in doubt as to the cook, and 
whether she had a call to do it. The edi
tor asks his readers to tell him if there is 
any thing unkind, any discourtesy in his 
reply to his lady correspondent. If there 
really is, he desires to know it that he may 
apologize. All this may seem too incon
sequential to fill valuable space in The 
Journal; but if the editor can be enlight
ened it will not be a waste of space.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST ?

—or—

Curious Revelations From the 
Life of a Trance Medium.

Illustrated with portraits, and a frontispiece of 
Lincoln from<Carpenter’s celebrated painting.

In this narrative Mrs. Maynard tells of her early 
life, and the discovery of her mediumship, and 
brings her career down to the time of going to Wash
ington. Beginning with chapter V1L, Mrs. Maynard 
recounts her first meeting and seance with Presi
dent Lincoln and follows it up with accounts of 
further seances at which Lincoln was present, in
cluding some at the White House.

“I believe that Mr. Lincoln was satisfied and con
vinced that the communications he received through 
me were wholly independent of my volition,” writes 
Mrs. Maynard (page 91).

Lincoln is quoted as saying: “I am not prepared to 
describe the intelligence that controls this young 
girl’s organism. She certainly could have no knowl
edge of the facts communicated to me.”

Mrs. Maynard tells a plain, straightforward story 
and fortifies it with witnesses. Thnt she did hold 
seances for Mr. Linco’n, and that he was strongly 
Impressed by what he saw and heard no intelligent 
purpose can doubt, after reading this book. The 
publisher declares that he has not spared care, re
search or expense In verifying Mrs. Maynard's 
story before publishing the book; and he publicly 
declares that he “stakes his reputation on the valid
ity of its contents.”

Cloth-bound. 2C>4 pages. Price, $1.50.
Wholesale and retail by Jno. C. Bundy. P. o. 

Drawer 134. 92 LaSalle st., Chicago.
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using It, are very fond of it. It assimilates with the A. 
food, increases the flesh and appetite, builds up the 
nervous system, restores energy to mind and body, Th 
Creates new, rich and pure blood, in fact, rejuve- s 
nates the whole system. 1
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■ Be sure, as you value your health, and get the ■ b 

genuine. Manufactured only by Dr. A. B. Wii.bor, £ 
Chemist, Boston, Mass. Sold by all Druggists. 1
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EPPS’S COCOA'
BREAKFAST.

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws \ 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrl- > 
tion.and by a careful application of the fine prop- ' 
ertles of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured bev
erage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. 
It is by the judicious use of such articles of diet that 
a constitution may be gradually buUt up until strong 
enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hun- 
deds of subtle maladies are floating around us ready W 
to attack wherever there is a weak point. We may ’ 
escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well 
fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished 
frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
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$870 IN SOLD
Given 
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We will give the first person telling us on or be
fore January 1st, 1892, which is the longest line— 
number 1 orhnmber 2—® 150 in <301*1; to the 
one giving the next conect answer, S75;to tlic 
third, $30* fourth, $25; fifth, $20; sixth 
$15. To the next 25 persons, S5 each. To pen 
eon sending last correct answer, Si5oin Goiel; 
next to the lost,® 75* next, $30; next 25 persons, 

each, and the next 25 persons (should there
i so many who send correct auswer), $2 each. 

Be careful, it is not as easy as it looks. Only one. 
answer will bo allowed each person. With yovr 
answer send us 25c. postal note or 80c. in stamps ■ 
for our Celetoratesl Fountain Pen.

Remember you pay nothing for the presents, as 
they are absolutely given away to introduce ocr 
pens. Immediately after January 1st, 1893, a print
ed list, giving the names and addresses of the suc
cessful contestants, will be mailed each person who 
sends in an answer. Address Buddington Supply Co. - 

9 Park PlaceTf’ew TonOty.
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